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Introduction

Until recently, new technology experts have trumpeted a
plainly obvious tune: the information revolution has the
power to change our lives. But, what matters most for
people is “going digital” and shaping the Internet to be
heard and informed.

Black World communities – in America, Britain and
sub-Saharan Africa – reflect the astonishingly diversity
of this trend and concerns. Community leaders are
determined to overcome information poverty,
communicate their ideas, and build social capital with
computers and the Internet. These bold initiatives herald
a profound global movement for cyber-social action.

Based on a unique range of articles over a decade, this
book demonstrates how Black communities taming the
new technologies challenge the Internet power elites.
The message is clear: government and corporate
leaders, charities and international development
agencies must learn to plan for popular participation in
digital democracy.



The Internet and social action

Black communities in America, Britain and sub-Saharan
Africa are moving into the frontline of Internet
innovation. In the US they are battling for the billions
available in start-up money; the Afro-Brits are wiring up
their youth; and Africans are excited by the prospect of
networking the World Wide Web.

This surge of interest should not be surprising. Cyber-
experts say the new technologies are a boon to life and
living. They affect everything from education, leisure,
banking and household shopping to office work and
industry. The beauty is that access to the new
technologies can boost learning skills and cultural
creativity, and prompt political action.

Aiming to be heard and informed

What has not been appreciated, however, is the vast
digital divide – or gap in computer and Internet use --
between people along lines of race, class and power.
This is borne out by studies in three world regions.



In the US, the most wired up nation in the world,
only a quarter of African American homes are
online compared with more than fifty per cent of
whites, according to US government National
Telecommunications agency (NTIA)
www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/fttn00/falling.htm
Black Londoners in poor inner city areas are at
least twice as likely to have no home Internet
access as whites. See (Mayor of London studies) –
for example Connecting Communities, Tackling
Exclusion.
Africa has the fewest Internet users in the world,
according to
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats1.htm

Nevertheless, Black communities across the regions are
organising to harness the planet’s new instruments of
communication. They sense the winds of electronic
change are blowing in their favour. This book, then,
reports on their quest – its meaning and implications for



future generations.

Building social capital in Black America

In the US case, a charismatic church leader and a radical
university professor are at work. They are organising
high-risk African American communities in Toledo,
Ohio, to build up social capital and cyberpower. The
results are strengthening the social fabric with a network
of online schools, churches, businesses, political, and
cultural activities. “We aim for the liberation of the poor
and oppressed people from social exclusion into full
active agents for social change that ends their
exploitation,” says Prof Abdul Alkalimat, director of the
University of Toledo Africana Studies department.

Shaping Info-city Black Britain

The second case, drawn from Britain, includes
compelling stories from African Caribbean
communities. The St Paul’s, Bristol, story recounts the
work of media activists in shaping government policies
to “wire up Britain”. The Brixton experience shows
how grassroots organisations plan to use info-



technology to empower people in a deprived historic
district of London. Cyberactivists are convinced they
can combat social exclusion. Moreover, they plan to link
people to the educational advantages and labour markets
of London’s globalising urban economy.

Africa closing the Digital Divide

Sub-Saharan Africa provides material for the third case.
Special attention is given to freedom of expression in
cyberspace for Africa’s largely ignored traditional
language communities. Africa’s language experts have
said: “We must appropriate African languages and the
Internet as a strength for social and economic
development”. Now, these concerns have spread
throughout the continent. Profiles of African writers and
intellectuals and their support for linguistic freedom are
given prominence. The views of national and world
leaders and international organisations are explored.

Taming the new technologies

This concluding section offers an opportunity to reflect
on the quest for equality through Internet empowerment.



It looks at a decade of Black cyberadvocacy, of pilot
projects and experiments, of money spent and lessons
learned. It reveals “who’s out in front; and who’s
lagging behind” in Black communities in linking the
Internet and community social change. Key questions are
raised:

How does “going digital” assist people struggling
to improve their livelihoods and families?
Can it empower communities with basic education
in their own languages?
What of women wanting full equality; young
people seeking to advance their education; and the
elderly enjoying fuller lives?

Answering these questions goes beyond the mere
promotion of computer hardware and Internet access by
government and commerce. I propose that the issue is
how to tame the new technologies – explore their
possibilities, adapt and make them technically feasible -
- and use them to promote life-enhancing results.



Basically, this book took flight from my articles on race
and the Internet in my web magazine
www.Chronicleworld.org. I wrote of the deep sense of
exclusion from the information age among Black and
minority ethnic groups, and especially young Blacks.
Hence, the straightforward, online reportorial language
and images.

In the process, I came to recognise and explore some
new ethical issues:

What is or should be the representation of Blacks
in the virtual world of the web;
How valid is their call for equality of access to
information and communications technologies;
and,
Is there an ethical case for corporate social
responsibility to close the digital divide?

I pursued these issues as Occasional Lecturer on race,
ethics and the media at City University Journalism
School, London. I benefited from reading the works of



Richard Keeble, his Ethics for Journalists, London,
Routledge 2001 and The Newspapers Handbook,
London, Routledge 2001. My appointment as Research
Fellow at the Centre for Urban Studies and Research,
Goldsmith College, University of London, was
especially rewarding. But I have also brought into play
for contextual purposes current writings on the social
consequences of the new technologies and wealth
production in globalising societies. Most useful were
the books of MIT educator Donald Schon, Pulitzer Prize
winning journalist Thomas Friedman, and the new
works of the “Future Shock” authors Alvin and Heidi
Toffler.

But what I have discovered is that Black cyberaction is
not about abstruse theories nor is it best expressed by
casual, untutored journalists. I have listened to and
learned from the vanguard and grassroots voices. First-
person quotes give insights into why and how people are
moving forward on the Internet with their claims to race
equality, justice and advancement. Furthermore, I came
to realize that the ways communities use the Internet
cannot be understood solely in terms of pre-digital race
and the media studies and opinion polls, for example



Paul Hartman and Charles Husbands’ Racism and the
Mass Media, 1974.

We are in the post-civil rights era and the digital
information age. African Internet innovators have broken
the barriers in cyberspace, most notably, Phillip
Emeagwali, the prize-winning Igbo Nigerian-born
computer scientist/geologist. Sociology professor Abdul
Alkalimat has introduced an Internet-based course in
eBlack Studies, has revitalised the study of martyred
Black militant Malcolm X, and chronicled the
progressive African American experience in
Cyberspace.

Furthermore, Black leaders are linking terrestrial
freedom struggles to liberation in cyberspace. The Rev
Jesse Jackson says, “We are tired of being
sharecroppers; we want to be shareholders in the
information age”. President Thabo Mbeki of South
Africa supports the call for “Unity in cyberspace to
combat racism and gain equality, justice and dignity”.
As a result, Black people are “going digital” in the one
medium freely open to them. This offers them a strategic
alternative to dependence solely on commercially



owned and government monitored traditional media for
information and ideas.

My findings are positive. Self-organising e-Black
communities are spearheading the quest for Internet
diversity, ethics, pluralism, democracy and free
expression. All who serve, report on and plan Internet
policies for diverse communities will gain an
understanding of race and the Internet. Viewed in a
trans-Atlantic perspective, The Audacity of Cyberspace
is a timely, early warning of global Internet issues that
will be bitterly contested in the coming years.

Thomas L Blair
http:www.chronicleworld.org
September 2008



1. Radical Cyberaction in Toledo

The articles in this section show how an urban
community is harnessing the energy of the Internet
through self-organisation and charismatic leadership.
New models for building social capital, cyberpower
and e-Black Studies are discussed.

At a glance

Afro-Americans and the Information Revolution
Organising for Cyberpower
On this Rock: the Cyberchurch
Cyberschools create achievers
Ties that bind CyberFamilies
Cyberhair care and Beauty
Cyberpower and Politics
Digitising Black Studies



Afro-Americans and the Information Revolution

Across Black America the information revolution is
moving into the realm of social liberation. People are
narrowing the Internet gap and going online with a
distinctive style.

People are giving every impression of adapting to the
Internet and its potential. They go online looking for
information that benefits their lives — like information
about higher paying occupations, better housing and
education.

In spite of this, major barriers to Internet access are in
evidence. It is widely recognised that strong counter
action is required by civil rights leaders, educators,
Internet and telecom magnates, and national policy
makers.

Numbers and styles

Measuring the Internet gap and distinctive online
behaviour of African Americans is, of course, the first
task. But it isn’t easy; good statistics are hard to come



by. Fortunately, researchers for the non-profit Pew
Online Life Projects have catalogued some significant
trends based on government statistics (see “African
Americans and the Internet” (2000)
www.pewinternet.org/ppf/r/25/report_display.asp).
Black Internet users grew from 23 per cent in 1998 to 36
per cent in 2000, and escalated to 61 per cent in 2006;
while the proportion of whites grew from 42 to 50 to 74
per cent, respectively. (Compare with
http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/Pew_Those_Not_Online_Report.pdf).

Women are the major force behind this growth, and
outnumber men online. In addition, parents with children
under 18-years-of-age add to the expanding net-linked
population. Age is the strong predictor of Internet use in
Black communities, researchers claim. Teenagers lead
the way; and are catching up to white teenagers. Seven
out of 10 say they have access to the Internet. Among
whites it is eight out of 10. (This indicates that the
overall gap between youth groups is less pronounced
than their parents’ generation.)

Rhythms of use



Pew Project researchers note some marked variations in
online behaviour. Women show a strong desire for
health, home and lifestyle information, career advice
and religious support. By contrast, men are more likely
to have purchased products online and sought sports and
financial information.

The elderly and youth differ in their choices as well.
Older persons are more likely to have searched for
religious information and social services. Younger age
groups, 30 and under, are more likely to be drawn to
leisure activities on the Internet. They immerse
themselves in chat rooms and games. Interactive multi
media production is popular, as are web design,
animation and creating pop music on CDs.

Undoubtedly, the substantial growth in the online
African American population and their distinctive
profiles of Internet usage are notable. Indeed, one
observer, Michel Marriott, a technology editor for the
New York Times, predicts these trends are “signalling a
remarkable closing of the “digital divide”” (see Blacks
Turn to Internet Highway, And Digital Divide Starts to
Close March 31, 2006 (NYT) National Desk / News



Race-class digital divide

But talk of bridging the digital divide must be tempered
by hard facts. Despite the substantial growth in the
online African American population, and their
distinctive profiles of Internet usage, they still lag
behind their white counterparts in some crucial aspects.

Statistical analysts have added a new dimension to this
picture of “falling through the net”. African-Americans,
as a proportion of the online population, remain
significantly under-represented in the information
technology workforce, according to a study by the
Information Technology Association of America
(ITAA), 22 June 2005 (see
www.itaa.org/newsroom/release.cfm?id=1952).

Furthermore, once inside the IT industry, Blacks face
workplace discrimination in their quest for better jobs
and permanent high-paying management positions,
suggests the ITAA report, “Untapped Talent: Diversity,
Competition and America’s High Tech Future”.
(http//:www.itaa.org/eweb/upload/execsummar05.pdf)
Being stereotyped as incompetent in math and sciences



is an added burden. There are fears, too, that Afro-
Americans will lose out when funding grants for
minority technical education and training are phased out
of government budgets

» INFO POINT Disparities in Internet use and the
IT workforce have their origins in US society. They
reflect persistent equality gaps in jobs, wealth, health
and social justice between Blacks and whites. See the
latest report on The State of Black America by the
National Urban League, a historic champion of Black
civil rights www.nul.org/thestateofblackamerica.html.

The digital lag compels radical changes in the way
Black school-age children are educated say their
parents. It affects their performance in the classroom and
their job prospects in later life, suggests the ITAA
report, “Untapped Talent”.

Black teachers and educators have serious concerns that
Black students don’t get the full range of benefits that
ICT can offer. They lag behind their white peers in using
computers to research, complete and submit school
assignments electronically. Furthermore, Black school



leavers and young adults don’t often go online to contact
government offices for employment, voting, civic and
social services information. Job markets are closed to
them if they lack skills in the database applications that
employer’s value such as Excel and Access. Making up
these deficits in Internet access and use will take
dedicated efforts. Hidden connections must be revealed
in everything from increasing student motivation and
preparedness to raising teachers’ expectations of the
learning abilities of Black youth. More households will
have to be wired up with computers and high speed
connections to the Internet. We’ll know that a change is
underway when policymakers learn to implement these
ideas and actions. See reports of the Pew Institute
www.pewinternet.org and the TechnoPolicyBank
www.techpolicybank.org, especially the Report on
Measuring Digital Opportunity for America’s Children,
A Publication of The Children’s Partnership, June 2005.

Looking forward

Internet rights campaigners agree that a combination of
robust actions and policies is needed to bridge Internet
gaps and curtail the effects of discrimination. Foremost



among them are the National Urban League (NUL)
www.nul.org and the National Association for the
Advancement of Coloured People (NAACP)
www.naacp.org. Leaders say US government agencies
must guarantee that no-one is prevented from gaining
access to the new technologies on the grounds of race or
financial need. The NTIA “falling through the net”
report and the ITAA study support this view.

» INFO POINT ITAA leaders have called upon the
US Congress to take action to double the number of
graduates in science, technology, engineering and math.
If implemented appropriately, that action should help
alleviate under representation of minorities in university
programs, the leaders say.

Reaching out to everyone will require more than fine
words and unfulfilled promises, say Internet rights
groups. Government agencies should redouble their
efforts to provide low cost Internet connections for

schools, tenants’ associations, libraries, hospitals and
health clinics. Low-income households must be supplied

with computers and Internet access. Companies that
support digital inclusion with computer and technical



training and sponsoring ICT learning centres should be
given tax relief, say rights groups.

But amid all these efforts, the biggest spur to closing the
gap will come from vibrant community initiatives.
Leaders of community technology centres (CTCs) are at
the forefront of raising Internet awareness and skills.

In addition, self-help groups such as the Murchison
Center in Toledo are organising Internet projects to meet
local needs for jobs, education and health care.
Seasoned Internet users are passing on their skills to job
seekers, local businesses, schools and faith groups.
Online journals are chronicling people’s Internet
experiences and sharing information.

Communities are also taking advantage of “Kick-start
initiatives” funded and supported by public service
organisations. The Benton Foundation, for example, is
helping communities gain an Internet voice expressing
their own views. Located in Washington, D.C., the
foundation works for the public interest in access,
dignity and diversity in the digital age (see
www.benton.org)



Internet advocates are keen to introduce longer-term
solutions such as opening access centres in
neighbourhoods and city housing. Advocates in
Baltimore have welcomed moves to bring the digital age
into the living rooms of the city’s poor. Families moving
into new city-sponsored low-income housing will
benefit from novel Internet-ready facilities in their
homes.

The politics of Internet action

Though few policy makers will concede it, there is no
digital divide that is not politically motivated. Hence,
inevitably, campaigners for social justice have pushed
Internet access issues into the mainstream of political
discourse.

America’s trillion dollar telecommunications industry
has failed us, say leaders of the NAACP. The telecom
giants must work harder to incorporate the needs of

African Americans in their business plans and Internet
policies, according to the group’s 2002
Telecommunications Industry Report Card (see



naacp.org).

Many innovative ideas are already in play. Princeton
University’s Black Men’s Awareness Group aims to
digitally empower Black men, many of them in the
nation’s prisons. It started with some like-minded
progressives encouraging Black men to “go digital” --
make their own web sites, documentaries, upload
photos, graphics and video clips -- and radicalise their
claims for equality and justice.

In an attempt to promote technological training and
literacy, the National Urban League has declared: “We
need to refocus our youth from Hi-Top (sneakers) to Hi-
Tech”. Otherwise, they say, the positive social and
political gains of the post-civil rights era will be
jeopardised. Delegates to the National Leadership
Council on Civil Rights Urban Technology Summit
endorsed this view and gained the attention of the
Telecommunications and Information Administration US
Department of Commerce.

Towards solutions



But, there is no time to waste to put things right, say
many political and economic observers. In a wired up,
globalising world economy, outmoded forms of
prejudice and discrimination are no longer viable.

Indeed, national self-interest is at stake, say info-tech
leaders. ITAA president Harris N Miller warns: “With
competitors like China, India and Western Europe on
our heels, we can ill afford to miss out on anyone with
the right aptitude, skills and motivation to succeed in
technical fields” (see Information Technology
Association of America (ITAA), 22 June 2005 Press
Release “ITAA Diversity Study: Numbers of Women,
Minorities in Tech Too low”” (see
www.itaa.org/newsroom/release.cfm?id=1952).

As for solutions, Miller says: “Leaders in industry,
education and government must renew their efforts to
ensure that all Americans, particularly women and
minorities, recognize the opportunities available in
science, technology, engineering and math”.

Action goals and strategies



These ideas and actions chronicle the emergence of a
vital, democratic principle. Information equality and
freedom from commercial and state monopoly should be
integral to all digital communications policies.

To live up to this principle, local and cyberactivist
leaders of prominent organisations are voicing their
commitment to improving access to computers and the
Internet. This broadly based commitment is backed by
thought-leaders on digital media and learning. Byte Back
activists offer “low-cost, hands-on computer training to
the underserved, underskilled and underemployed
residents of deprived neighbourhoods in Washington,
D.C.”. (see www.backbyte.org). The Computer Mentors
Group addresses the needs of inner city Black and
minority families and teenagers in Tampa, Florida (see
www.computermentors.org).

Knowledge-building organisations such as Computers
for All www.computersforall.org and the Annie E
Casey Foundation www.aecf.org are committed to
addressing the digital deficiencies of youth. In addition,
directors of youth-oriented groups and the Community
Technology Centers Net, a network of 1000 diverse



affiliates, work to “create a society in which all people
are equitably empowered by technology skills and
Internet usage” (See www.ctcnet.org).

Black civil rights leaders of a diverse grassroots
coalition of cyber advocates, consumer groups, and
educators have sought to take the highest moral ground.
They are campaigning for a free and open Internet that is
local, non-commercial and community-oriented.

They also seek to expand the public interest and freedom
of expression in cyberspace. This, they say, is the most
effective antidote to government and commercial
dominance of the Internet and the World Wide Web.

Black Internet innovators in the hi-tech world

The evidence is that African Americans have matured in
their Internet priorities as well as the ways they access
and use the Internet. They know that overcoming the
perils of information poverty is one of the essential tasks
for future success. This fact is evidenced by the
increasing growth of Black web sites shown in Prof



Abdul Akalimat’s book The African-American
Experiences in Cyberspace: A resource Guide to the
Best Web Sites on Black Culture and History (Pluto,
London 2004).

Furthermore, there is a welcome surge of interest in the
hitherto unrecognised contributions of Black Internet
innovators, computing scientists, media executives, and
professors. “Black kids might embrace technology with
more enthusiasm if they knew someone like Dr. Mark
Dean was already leading the way,” says Tyrone D
Taborn of the Careers Communications Group,
Baltimore, Maryland.

Dean is a trailblazer, says Taborn in US Black Engineer
& IT magazine, “Hi-Tech’s Invisible Man,” Jan 17,
2004. He is a Ph.D. from Stanford University. He is in
the National Hall of Inventors. He has more than 30
patents pending. He is a vice president with IBM.”

Enthusiastically, he continues: “Oh, yeah. And he is also
the architect of the modern-day personal computer. Dr.
Dean holds three of the original nine patents on the
computer that all PCs are based upon. And, Dr. Mark



Dean is an African American”.

Further investigation reveals that Taborn’s comments
are not an overstatement. “Blacks have played a
pioneering role in the hi-tech world,” says the popular
Black magazine, Ebony, “Black Pioneers in the High-
Tech World,” 2 June 2000, Chicago, Il. Moreover, in
2002, researchers from the University of California-
Santa Barbara, MIT and the University of Southern
California’s Annenberg Center explored “race in digital
space” and celebrated the work of Black activists,
journalists, entrepreneurs, engineers and scholars using
digital technologies (See
http://web.mit.edu/cms/Events/race/press.html).

» INFO POINT

Leading Black personalities in US hi-tech also include:

John H Thompson, the first Black chief executive
officer of a major Silicon Valley firm
28-year-old Darien Dash, who runs Digital Mafia
Entertainment, the first Black-owned publicly
traded Internet company



US Air Force veteran Earl Stafford, founder of
Unitech Inc, a multimillion-dollar military
technology firm
Yvette Moyo, president of www.mobe.com, a
forum promoting the use of information technology
in the Afro-American market. See “Black Pioneers
in the high-tech world,” Ebony Magazine June
2000; also Tyrone D Taborn, “50 Most Important
African-Americans in Technology List” in Black
Engineer
www.blackengineer.com/events/50_top_African_Americans_in_Technology.shtml

On the horizon

Soon, without doubt, more Black people will be
attracted to using the Internet as income and educational
levels rise, and as prices of computers and network
access fall. Community activists will promote the
survival and development of Black neighbourhoods,
churches, schools, families and small businesses.

The tendencies towards change are apparent. The state
of the information revolution in Black America is
advancing in strength and purpose. Key factors in this



advance were identified by Michael Marriott, in his
New York Times article “Blacks Turn to the Internet
Highway, and Digital Divide Starts to Close” March 31,
2006. They are:

Rising Black aspirations to get “wired up” for
work, education, politics, leisure and social
interaction, associated with
More computer and Internet accessibility in
schools and libraries, and
Greater use of cell phones and hand-held devices
that connect to the Internet

But the transformation to full access and use of the
Internet by Black communities will not be easy. And, the
signs are that the struggle for African Americans to get
onto the 21st century information superhighway will not
cease until their terrestrial rights are fully attained.



Organising for Cyberpower

Something was troubling the bishop. The tide of crack
cocaine was swamping his congregation in Toledo,
Ohio. He had a terrible vision. The community is
breaking apart; families are disintegrating. “We are
about to lose a generation”.

But, recalling the Biblical passage Ecclesiastes 3:1-8,
the Rev Bishop W J Murchison saw the light of a
compelling idea. It was time to plant the seed of self-
help against poverty and despair in this old port city on
the St Lawrence Seaway. Its form would be an
independent church centre for community organisation,
guided by the slogan “Knowledge is power”.

This inspired project might have floundered but for the
intervention of Abdul Alkalimat, sociology professor of
Africana Studies at the University of Toledo. He placed
the new local initiatives into academic courses and the
wider arena of urban politics.

As a result, the bishop’s ministry became a community
technology centre (CTC) delivering low cost computer



training to parishioners, students and local people. A
mix of church, school, cultural, business and family
projects sparked local interest. These became the bricks
and mortar for building social capital and cyberpower.

Dynamic process

Now, it is not unusual to see the fruits of these efforts in
the computer rooms. In one corner there are parishioners
surfing their church web site. School kids in another
group may be going online for math tutorials.

Beside them are “No hope” teenagers checking out job
markets. Elsewhere, community activists are building
coalitions through chat room discussions. And, one can
also glimpse a grandmother at her computer keyboard
creating a database for her vegetable garden club.

Few would deny that harnessing the new technologies
— the digital media and global communication systems
— can make a vital contribution to empowering Black
communities. But, gaining access to them in a
competitive and often hostile urban environment like
Toledo takes organisation and unrelenting hard work.



The Murchison initiative has all these ingredients plus
an intensely charismatic religious leader.

Origins of the Murchison CTC

The Rev Bishop Murchison began his mission, when,
according to church history, a divine vision impelled
him to provide a drug and violence-free haven for young
people. He opened it in 1994 in the basement of his St
James Baptist Church and preached to the slogan:
“Awareness ... Education ... Outreach.”

Murchison, who had served his parishioners for more
than 30 years, started youth programmes in computer
skill training, job preparation, and in arts and crafts.
Lucky students were able to work on two donated Wang
word processors, while others practiced key stroking on
spare keyboards.

By the late 1990s the Bishop’s work had grown into the
Murchison Centre as we know it today, says Alkalimat.
With its online web site murchisoncenter.org, it is a
well-established, full service community technology
facility.



Visitors can see a mass of networked workstations
ready for use, with cable Internet connection and
printing and multimedia facilities. Volunteers and staff
run popular programs in school tutoring and adult
education. Government neighbourhood grants and
support from Toledo University have added their
contributions and influence.

Special focus and resource problems

Throughout these events, the Murchison CTC retained its
special focus, says Alkalimat. “Our mission is to
educate and provide community support to alleviate the
problems of underemployment, drug/alcohol abuse,
negative peer pressure, and violence”. He goes on to
say: “We are committed to enhancing the social and
economic growth of the neighbourhood residents. Our
main tool for change is community based cyberpower.”

“To achieve this we take our digital projects deep into
the inner life of a community, down to the “nitty-gritty”
of what we call the political culture of everyday life,”
says Alkalimat. We begin by recognising that Black
Toledans are on the negative side of the “digital



divide,” says Alkalimat. In fact, the professor feels that
inequalities in income and class, colour and urban
spaces are the major barriers that must be overcome.

Deborah Hamilton, a university graduate, co-founder
and executive director of the Murchison Center, shares
this view of the neighbourhood. It must be recognised
that, as in much of America, Blacks in Toledo live in
well-defined neighbourhoods often with fewer
resources than other areas. In central city Toledo where
residents are 70% poor or near poor, most are African
American. This impoverishment of Blacks, who make up
20 per cent of the metropolitan area of over 500,000
people, worsened as the city’s auto and glass
manufacturing base declined. The crumbling industries
were in deep trouble, causing panic among the workers
who could only feed their families by toiling on the
obsolescent assembly lines.

Failures of city regeneration

Shocked into action by a failing economy, city and
business leaders regrouped to tackle urban regeneration.
Techno-experts built, staffed and equipped computer



networks in the new “connected city”. The focal points
were well-to-do private apartment complexes and over
250 public access sites, schools and libraries, according
to studies by Alkalimat and Kate Williams in 2003.
Many of these were linked to the state-wide and national
Community Technology Centres Network,
www.ctcnet.org.

New hi-tech businesses, panelled in glass, looked shiny
and confident. But, the wave of mainstream change and
modernisation largely bypassed neighbourhoods of
Black despond. They suffer major inequities in
education, housing, public services while other Toledo
citizens are gearing up for entry into the information
society.

“The problem facing our disadvantaged Black people
therefore is how to access the technological
transformations taking place in educational and job
markets that would otherwise be denied to them,”
Alkalimat says.

Climbing out of the information hole



African Americans face the crisis of being marginalised
at the birth of the information society. “They seem
destined to be one of the black holes of informational
capitalism,” says Alkalimat, borrowing a phrase from
the theoretician and social critic Manuel Castells.

This dire prospect adds an air of urgency to the
Murchison Center’s work, says Alkalimat. To counter
this trend “our purpose is to put the new information
technology initiatives to work in and for our
communities,” he says.

Investing time and energy into the Murchison CTC is one
important step forward. CTCs are a novel method of
fulfilling lives, says Alkalimat. There are 38 successful
ones in metropolitan Toledo with networks of computers
and Internet access. The trouble is that much of the
public sector funding of longer-term computing systems
has tended to go to white and middle class areas, he
says. To remedy this, Alkalimat and colleagues sought to
gain a share of the government’s largesse. A partnership
of specialists put together a well-researched grant
proposal. This convinced city officials and sponsors to
back positive change in a vulnerable community with



substantial funds and support.

Online debate

With this modest victory Alkalimat and his colleagues
entered the big league of independent CTC web sites
that make important contributions to urban affairs. As a
result:

Local people could go online and hotly debate
with city officials and the mayor on issues of
concern: refuse collection, schools and crime.
Community members could join with other
networked citizens to protest the crippling effect
of urban renewal that destroys homes and
displaces local people.
This enabled them to create a powerful antidote to
the heavy-handed official web sites that deliver
top-down policies to local people. In this larger
sense, the Murchison neighbourhood is a prime
example of people into cyberspace and organising
for computer and Internet-driven change. With this
accomplished, the divine interests of Bishop
Murchison and the secular skills of Prof Alkalimat



were wedded.

Murchison and Alkalimat combined a new sense of
pride and purpose -- based on the keywords “computers,
the Internet, teamwork and outreach” – with powerful
effect. Their social ministry encouraged community
stability and advancement. And, the seeds of their
endeavour blossomed into innovative projects for
cyberchurches, cyberschools, cyberbusinesses,
cyberfamilies and cyberpolitical action.



On This Rock: The Cyberchurch

“What we are about is guiding Black churchgoers, and
their pastors and deacons, on to the right side of the
digital divide,” Prof Abdul Alkalimat declared to his
university audience. The sociologist and cyberorganiser
for the Murchison Community Technology Center
explained his reasons in the 2002 “Living Mission
Report” of the University of Toledo.

Historically, “the Church is the foundation of the African
American community, and its preachers are the master
communicators to their flock,” says Alkalimat.
Therefore, “bringing the Church community online
through a cyberchurch initiative will get them on the
information superhighway,” he says.

Alkalimat is not alone in this view. His co-worker, The
Rev Albert Reed, says “The Cyberchurch helps us
communicate across racial and cultural lines. We can
use these web sites to talk about the social ills that still
exist and rally as a community”.

Defining the “cyberchurch”



But what precisely is this highly praised cyberchurch in
Toledo? Supporters say the cyberchurch is a
campaigning project. It aims to build a dynamic
database of more than 300 individual church websites
and thousands of worshippers interacting together. In
many ways the project embodies a broader aim to
increase choices and success rates for people in difficult
circumstances.

Toledo’s cyberchurch project began with computer
workshops organised by students and staff of a
university course on the Black church. These were the
foot soldiers of the cyberorganising movement. They set
out to teach the clergy, church personnel and
parishioners to effectively communicate using e-mail
and discussion lists and web sites.

What happened next no one could have predicted. Local
churches got involved. Church leaders attended free
weekly computer literacy classes.

These efforts paid off in a wave of publicity and
support. “Churches utilise cyberspace to grow links
with the community”, reported the Toledo Blade



newspaper, 3 April 2003. One participant, a church
pastor, said “he had never been interested in computers.
At his advanced age he thought he would never be able
to learn the complexities of the Internet and computer
jargon”. But, he told reporters, “I’m now almost a
computer geek.”

Historical church community

The pioneering efforts of students, clergy and local
leaders to secure Black communities an equal place in
the modern world is, of course, not without precedent.
There were similar episodes in the early civil rights
movements. Historically, the Black Church has sought to
meet the needs of excluded Black populations, says
Alkalimat.

» INFO POINT Black preachers and their churches
give ritual and moral solace to millions of parishioners
and the needy. But more than this, the churches offer a
total social service and experi-ence — literally from the
cradle to the grave, according to Black scholars from W
E B Du Bois and John Hope Franklin to Charles V
Hamilton.



Additionally, church leaders encourage their
parishioners to turn good intentions into collective
responsibility for community action and uplift. The Revs
Martin Luther King Jr and Jesse Jackson and Minister
Malcolm X are prime examples of this talent. Therefore,
says Alkalimat, “If the Black church goes online, then a
good portion of the Black public sphere can be kept
intact as our personal, cultural, and spiritual lives move
into cyberspace”.

The Church transformed

The church has a powerful political dimension that
should not be overlooked, says Alkalimat. “If the Black
church is intact and online, then the Black liberation
struggle has that important institution, with all the social
capital imbedded in it, to rely on.”

Toledo’s demographic facts support his view. Hundreds
of churches serve primarily African-Americans. Church
leaders own and control valuable church properties,
housing and real estate. They are key players and
opinion-shapers in urban political affairs. Moreover,
their participation is essential to all campaigns against



the killers in Black communities: poverty, drugs and
crime. Hence, Black preachers are among the most
powerful Black leaders in the city.

What’s more, says Alkalimat, preachers are influential
in all the media. Religion thrives on the airways. Pastors
spread their special message on the radio, on television,
in print, on video, CD, DVD, and increasingly on the
Internet. “And it seems only a matter of time before the
church in cyberspace will rival the traditional gathering
of a congregation,” says Alkalimat.

Given this assumption, observers have noted some
important spin offs from the cyberchurch project. An
Internet-linked church has the potential to generate
wider improvements in the skills of individuals and the
status of Black people, according to the web site
www.cyber-church.us. In an essay on this topic,
Alkalimat describes how participants in building an
online church community begin to form the nucleus of
dedicated cyberorganisers. It happens as they go out on
the streets and into the churches to encourage and
monitor community opinions. In this way they begin to
make the life-changing transition from cybergeeks to



cyberactive community workers.

Organising techniques

It now seems clear that the method of building the
dynamic cyberchurch database in Toledo rests upon
strong technical and educational cyberorganising
techniques, says Alkalimat.

A standard format for web sites and their
management is created. This enables the
classification of comparable information from the
churches; and is easy to use by people unfamiliar
with computers.
There is an emphasis on using the email facility.
This is essential for sharing information and ideas,
and is the most democratic way to build a
networked community.
Early adopters of the project tend to be church
seniors — pastors and deacons — but in the future
it will be the energy of youth that creates the
churches’ networked communities.
The greatest resource in building a
cyberorganizing project is the bonding together of



people that sustains participation. Voluntary
workers and students are taught to pass on their
skills of organisation and time management.

Digitising church information

In the process, the actual church is transformed into a
“virtual online cyberchurch”. And, Alkalimat describes
this transformation in stages. At the outset, the Internet
webmasters and e-mail list supervisors create an online
church directory. Information about church staff,
organisation, events calendar and programs is uploaded
to the site. This is accompanied by an e-mail directory
of members of the Cyberchurch electronic discussion
list. At this point, the church should have a web site up
and running with sound files, and/or video clips of at
least one sermon and a song by the choir. With these
attributes fulfilled, the church is ready to become an
independent community technology centre.

Networked communities

The potential of this transformation to a virtual online
church community is mind boggling, says Alkalimat.



More than 250 churches have reached the early stages.
This means that by the mid-stage there will be thousands
of people on emailing lists linked together in one
network. And these numbers will grow in time.

Alkalimat’s method of linking information technology
skills with religious and social commitment could make
churches a powerful cyberorganizing force within the
Black community. It would, indeed “bring the people on
the wrong side of the digital divide to this side of the
information society”.

On the horizon beckons a new field for church
professionals, says Alkalimat. A new cyberministry,
backed by scholarly intervention, will generate Internet-
linked social action and a digital bible of the Black
church experience. And when this happens it will be a
Hallelujah Day says one evangelical cyberconvert: “My
Lord, if we can all get together like this in cyberspace
then we can all be in the same church”.



Cyberschools Create Achievers

Black kids in poor districts of Toledo are learning a
new word for success — cyberschool. It is not hard to
see why. The Internet designed project combines
education with computer skills to help them earn a living
and contribute to their families and communities.

Conflict starts

The project began in response to fears that the public
educational system was failing Black youth, says leading
scholar Prof Abdul Alkalimat. A series of crucial events
triggered these fears. In the mid-1990s, the State of Ohio
required all school students to take proficiency tests in
core subjects such as math, reading and writing.
Subsequently, the shock of high failure rates among poor
and Black children, particularly in math tests,
galvanised Black families into a protest campaign. “We
recognised that the schools have become dysfunctional,
falling far short of expected levels of achievement,”
says the professor. Far too many school age Black
children go through a revolving door from entrance to
failure and expulsion, he says.



The community’s response was a scheme to improve test
scores and success rates. A clergyman at the Murchison
Center community began to tutor elementary school
pupils in math proficiency tests using computers and the
Internet. From this grew the cyberschool project — an
Internet-based educational network linking a group of
schools from one web site.

Project strengths

Named the Community Math Academy, the flagship
cyberschool project operates in association with the
Martin Luther King Jr local elementary school. The
CMA is essentially “a group of people committed to the
success of our children,” say project organisers. See
www.murchisoncenter.org/cyberschools.

At the outset, the math proficiency tests were conducted
on weekends. They proved so popular that attendance
grew from nine to more than 400 students and more
schools joined the academy network. These events gave
project members an opportunity to raise their concerns
at school-parent meetings, and serve as teachers’ aides
and after school tutors.



Managing change

The CMA management membership was broadly based.
There were cyberorganizers from the university as well
as local grandmothers. Equipped with donated
computers and an online connection, members set about
building web sites for each associated school. The sites
gave a local, user friendly atmosphere to learning quite
different to the staid, officious Toledo Public Schools
web site.

Alkalimat illustrates this with an anecdote. When the
local Black high school basketball team won the city
championship it was in the newspapers for one day and
that was the end of it. “We put up a web page on it and it
remains there today as fresh as ever to bolster the local
spirit of excellence,” says Alkalimat.

Now it is common to post schools’ activities on the web
and encourage discussion by e-mail. Local people can
also exchange information and share ideas using online
discussion lists. “We knew the project was working
when one of the grandmothers used the list to organize a
community barbeque,” says Michelin McGreevy, a



student cyberorganizer.

School-society links

In a radically new approach to school learning, the
Academy aims not only to improve math skills but also
to galvanise the political attitudes of young people.

Hence, digitised test preparation is linked with major
social issues. Cyberschool activists produced leaflets
that sum up this view. “Improving math, reading and
computer skills is not complete without some
understanding of wider issues such as ending poverty
and racism.” The leaflets go on to say: “Getting ready
for the future means not only sharpening pencils to get
ready for maths, it also means sharpening our knowledge
of Black history — of Blacks in science and
mathematics as well as the lives of Black heroes:
Harriet Tubman, Rosa Parks, Rev Martin Luther King Jr.
and Malcolm X.” The weekly class schedule at the
Center illustrates this emphasis.

INFO POINT FREE Classes in computing and



Weekly
schedule

radical studies at the Murchison
CTC, Toledo

MONDAY Introduction to the Computer &
Windows

TUESDAY Microsoft Word, email and Building
and repairing computers

WEDNESDAY Learning the keyboard — Typing

THURSDAY
Build a web site for your church.
Searching Cyberspace — Build a
family tree, learn Black History

FRIDAY Computer Gardening Planning —
Online Games/Starcraft

SATURDAY Practice Math Proficiency Tests —
Create a flyer; & spreadsheet

Project successes

Among the academy’s most successful measures is
demonstrating that math and computer classes can
motivate students to greater confidence and practical
success.



Nathan, with lots of hard work has just been chosen for
the basketball team; and Russell is proudly working
with the school safety patrol. Antoine joined the first
Saturday math proficiency testing program and went on
to enrol at the Toledo Technology Academy. Several
others are at work at the University of Toledo. Jeanine
took a job developing web pages for TV Channel 13.
She also serves as webmaster for her church, says
Alkalimat.

These successes take on a deeper meaning in a divided
society. In America, the economic benefits from
education are not the same for everyone. White
graduates go on to attain higher incomes and better life
chances than Blacks. These factors explain to a large
extent the continuing racial divide in Internet access and
use, according to researchers at the TechPolicyBank, a
technology and youth education partnership. See
www.techpolicybank.org.

Cyberschools and educational reform

Now that hundreds of students have passed successfully
through the Internet portals of the centre and academy,



Prof Alkalimat and his colleagues are convinced that
cyberschools are a necessary part of good all-round
education that Black children need. “Cyberschools that
use computer-assisted learning techniques for skill
development in key subjects such as math, reading and
writing, can bring about dramatic improvements in the
individual and collective lives of Black people,” he
says. In the longer-term “we are building a social
process that links our efforts for school curricula reform
to parents involvement in school management, and
increased sensitivity of teachers to social needs”, says
Alkalimat.



Ties That Bind Cyberfamilies

Alex Haley’s classic tale of his search for his roots
captured the imagination of African-Americans decades
ago. But families have always wondered how and where
to find information about their immediate forebears in
the US. Now, a unique Internet based project at the
Murchison CTC in Toledo seeks to fill this void. Called
cyberfamilies it has proven an effective way to ask and
answer the questions on every ones lips: “Who came
before me? Where did they live? What did they do?” In
the first instance, the project helps local groups create
web pages of family information, director Pauline
Kynard says. Then, they learn to create web resource
libraries to trace their rural and working class history
and their African and Caribbean heritage. The most
adventurous webmasters can go on to build sites
celebrating the achievements of prominent political and
social leaders.

Resource development

It is important to keep an open mind and be prepared to
find new pools of information about ones forebears,



says Kynard. She and her project team encourage
research into genealogical resources in schools,
courthouses, libraries and archives. This is a necessary
extra task since the great majority of original historical
records of interest to Black family researchers are not
online yet — and may never be. Why? Because there is
still a long way to go to unravel the hidden histories of
Black people in America. Consider the destructive
terrors of slavery, of sharecropping tenancy, debt
bondage, and the harshness of migration and industrial
city life. These events tore generations of families apart
and all but destroyed their memories.

Hunger for learning

Nevertheless, the yearning for self-knowledge and
family history grows. Kynard likes to draw a parallel
with Haley’s words: “In all of us there is the hunger,
marrow-deep, to know our heritage, to know who we
are and where we have come from”. Building a data
base has proved an indispensable tool for shedding light
on the past, says Kynard, who collaborates with the city
library and the Africana Studies department at the
University of Toledo. She recruits local people to join



the cyberfamilies project and the ground rules are
simple. Each family must propose one member to work
with the project. Family members must agree that their
data can be made freely available on the web site
www.murchisoncenter.org/cyberfamilies. “We’ve
uncovered some interesting facts from the way people
construct family kinship and web sites,” says Kynard.
Each individual in a family network has a page. This
places them at the centre of kinship links to the broader
network, through their parents and their children.

Project results

The spin-offs from the cyberfamilies project are clearly
of great interest. In this fast moving world, online family
researchers can seek advice and assistance, and
exchange ideas quickly. Already, Kynard has been asked
to prepare a CD for a family reunion and this will be
used as a model for creating a digitised family tree.
Furthermore, she has prepared a slide-lecture
presentation for community groups interested in
genealogy.

Moreover, enthusiastic city librarians are planning to



archive digital albums of local family histories and
Black heritage on their web sites. Computing and
communications teachers at the local Black high school
may introduce a course module for senior students to
develop their digital family histories. The project has
also created a new generation of campaigners for
archiving family histories. Called cyberarchivists, they
are drawn from professionals, students and the local
community.

Family research on the Internet

The cyberarchivists helped us to discover web sites that
families can use to search for their roots, says Kynard.
“Two main types of genealogical sites designed for
African-Americans were identified,” she says. One type
are general genealogical sites. Another type includes
national census and government records with a great
deal of information on specific families. Prominent
examples are www.afrigeneas.com,
www.prairiebluff.com/aacemetery, and
http://freedmensbureau.com. Kynard has high hopes for
the project’s future. With support from the university, the
Murchison Center and other organisations, she expects



to help more people discover their forebears. In the
process they will gain access to the whole wide world
of information and ideas.



Cyberhair care and beauty

Black hair care is a suitable case for cyberinnovation,
according to a novel research project. Traditionally,
hair dressing and beauty salons are centres of a dense
network of women, families, church members, friends
and acquaintances. To unite them in a common discourse
using the Internet is a challenge of great significance,
says Prof Abdul Alkalimat of the University of Toledo
and the Murchison Center. As a result of his work, 50 of
Toledo’s Black beauty salons and their clientele are
now on the web at www.murchisoncenter.org/cyberhair.
They are linked in a network of friendship and
information about personal hair care, product costs and
prices.

History

Interest in women’s hair dates back to centuries-old
African traditions. African hair has unique qualities for
hair sculpture and there is a long tradition of creative
excellence in women’s hair care. Styles of hand
weaving, braiding and plaiting are passed down through
the generations. Hair styling was changed profoundly,



however, when chemical processing that straightened
hair was introduced by Madame C Walker in the early
20th century. She triggered a flourishing industry that
adapted Black women to the styles of white women and
made her a fortune. Walker was an evangelist for her
innovation. She recruited and trained a new group of
professional hair care workers who spread her
teachings and techniques to women all over Afro-
America and the Black World.

Some Internet academics argue that two characteristics
make hair care shops and their proprietors suitable for
Internet research.

First, they serve a dense network of women across
class and occupational lines. Thus, beauty salons
are a vital part of African American systems of
information exchange.
Second, hair dressing is one of the most stable
forms of independent business ownership for
Black women. As a result, they command the
resources necessary to purchase computers and
pay for web access.



Economic threats

However, there is an additional reason for interest, says
Alkalimat. He observed that Black proprietors were
falling behind the times. The economy of the Black hair
care industry was shifting from serving clients in beauty
shops to the retailing and wholesaling of hair care
products. Key players in this shift were competing hair
goods makers selling Black hair products in megastores.
With chilling effect, Black beauticians faced stiff
competition when salons located in the major malls and
department stores opened their doors to Black clientele.

The time was right, says Alkalimat, to consider using
new technologies for survival and progress. To find out
how, he brought together cultural historians, students,
hair stylists and suppliers of Afro combs and beauty
products to discuss “Black People’s Hair “. The meeting
highlighted topics ranging from the practical to the
esoteric. Participants debated the meaning of Black hair,
its texture and care, as well as the many cultural
influences on hairstyles over the last five centuries. See
www.murchisoncenter.org/cyberhair/conference.htm



As Alkalimat explains, “African hair is an eminently
stylish feature of our bodies. It can be manipulated
through braiding into head sculptures of intricate
complexity or straightened by using chemicals, heat or
thread wrapping.” Once you are aware of this, he says,
there is a wealth of information and tradition that can be
shared between women in Africa and regions of the
Diaspora. These include significant Black settlements
exist in America, the Caribbean and Brazil, he says.

Course and project

Translating hair care and beauty topics into a university
course was the next step. The aim was to build a
database of Toledo’s African American beauty salons.
Tutors used digitized images of hair care instruments to
show the changing nature of Black Cultural production.

» INFO POINT

The changing nature of Afro hair care forms and
production

Afro combs began in traditional society (made of



wood),
Changed to metal in industrial society
Took new forms during the Sixties struggles for
civil rights and Black liberation (wood, metal, and
plastic),
And now reflect the reality of globalization
(extruded plastic).

Understanding the political dimension, as well as the
cultural one, is crucial, says Alkalimat. Black people
have used hair styles to declare their political views.
The African locks of the Rastafarians in Jamaica and the
“Mau Mau Warriors” in Kenya are bold statements of a
strong Black identity in revolt.

The “Afro natural style” of the 1960’s, famously worn
by political activist Angela Davis, spread to African
peoples everywhere. “It is also true that Black people
have mastered every other hair style of the world and
created new ones,” says Alkalimat.

Business survey



Armed with these images and concepts, students went
out to survey local businesses. They found that few
shops were using computers and the Internet. But there
was an overwhelming interest to do so among salon
owners, stylists, and customers.

“Our practical results are encouraging,” says Alkalimat
proudly.

Fifty beauty salons are linked into a network of
information about personal hair care, product
costs and prices.
Salon keepers are putting computers in their shops.
Hairdressers use the Internet to publicise their
skills and styles by e-mail, and to surf for product
information on the web.
And Black entrepreneurs are touting their wares
on the Internet to win new business.

The cyberhair care project has increased the economic



confidence and cultural importance of proprietors,
Alkalimat says. It has also brought an extra convenience
to their clients. Better informed, Black women can now
add glamour, glitter and sophistication to their hair
styles, looks and fashion. Through the project, hair
stylists and beauticians learned to share their
experiences and pictures of the latest Black hairdressing
trends. “In the future we will investigate the possibility
of uniting an intensely individualistic group of
entrepreneurs into a cooperative to serve their common
interests,” says Alkalimat. “This is a small example of
cyberspace creating a Pan-African experience at the
grass roots in the 21st century,” he concludes.



Cyberpower and Politics

Every cyberactivist who aims to empower people must
be able to act locally in a global context. This is how the
new technologies and political action converge. That’s
the message from Prof Abdul Alkalimat of Toledo
University and his colleagues at the Murchison
community technology centre. “Our broad aim is
encouraging interaction between people, locally and
city-wide.” And the professor has spread his message in
many unlikely locations — soup kitchens in the Black
community and a farm workers union in the Latino
community — as well as the grand halls of the
university.

Theory and action

Alkalimat stresses: “It is not just idealism that guides us.
We have a theoretical basis for our work. We teach that
by their collective actions people generate a valuable
commodity – social capital. It is a kind of group wealth
and legitimacy.” When local parents — many of them
young grandmothers raising their daughters’ children —
join in the centre’s activities and learn to make and



implement decisions, that is social capital, he says.
Equally, when people who had never seen a computer
before complete a strenuous program of 15 hours a week
of training, that’s also social capital.

Social capital and cyberpower

The spin-off is that when people gain new computing
and managerial skills they grow more confident, says
Alkalimat. Pride in accomplishment banishes despair.
People feel they are stakeholders in the project which
they “own” themselves. That, too, is social capital, he
says.

This investment of time, energy and Internet-based
resources has two effects.

First, it creates a new generation of cyber
organisers.
Second, it builds a reservoir of cyberpower for
the ideas, actions, social capital and policies for
promoting social change.



In this way, people are creating a new Black counter
public in the information society. The Toledo model
shows “how a socially excluded community can be
transformed into a networked community, able to
mobilise cyberpower to advance its interests,” says
Alkalimat in his monograph on Cyberorganising
(Alkalimat 2004).

Political action

But local innovation has not stopped there. People use
the Internet to discuss popular issues such as Black
family histories, residential segregation and the
problems of neighbourhood planning. In addition, they
have developed “fight-back strategies” from reading
online the speeches of militants and activists such as
Malcolm X, the slain Black leader. They have gained
new ideas from the Black Radical Congress, an alliance
of scholars and activists. From these encounters local
people now understand that: “The formula of the Black
Internet Revolution is: “The Internet + Politics =
Cyberpower”. Through listservs, emails, and discussion
groups they are quickly and efficiently reaching
thousands of people who share the same political and



liberatory ideas.

Global movement

As a result, there is an emerging awareness among
Black Toledans that they are part of the dynamics of
globalisation and protest in the 21st century, explains
Alkalimat. “As economic power becomes more
integrated, mobile, and more boundary-spanning,
holding it to account means building a base of
opposition that is well informed, not just outraged.” To
do this, “people are re-appropriating the technologies of
globalisation in the time-tested method of using the
master’s tools to challenge the master’s control”.

With what results and local implications? In essence,
activist groups throughout the world are using the
Internet and its facilities to diffuse and de-centralise
their activities. As a result, they are able to recruit and
mobilise their own global counter alliances. For Black
Toledans the emphasis is on building political
constituencies and mobilising a wider network of allies,
funders and friends. Thus, in the larger scheme of things,
Black Toledans online are one example of the



unmistakeable modern reaction by people who feel
excluded from, or humiliated by, contemporary society
and its technologies. They use their web sites, e-mail
newsletters, chat rooms and discussion groups, and
online donation forms, to “speak truth to power”.

Alkalimat cites cases ranging from East Timor to
Nigeria, Congo and South Africa, to the US and Mexico.
For example:

Going on the web helped low income tenants in
public housing projects in Wilmington, North
Carolina confront city plans to demolish their
homes.
Leaders of the Zapatista National Liberation Army
used the Internet to mobilise thousands of
supporters in Mexico and Spain.
Protestors at World Trade Organisation meetings
were mobilised by the web and e-mail. Hourly
reports followed the progress of the
demonstrations and the police response. Online
donation forms called for financial support.



Citizens and activists have proved effective web
warriors against the environmental, trade and
information policies of nations and global corporations.
And, their Internet activism is growing in number and
influence.

The 2005 Make Poverty History campaigners went
online to rally against the G8 meeting of the
world’s economic leaders in Gleneagles,
Scotland.
Bloggers formed digital networks to counter the
government crackdown on dissidents at the World
Summit on the Information Society meeting in
Tunis 2005.
“Habitat Jam” rallied a hundred thousand people
in a global 72-hour online debate on sustainable
development in 2005 for the World Urban Forum.

Spotlight on Toledo

Black Toledans online are no exception to these trends,
says Alkalimat. Organising for computer driven social



change is the great challenge for African-Americans.

However, Alkalimat warns that building sustainable
democratic equality in the information age means more
than counting how many individuals go online. All forms
of action that produce social capital must be introduced.
People can then use this newly created community
wealth for their well-being in the information society.



Digitising Black Studies

Prof Abdul Alkalimat has two particular gifts: his
academic prowess and his expertise in cyberorganising.
He also has other more prosaic gifts, such as dreaming
up ideas and tackling each project with enthusiasm and
thoroughness. One of his recent projects has put the
proceedings of “The State of Black Studies 2003
conference” on the web. Now any one can access
www.eblackstudies.org and browse through the learned
papers and debates of 1200 participants in the
conference at the New York Public Library’s
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture.

University collaboration

“The project, called eBlack Studies, has never been
done before,” says the director of Africana Studies at
the University of Toledo. “The passion and cooperation
that each of the participating institutions has displayed
for keeping this conference and this discussion alive has
been overwhelming.” This eBlack Studies gold mine
could have been lost forever. But thanks to a
groundbreaking collaboration between eight



universities, the historic conference lives on in
cyberspace. See www.eblackstudies.org. Twenty-seven
sessions in all, this is the largest undertaking of its kind,
according to Alkalimat, who led the project. “Visitors to
this site can virtually re-live the event. The subject
matter is as relevant today as it was in 2003. Through
this collaborative effort, we are able to disseminate
knowledge that had previously only been available to
conference participants.”

Qualities of Black Studies online

So what’s special about the eBlack Studies project?
First, Alkalimat and his colleagues have brought the
hopes of early 20th century Black intellectuals closer to
fruition. Black scholars and archivists, such as Carter
Godwin Woodson and Arthur Alfonso Schomburg, had
urged the preservation and diffusion of Black History.
“Until we acknowledge and take pride in our own
history, which others have tried so diligently to erase,
we will never fulfil ourselves,” was their common
theme. Second, Alkalimat has made plain his enthusiasm
for the project’s interactive qualities. Short bursts of
audio-visuals grab the attention of web surfers. Users



can read full-texts and then track down researchers and
chat by means of email, discussion lists and regular
news bulletins. They can even challenge the academic
providers of information and express their opinions —
at the click of a computer button. Third, the university
collaborators have broken with their traditionally
cloistered and privileged existence. They have reached
out to a wider Internet-linked audience and a virtual
community of scholars. This adds a special quality to the
project.

Critics say that it can’t be assumed that everyone who
wants to benefit from the project will have the
capability to use it. More should be done within Black
communities to raise the levels of literacy, competence
and motivation needed to effectively use the web site,
say Internet experts. Nevertheless, the eBlack Studies
project comes at a crucial moment in time, says Howard
Dodson, director of the Schomburg Center in Harlem,
co-organisers of the conference. It helps fill a gap on the
Internet for materials on African-American, African
Diaspora or African history and culture, he says.

Towards cyberaction



Not surprisingly, with the advent of the Internet, the
desire to record one’s history is gaining converts in
many parts of the African Diaspora.

Cyberorganisers for social justice in Afro-Britain
are hailing new efforts to document the Black
presence — from Roman times to today.
The French language web site
www.africamaat.org introduces the works of
francophone African scholars: Alioune Diop,
founder of the scholarly journal Présence
Africaine, Léopold Sédar Senghor, philosopher of
négritude, and Cheikh Anta Diop in African
scientific history.
Nelson Mandela has called on African leaders to
revive the languages and cultures of African
peoples and their contributions to civilisation.

Fortunately, Alkalimat’s years of work with Bishop
Murchison in Toledo’s African American
neighbourhoods have served him well. Under his
tutelage cyberorganisers, or community-based activists,



are helping people to create web sites and networks to
share digitalised information. Their crucial task is to
support Black churches, enterprises, families and
schools and empower local communities.

In this way, Alkalimat says: “We are bringing African-
American communities online through their own self-
built web sites. As a result they are becoming generators
of knowledge, ideas and information themselves, about
themselves, not merely passive consumers of knowledge
created by others”.

Supporting this view is a new literature that one could
call the social informatics of eBlack Studies. In this
literature, Alkalimat’s own works are prominent; among
them The African American Experience in Cyberspace
(London: Pluto Press 2004) and “Cyberorganising:
Information Technology and the Fight for Black
Liberation” (eBook: http://eblackstudies.org/grbk).

Personable and well-informed, Alkalimat is optimistic
about “going digital” with the eBlack Studies project.
He’s spread his digitising gospel in travels to Black
History Month celebrations in London, Black media



conferences in Berlin and to organisers of long- distance
learning centres in Accra. When asked “Why do you do
it? Why are you always out there networking?”
Alkalimat responds forcefully and in a style that reveals
the spirit of the man -- “Maybe it’s because I’m a born
again revolutionary and the Internet is my fountain of
inspiration”.



2. Wiring Up Black Britain

Most studies of the Internet and race issues stem from
troubled cities in America. But, in Britain the same
scenario resonates. A gap in Internet access and use is
clearly evident in the inner city of London, the nation’s
capital, where most Afro-British people live and
income poverty is strongly marked.

This section recounts the profound sense of exclusion
among Black and minority ethnic groups, especially
among young Blacks. Yet, progress is being made.
Stories chart the rise of net-linked Black voices and
media activists learning to use the Internet to combat
social exclusion. Their ideas for progress are explored.
The computing and Internet skills and aspirations of
anti-racist youth and entrepreneurs are given
prominence. Consideration is given to the role of digital
equality in changing urban economies and societies.

At a glance:

Black Londoners Online



Harnessing the Internet
Congo London goes Online
Anti-racist youth promote Info-technology
Digital City Black Britain
Message to Brixtonians: Learn! Baby! Learn!
Going digital for Equality



Black Londoners Online

Harnessing the power of the new information and
communications technology (ICT) must certainly be a
top priority for Black communities. They suffer most
from the worst effects of information poverty and the
race-class digital divide. And, they have the most to
gain from the political and intellectual debate about the
social consequences of Internet use.

That was the verdict of leading cyberorganisers
speaking to a first-ever Digital Diaspora Workshop in
Brixton, Lambeth Borough, southeast London, in 2004.
On the agenda was a major issue: raising awareness of
the Internet and its potential contribution to Black
achievement and advancement.

Devon Thomas, of the advisory group London Small
Business Growth Initiatives Ltd., told participants that
“investing in the new information technology is a key
factor in the future of Black London”, where most of
Britain’s one million people of African Caribbean
heritage live. He was speaking in historic Brixton, the
first significant post-war settlement of people of West



Indian origin.

Thomas, one of the earliest Internet users in Brixton, is
clear about its potential for Afro-British descendants of
migrants, now permanent settlers and citizens. They can
use the Internet to secure a place in the information
society and to link to ancestral homelands.

INFO POINT As used here, the variant terms for
Afro-British people refer to all British nationals with
antecedents originating directly from Africa or
indirectly via African diasporic communities in North
and South America and the Caribbean.

Spectre of the digital divide

Achieving this potential will not be an easy task, as
evidenced by official studies. First of all, household
income is the main determinant of home Internet access
and use. The difference between the poorest and richest
households is stark. Upper income families, at 86%, are
five times more likely to own a computer at home than
the lowest income group (16%), says the e-Learning
Foundation report “The Digital Divide – Real or



Imaginary” (e-LF circa 2003). Black people in
London’s poor inner city are less likely to have home
Internet access as whites. Additionally, Black
Caribbean respondents may wish to be connected at
home, but cannot afford to do so and don’t have a
helpline to friends with Internet-savvy. They say the cost
of computers, service providers and telephone bills
keeps them out of the Internet circle. If this pattern of
exclusion persists unchecked, information poverty will
cast already disadvantaged Blacks on the waste tips of
London’s economy. (See “Londoners On-line”: an
analysis of home Internet access by the Office of the
Mayor, Greater London Authority, November 2003; and
further publications at
http://www.london.gov.uk/gla/publications/e-
london/londoners-online2.pdf)

The sober view of government reports merit deep
consideration. “E-government strategies rarely consider
the needs of people who have become socially
excluded, and social inclusion strategies rarely consider
the role of ICT,” says a report by Improvement and
Development Agency-IDeA, September 2005
www.idea-knowledge.gov.uk The report concludes that



the UK government must focus more on social and
digital inclusion if its strategies are to be successful.

Educational impacts

Internet exclusion is already evident in the educational
system, according to the e-Learning Foundation www.e-
learningfoundation.com. There are only two million
computers in British schools catering for eight million
children. Furthermore, even schools with computers lag
behind in providing the up-to-date equipment and
baseline skills students need to participate in the new
technological revolution. Not surprisingly, teachers in
inner city schools are ill-prepared for computer
instruction. Many teachers lack confidence in using ICT;
few staff have a computer at school for their personal
use; and head teachers do not use computers on a regular
basis for teaching. Their school children fare little
better. Not all have access to or loan of computers or
Laptop notebooks. Few schools make their ICT
facilities and staff available outside of school hours for
community use and adult learning courses.

Obviously, ill-equipped schools serving inner city



Black communities are unable to respond to the Internet
challenge. They can’t add Internet materials into core
studies in maths and languages. They are stuck with a
lump of chalk and old textbooks. Hence, there is a need
to bridge the digital gap and to ensure that all children –
regardless of their background and income – can have
access to ICT training and a personal computer at school
and at home. Researchers at the e-Learning Foundation
sum up the alarming situation by saying: “When applied
to children in education the term ‘digital divide’ carries
emotional connotations of a nation divided in two; the
better off with computers in their classrooms and at
home (children may even own a laptop computer) with
access to the Internet when and where they need it,” says
the e-Learning Foundation. (See e-LF circa 2003).

In a dramatic turn, new research shows increasing use of
PCs for Internet access in Black communities, despite
lagging behind their white computer owning neighbours.
Researchers in the BBC audience information division
have noted Black and South Asian 16-34 year-olds tend
to be early adopters of new technology. They place
more importance on exploring the Internet for debates on
cultural identity and sensitive topics such as racism and



Islamophobia (See BBC Online, Commissioning,
Audience for Ethnic Minorities: Key Things to Know,
17th June 2005,
www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/marketresearch/audiencegroup7.shtml.
A deep desire for education seems to be the “X factor”
in this phenomenon. Blacks in disadvantaged
neighbourhoods have less access to home computers, but
they tend to use them to further their education more
often than white people, according to Dr David Owen
and researchers at the Universities of Warwick and
Leeds, and the national Department for Education and
Skills. See http://www.dfes.gov.uk/research/

Planning change

The changing patterns of Internet use in Black
communities come as no surprise to seasoned Internet-
race observers. John Adams, one of the earliest Internet
activists, sees the new technology as “liberating”.
Working for the civil rights group, the 1990 Trust,
Adams promoted the use of cyberspace to influence
government policy. Online readers were kept informed
about Parliamentary legislation and prodded to debate
issues affecting minority communities. There is an urgent



demand, say activists, for Internet policy change. They
emphasise the need for new laws to protect and advance
the rights of minority access and use of the Internet.
Minority representation should be mandatory on
complaints authorities and regulatory bodies, they say.
The goal is to ensure that the benefits of the new
technologies go to the many rather than the few, says
Mike Jempson, director of PressWise, the media ethics
society. See www.presswise.org.

Can e-Government make a difference?

What they will find on offer is a range of newly
developed ICT initiatives to increase Britain’s
economic success and global competitiveness. In 2000,
Prime Minister Tony Blair vowed to kick-start
broadband and “wire up” Britain to make it one of the
world’s leading “knowledge economies”. The focus he
told the e-Summit, “is universal, high speed Internet
access for every school, university, hospital and
doctors’ surgery,” reported the BBC News Online,
Tuesday, 19 November, 2002, 13:46 GMT. The
government would invest “£1bn on broadband for key
public services over the next three years as part of a



£6bn investment in information communication
technology,” according to the BBC.

Wiring up educators was central to Blair’s strategy. Six
thousand ICT centres were established and operated by
the biggest commercial and voluntary groups. School
needs were targeted by the British Educational
Communications and Technology Agency (BECTA), the
government’s lead agency for ICT. It is pledged to
develop and deliver e-Learning skills to pupils and all
Internet users.

INFO POINT The introduction of Internet learning aids
is crucial to student success in the inner city schools
where continuing inequalities in educational attainment
afflict children of British African Caribbean heritage.
See: “The Mayor’s London Schools and the Black
Child, a report of the 2002 conference organised by
Dianne Abbott MP and Mayor of London Ken
Livingstone. See Mayor of London Publications, March
2003.

Black communities will also benefit from a range of
public initiatives. The Opportunities Fund has



introduced learning centres to tackle the information
needs of aspiring Black communities in urban districts.
Lewisham Borough Library’s learning centre attracts
parents, children and low paid shop workers to its basic
computer courses. Refugees and asylum seekers make
use of the centre’s free access to the Internet.

Promising research organisations

Ongoing research by university academics and
researchers may provide benefits, too. The iSociety
project at the Work Foundation led by political analyst
Will Hutton, is studying the ways that ICTs are changing
life at home and work. The Oxford Internet Institute’s
studies of the Internet’s social impact are of great
interest. Researchers are working on new Internet
strategies to deliver health care, e-Learning, and public
services. There are benefits, also, say advocates, from
municipal Inter-networks that link officials to local
communities. LondonConnects, the e-government
agency, is working in this direction. Mayor Ken
Livingstone and policy makers at the Greater London
Authority, the capital’s governing body, popularised the
goal of “Internet connectivity”. Electronic media can be



the cornerstone of a new age of political communication,
called e-democracy, as reported in An e-Government
Strategy for London - consultation draft December 2001,
published by the GLA on behalf of the LondonConnects,
an agency bringing together local, regional, and national
government to co-operate on e-government
developments (See the web site
www.ukonline.gov.uk/gla/publications/eLondon.jsp)

INFO POINT London’s official priorities for Internet
action are:

To ensure inclusion of the most disadvantaged
social groups
To coordinate delivery of public services: health,
education and welfare
To make London a first class information-based
economy and society.

See
www.ukonline.gov.uk/gla/publications/eLondon.jsp

Innovative practical examples



All this research and comment would be wasted if not
accompanied by practical examples. Already the
positive aspects of ICT intervention have been
demonstrated in schools with significant numbers of
Black pupils. The best example is the Lilian Baylis
School, an inner city school with a troubled history. The
Baylis School has 600 pupils and is a mixed 11-16-
year-old comprehensive in a downtrodden
neighbourhood of Kennington, Lambeth Borough.
Students travel to school past derelict houses boarded
up against squatters in one of the ten most deprived
wards in London. The majority of pupils are of Afro-
Caribbean, Bangladeshi and Chinese heritage; 15 per
cent of pupils are of white UK heritage. A range of
special needs of children of foreign-born parents and
low-income families are catered for:

68% of students claim free school meals
50% have special educational needs
54% have a foreign mother language



Labelled a failing school in the 1990s, the Baylis school
was experiencing major difficulties. This is the school
about which wealthy homeowner Oliver Letwin,
conservative member of Parliament, declared that he
would rather beg than let his children become pupils
there, reports The Independent newspaper.

Little wonder, then, that students and staff felt socially
ostracised by society and uncaring political elites. But a
new headmaster and supporters from the Worshipful
Company of Information Technologists (WCIT) changed
the school’s fortunes. Harnessing hi-tech to the school
curricula gave students a better chance of improving
their education. Student attendance climbed above
average; exclusions were significantly reduced; and test
results have improved. Pupils appear bright, confident,
good humoured and articulate, according to reports. By
2005, Lilian Baylis was praised as one of the most
rapidly improving schools in England.

Gary Phillips, the head teacher, is an energetic
champion of his students’ achievements. Without a
doubt, the introduction of the new technologies had a
salutary effect on student performance, says the leader of



the City of London-based WCIT, a charity working in
partnership with the school, families and African
Caribbean community.

The results are valid, and important. The Baylis
experience is not just a casual result of
cyberintervention. It points the way for introducing
similar programmes in under-performing schools in low
income or disadvantaged communities. Irrefutably,
cyber technologists and teachers and families can learn
the arts of cyberadvocacy. When strong partnerships are
formed the information superhighway can be opened to
foster a culture of learning.

Action now

The shared view of educators and info-technologists is
that using the basic tools of communication in
cyberspace is a liberatory act, and should be
encouraged. Achieving the goal of wiring up Black
communities is proving to be no mean task, however. In
the race for cyberspace they will have to overcome the
formidable barriers of prejudice, class and income that
affect access and usage of the Internet. The urgency of



this task cannot be overstated. London’s 2million Black
and non-white Londoners are increasingly a major group
in the city’s population, perhaps 30 per cent. Most
striking is the rise of the black African population,
putting it on course to overtake Indians this decade as
the biggest ethnic group in the capital after whites.

Raising awareness of computing and the World Wide
Web is crucial to the success of London’s diverse
communities. It needs to take place at the local level, in
the city streets and neighbourhoods. Part of the solution
must come from community groups: women, churches,
youth, parents and business leaders. Educators say that
schools must use and reflect the power of the
instruments of the new technologies. Furthermore, there
is a need for action research on mobilising the resources
needed for Internet innovation. What are the factors
leading to successful capacity building by using ICT;
what can we learn from case studies from around the
world; how can the ITC industries direct their energies
towards the needs of emerging consumers.? Such
demanding challenges stir passions and generate heated
argument. What everyone agrees on, however, is that
accessing info-technology is crucial. “We either get on



the information super-highway or risk being side-
tracked on the back roads of the urban economy”.



Harnessing the Internet

“Tell all your friends — “Get out of the digital gutter!”
That’s the warning to Black communities. Information
poverty must be addressed, say media consultants, race
relations activists, info-tech aware teachers, new
immigrant groups and anti-racist youth groups — or
“lose your place in the queue for cyberspace”.

Action points

Cyber organisers have welcomed the goodwill efforts of
ITC professionals and technologists. But, they say
grassroots demands for the instruments of the new
information society must be given a stronger voice.

Action is needed, now, says Roy Edwards, a new media
consultant, “We can’t rely solely on the government’s
“PC in every classroom” initiative as the sole means of
bringing up our children in the 21st century”. He argues
that three actions should be taken.

“Get your e-facts right”. Research is needed on
key questions such as: How accessible is the



information superhighway to the Black voluntary
sector? Why are there so few African-Caribbean
businesses online? How many African-Caribbean
people hold jobs in the new media industry - and
at what levels?
“Evangelise the community”. African-Caribbean
organisations need to spread the gospel of info-
technology to grassroots communities across the
UK. This may require a national organisation to
nurture, challenge and develop the appropriate
Internet capability as a priority.
Create networks of training and support for
parents and community leaders. Youth clubs and
sports centres must be wired up to accommodate
the needs of young people. Networking the
luncheon and social clubs of the elderly can help
them claim their allowances and entitlements on-
line and keep in touch with loved ones faraway,
says Edwards.

Get on board!

Race relations activists argue that the new technologies
can empower communities and encourage citizenship



amongst young voters. But it won’t be easy, says Arun
Kundnani, of the Institute of Race Relations, London.

And, there are several reasons why. People are
increasingly polarised in terms of their Internet use and
access. There are those who understand and take
advantage of new technologies and those who have not
had the opportunity to exploit their potential.

Kundnani says: “Where once pundits saw this divide as
one between technophobe parents and computer-literate
children, today it is becoming clear that the real divides
are between the wealthy and the poor, and also to a
certain extent between white and black.”

Crucial disparities are evident. Well-funded schools
and wealthier parents are better able to equip
themselves with full Internet access. They provide e-
mail addresses for students, CDs for their school
libraries and support student-produced websites. Well-
to-do parents can also pay for Internet services like
British Telecom’s BT Campus program to supplement
their children’s learning.



Furthermore, schools in better-off areas attract skilled
mentors to coach students through their exams via the
Internet. They can also purchase key study materials
available on CDs, such as the Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Microsoft Encarta and Dorling Kindersley’s History of
the World.

To counter the growing race-class digital divide,
Kundnani seeks to appropriate the new technologies for
the benefit of better race relations. He urges teachers,
parents and communities to “take a digital ride” through
colonial history and research immigrant contributions to
the making of modern Britain.

At the heart of the scheme is the HomeBeats CD which
takes viewers to the homelands of Britain’s African,
Asian and Caribbean people. Local histories of British
Black communities are included as well as documents
on Britain’s relationship to its former colonies and
developing countries.

The beauty of the CD database is that it brings pioneers
of Black History alive. What’s more, it fuses multi-
media and the sounds of the Asian Dub Foundation, a



politically-conscious raga music group, into a winning
entry for the British Interactive Multimedia Award for
Education.

Kundnani says that HomeBeats fits in quite well with
school work. It encourages young people to research and
create a web site on a topic that affects their local
community. It might be investigating the issue of racism
in their area; the experiences of new migrants; or
delving into a forgotten period in the history of local
communities.

Promoting ICT awareness

Introducing people to computers and the Internet is
another crucial action point, say cyberactivists. School
teachers can help organise events for a Black
Community Technology Awareness Week. Activity
projects could focus on involving students, families and
work mates.

The power of this idea comes from its simple and direct
instructions:



Ask your librarian to host a Technology
Awareness week, in association with local
business, schools and public sector agencies.
Use your local computer shop to find out about the
new ICT products available
Ask your local school, college or university to
host computer lab training for students of all ages
and their parents.
Ask computer-using businesses or professions to
invite local children to demonstrations of the new
technology.
Honour a local Black Technology leader, or early
Internet adopter, in your community with
celebrations at your school, church or town hall.
Invite representatives of media, computing and
Internet companies to talk about leading edge
innovations in their fields.
Write an article for your local newspaper on ICT
and what it means to Black communities.

Armed with these actions and ideas, community leaders,
pressure groups, and charities are advancing their



support for increased Internet access and usage. Without
doubt, the information revolution is gaining momentum
and moving into the realm of every-day life. People are
acquiring the confidence necessary to make the Internet
work for their personal and community development.



Congo London Goes Online

It is not just the older Afro-British communities that
recognise the value of the Internet. Despite scant
resources, new African immigrants – among them,
Nigerians, Ghanaians and Congolese -- are early
adopters of info-technologies. And, they are focusing
their efforts on using the Internet in social affairs, news
and information gathering, education, and business.

A deep sense of social service pervades the work of
Congo online activists. “When interviewed, Inno Mpila,
a caseworker at ZACCA-LISANGA, the Zairean-
Congolese Community Association, says: “We are the
umbrella organisation of the Congolese community, not
only in London, but in the whole of UK”.

“You can find us in any directory and we deal with all
local authorities for matters regarding our community.
We travel throughout the country to provide our services
to our compatriots if and when they are needed. Our
services are very much solicited because we are better
resourced than the embassy.”



FACTFILE London’s Congolese community, of
about 11.000 people, contains a large contingent of
political refugees and asylum seekers from conflicts in
Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo. They are
found in low income areas of Newham, Haringey,
Hackney and Tottenham.

Skills and jobs

“We make extensive use of the Internet”, says Mpila.
His office is equipped with Canon printers and Hewlett
Packard and Olivetti computers. Computer training
courses are available to refugee community members in
the use of computer applications such as Access, Excel
and Power Point.

These services have a dual value. Immigrants learn the
IT skills they need. They can also seek work as
computing professionals and contribute to the urban
labour market.

Mpila explains: “Coming to a developed country such as
Great Britain, you are compelled to update your skills or
you get stuck job wise. So it is not only a matter of new



opportunities. This is a very competitive society and one
would be disadvantaged and powerless job-wise
without computer knowledge and getting oneself
connected to the Web. This motivates you to learn fast”.

Sharing information

All the key members of the Congolese community use
the Internet mainly for information purposes. Roger
Mpanzu, 34, a business consultant whose home
computer is connected to the Internet, says: “The Internet
is now the best source of information about my country. I
consult many sites, but the main ones are the web sites
of the Congo Government and the Agence France
Presse”.

Using the Internet for news and information is crucial for
the Congolese communities, say online activists. “The
media in this country report less on the Congo, unless
something dramatic happens there, such as when Mobutu
was overthrown by Kabila, or when the Ebola virus
killed many people.” Furthermore, “on the Internet, you
get a different, independent view of the situation from
that of the government back home,” they add. Consistent



with this view, according to reports online activists use
the Internet for some specific purposes. For example:

Research and study is important: “When I have to
represent people in the court, I have to do my
homework first to get to know what the case is all
about. I resource myself from the Internet.”
Business contacts can be made and products
supplied: “Just by surfing on the Internet I can find
some drives for my Canon printer that are offered
free of charge. Very soon I will have to order
things that would be useful back home. If my
family there had access to the Internet, I am sure
they would simply e-mail me and tell me what to
buy for them.”
Congolese cyberorganisers serve as a channel of
communication: “By email we share our life
experiences as immigrants, asylum seekers and
refugees in Britain with other Congolese
communities in Belgium, the Netherlands,
Germany, the USA and Canada. Recently I e-
mailed the government back home on what I think



about tourism in the Congo and how to improve
it.”

These Internet actions and ideas lend a new vitality to
expatriate Congolese. Contact with distant homelands is
renewed by people whose lives have been shattered by
war, pestilence and dislocation. Tips for survival in
modern Britain are shared. As a result, Congo Online is
fast becoming a network of networks uniting Congo
London with distant compatriots in the Diaspora.

Resource: Based on edited excerpts from “Congo
London Goes On-line” (see Archive 01, 3.305) in the
Chronicleworld.0rg internet news magazine on changing
Black Britain www.chronicleworld.org by Antoine R
Lokongo, a former trainee international journalist at
Chronicleworld and the City University, Department of
Journalism, London.



Anti-racist Youth Promote Info-technology

“No more excuses,” said the Asian youth, Shahid Miah,
as he pointed to the YARA poster on the wall entitled
‘A Sorry Tale’. “Black graduates are four times as
likely to be unemployed as white graduates. Racism
destroys lives”.

Miah, an amiable and confident student, leads YARA
the youth vanguard of the Anti-Racist Alliance, a
national campaign against discrimination and prejudice.
He promotes information technology conferences for
young Black achievers in prestigious locations like
IBM’s headquarters along the Thames River
embankment.

Confidence building

Miah erases any doubts about his views. “Everyone
knows that applying for jobs these days isn’t just a
matter of quoting qualifications.” he says.

He aims to build up the confidence of black graduates
and equip them with new skills they need to compete in



the ICT job market. “It’s a high tech world out there,”
says Miah, himself of Bangladeshi immigrant parents,
“and job candidates have increasingly to demonstrate a
good level of computer literacy”.

To meet this challenge, Miah organised a RESPECT IT
project for aspiring African, Asian and Caribbean youth.
Sponsors included IBM (UK) and the government’s
Department of Trade and Industry “IT for All”
programme. Other supporters were the Black press
(New Nation and Caribbean Times) and the Asian press
(Asian Times and Eastern Eye).

Miah says that professionals from the business world
have added a new dimension to his skills training
project. Marcus East, IBM’s senior e-business Sales
Consultant for the Banking Industry and Government,
agrees. “With confidence and competitiveness, Blacks
can make it in the Information Technology world,” he
says.

East, born in Britain of Jamaican parentage and a
graduate of London Guildhall University, is an excellent
mentor to the young participants. He brings to bear the



know-how he gained from helping IBM’s largest
enterprise customers design their e-business solutions
and web sites. He also puts his skills to work in local
communities, and chairs a community education and
business partnership in Lambeth borough, south London.

Moving up and moving on

Motivating Black awareness of Internet technology is
part of our overall strategy to combat the effects of
racism, says Miah, whose efforts have won
commendation from Prime Minister Tony Blair. “We are
basically saying to our participants “skill up or get left
behind,” says Miah.

Young participants in the RESPECT IT project are
aware they are on the cutting edge of new technologies
that barely existed when they were born. As second or
third generation youth born in Britain of Black and
Asian immigrants, they are embracing IT because of its
extraordinary potential at work, study and in their
communities.

But, harnessing this potential is not a simple matter.



“Costs are a big problem,” says Gavin White, a law
student at London Guildhall University. “Subsidies are
needed to reduce the barriers of cost. Better still; why
not waive telephone charges and the like altogether”, he
says. As president of his university African Caribbean
society, Gavin knows that young Blacks are hard hit by
all the additional costs of purchasing and using info-tech
equipment.

Olubusola Shittu, a business management and technology
student at South Bank University holds similar views.
Shittu feels she needs to learn IT skills to enhance her
future prospects, but worries about meeting the costs
involved. To unlock the potential of her PC, she has to
buy an upgrade for the hard drive, an inkjet printer,
scanner, and a modem, she says.

Denise Malcolm aims to apply her IT interests in her
public relations job in a national voluntary association.
“IT skills will also come in handy in my course work at
the University of Westminster,” says Malcolm, a mature
part-time journalism student.

Mother of one, Efua Owusu Ivy Parke, has developed a



reasonable familiarity with IT through her business
studies background gained at Ghana’s Cape Coast
University. She doesn’t mind happily tapping away on
her PC, or scanning text and printing out her findings.
Any doubts she has about the energy, time and cost
involved in gaining new IT skills are offset, she says, by
knowing that “I can move up from being a lowly office
worker to a well-paid skilled specialist”.

This idea of “moving up and moving on” is also
attractive to Suzanne Joseph, who works for YARA. But
she adds some special points of emphasis. “For me IT is
about creativity and communication, not just me and the
computer,” she says. “I want to use IT to back up my
university degree in international relations. It’s a
question of reaching out to other people. Problems of the
world environment influence my thoughts, and I want to
do something about them,” she says.

Mobilising Internet actions for social change

Support for YARA’s objectives also comes from
impressive and enterprising business personalities.
Winston Bobb promotes IT skills and jobs through his



African British Information Technology Association.

Ismayeel Syed, at 25 years of age, is training a whole
new IT generation through his SmartTrack Solutions
Company. Syed is a Microsoft Certified Trainer and has
designed and installed network based processing
systems for government, finance, trading, and industrial
companies.

Karl Wilson, co-founder and managing director of
Blacknet UK, an Internet web site, “is committed to the
IT empowerment of the Black community”. Information
technology offers the means for improved
communication and economic development, he says.

Sam Samra, 27, shares these views. He directs the
Asian Business Network, said to be “UK’s leading
Asian web site, targeting Asian professionals”.

These wide ranging initiatives are applauded by Shahid
Miah. He believes that YARA’s approach is correct.
“We are part of the anti-racist movement and offer an
educational forum where vital issues impacting on Black
communities can be discussed with pro-active



solutions,” he says.

On a broader front, says Miah “The IT initiative will
help Black people become part of the Information Age
and narrow the gap between the technology haves and
have nots”.



Digital City Black Britain

The urgent tone is unmistakable. Black community media
workers, like Carlton Romaine of information-poor St
Paul’s district in Bristol, are voicing their claims to
equality in Digital City Britain. His message to policy
makers at a conference on digital city Bristol was
simple and clear: “Give us the tools and training; we’ll
educate and inform ourselves”.

Romaine is a hard working, proud, family man of
Caribbean background. He promotes the St Paul’s
Carnival Project in a city where local people fight back
against a legacy of 18th century slave-trading. By the
1750s Bristol was the chief and richest slaving port in
England, a boon endorsed by the city fathers (see Eric
Williams 1944, Capitalism and Slavery. Chapel Hill &
London, The University of North Carolina Press; and
Hugh Thomas, The Slave Trade: The History of the
Slave Trade 1440-1870, Simon & Schuster (February 3,
1999)).

INFO POINT Bristol’s Black population are an
estimated 6 per cent of the city’s 400,000 people; (



“mixed race” account for another 2 per cent). Half of
them are concentrated in the deprived wards of Ashley,
Easton and Lawrence Hill, where there are high levels
of unskilled and unemployed persons. Despite some
progress in social equality, Black Bristolians face many
unresolved historical and contemporary problems. See
variously: Google for Bristol, England+Black
population; and www.bristol-city.gov.uk for Bristol
key_stats_equalities.pdf “Key Statistics from the 2001
Census, Facts about Equalities, Communities in Bristol
“

Multi-media and the Internet

“The new electronic media helps us to represent
ourselves and highlight the best of our cultural heritage,”
said Romaine. As proof he displays his multi-media CD
showcasing the life and struggles of African Caribbean
people. Using local photographs, stories, interviews and
songs, Romaine and his helpers at the Kuumba Centre
learned their new age skills as they went along. Now, he
says, the city’s Black population want to access
mainstream opportunities for secure employment and
housing.



These sentiments were echoed by Jamaican-born
Pauline Reynolds, guidance officer at the St. Paul’s
Centre for Employment and Enterprise Development
(CEED). The centre is one of two-dozen sites with
public information points provided under the Digital
City Bristol initiative.

“Our electronic kiosk makes a crucial addition to our
services,” said Reynolds. Clients can look for job
opportunities, advice on technology training, and get
help with immigration and business matters.

Digital cities

These local initiatives blend in with a municipal
programme for electronic public information called
Digital Cities. (The programme has been tried in a
variety of locations: the Berkeley Community project
1972; the Cleveland FreeNet 1985; and DDS-
Amsterdam 1994).

Launched in 1997, Digital City Bristol aimed to provide
a stimulating, sustainable and visually appealing Internet
resource. Multimedia kiosks around the city allow free



public access to the city’s web site.

Designed as a public service, the programme was put
together by Hewlett-Packard Research Labs, and
developed in cooperation with Bristol City Council and
the University of the West of England research centre.
The Bristol Evening Post newspaper and City NetGates
Ltd., a web services and design company, added their
expertise.

Community-led initiatives

But, dependency on city-run networks is not good
enough, said media activists. “Community-led
broadcasting must also play a key role in our future,”
said Donald McTernan, the London regional manager of
the Community Media Association.

“London’s African Caribbeans, Somalis and others are
gearing up to provide media services to their
communities,” he says. Scores of groups are on cable,
satellite radio and the Internet. Many run professional
media companies involved in all aspects of
broadcasting.



Community-run projects fill a vital need, according to
McTernan, who is of Afro-Caribbean origin, and in
daily contact with new groups around the country. The
First Love Radio and Media Training company offers
digital production and radio skills to students and
residents in Deptford, an important Black district in
south London. The Community Radio Project in multi-
racial Stratford, east London, trains young people aged
16-24 years old.

McTernan also recognised the popularity of community-
based media clubs in the run-down housing blocks. In
them, microphone-wielding disenfranchised youth share
their blistering hybrids of hip-hop, garage and Jamaican
dance-hall music and political comment.

Radical or raunchy, these popular media actions are
reaching out and meeting local needs. “This is something
special. They more properly represent, educate,
entertain and inform London’s many diverse cultures,”
said McTernan.

Empowerment



Promoting popular actions to empower Black women is
also gaining prominence. Support for Black Carers was
successfully launched on Digital City Bristol’s network.
London’s First Love Company has pioneered a new
course, “Rhyme and Reason”, for young black women
seeking jobs in radio and media industries.

Black women in Huddersfield are using computers and
the Internet to exchange ideas and experiences about
child care, family life and personal development.

Their multi-media CDs have won acclaim for the
Women on the Web training program launched by Sylvia
Gibbs, a lecturer at the University of Huddersfield.

An increasingly important issue for Black media groups
is owning and controlling their own cultural
productions. BLINK, the Black Information Link web
site, promotes Black cultural and political freedom of
expression. HomeBeats CDs and web site, run by the
Institute of Race Relations, puts the power of new media
technologies into the hands of young Black people in
their communities.



Beyond this local emphasis, broader issues of
information freedom have not escaped notice by the new
Black media and Internet generation. Thinking globally
and strategically is also important.

Don McTernan said “communication is a basic human
right.” He supports young broadcast journalists
“networking with others in Europe, sharing views and
uniting their voices in support of social justice”.

Problems and solutions

What does the future hold? Will there be a dramatic rise
in the proportion of Black households connected to the
Internet in the next decade? No-one can be sure. Despite
current efforts, closing the gap between the knowledge
wealthy and the information poor remains a significant
problem. Digital cities with community web sites, like
Bristol, Cardiff, and Liverpool, will need to expand
public access to the new technologies, said Linda
Skinner, researcher at the University of West of
England.

At the current snail-like pace, the needs of many



disadvantaged Black people may not be met for
decades. Lack of access to, and ability to pay for,
electronic services remain significant barriers to
Internet inclusion.

Nevertheless, hopeful signs are emerging. Calls for
equal access grow louder. Carlton Romaine said: “We
need web-walkers to go around to community groups
and train them in the new technologies. We need the
tools for entry to the Information Age: computers,
Internet web sites and e-mail facilities. Cheaper
telephone costs are essential. We ask why aren’t there
local lap-top libraries where you can borrow a
computer to use in home-based voluntary work.”

So, what’s being done?

Business, academic and IT experts in Bristol applauded
Romaine’s remarks. Rick Villeneuve, of the SBLN
information systems company, favoured “taking
technology to the community through cyber-skills
workshops”. Peter MacLellan of City NetGates, an
information marketing firm, advocated community
training programmes. Clodagh Miskelly, researcher at



the University of the West of England, secured
equipment and support for the St. Paul’s carnival CD
production.

Digital City supporters were also searching for new
solutions to problems of public access to information.
Eric Geelhoed of Hewlett-Packard Research Labs was
experimenting with user-friendly information systems.
Ros Mitchell, councillor and head of the IT and the
Community office in Bristol, said the city’s attempts at
“Electronic Government” through public kiosks and
learning centres must be expanded.

But, with a restlessness born of frustration, Carlton
Romaine wanted community groups to have a place at
the information decision making table. “We seem to be
always on the outside looking in at other people talking
about us,” he said.

“In much of what is done for us, we don’t see ourselves
-- the youths, the mums, and the elders --or our African
Caribbean culture. We say give us the access tools to
make our contributions”. When pressed for examples he
replies without hesitation “I would like Digital City



Bristol and the Millennium Commission funding agency
to support an interactive live Internet Carnival and
Festival of the Black Arts linked to web sites around the
world.”

Black Bristolians in perspective

That Bristol Blacks like Carlton Romaine were at the
forefront of the quest for media equality has a deep
historic resonance. Centuries ago, Blacks and their
white allies in Bristol, a major slave port, fought to over
turn slavery and assert their freedom.

These issues linked the tri-continental struggles of Black
people — in Britain, the plantations of America and the
Caribbean, and in the colonies of Africa — with
political change and reform in 19th century Bristol. One
hundred and fifty years later, in 1980, Black youth in St
Paul’s rebelled against their jobless prospects and
racial profiling as “criminal suspects” and became a
nation wide symbol of Black resistance.

Hopes for the future



To add information poverty to this catalogue of
grievances is a worrying prospect, according to Carlton
Romaine. The current challenge is to place issues of
equal access, participation and democracy on the
information policy agenda.

This view was confirmed at the Bristol digital city
conference by the information society promoters.
Included were Nikki Barton, deputy Lord Mayor of
Bristol, Alun German, spokesman on telematics at the
Department of Trade and Industry, and Sr. Claudio
Carrelli, President of the Information Society Forum, an
advisory group to the European Union.

The blunt truth about the Digital Cities approach is that
municipalities and countries must learn to adapt their
info-tech policies to assist the advancement of deprived
groups. Mike Jempson, head of PressWise, the media
ethics body, summarised this view by saying:
“accessibility is the key to future British and European
policy on information and communications technology”.



Message to Brixtonians: Learn! Baby! Learn!

“The time will come when Black communities will be
prime users of the Internet”, proclaimed the first Digital
Diaspora Workshop held in Brixton, London, in
2004.One crunch issue is how to get people to develop
info-tech skills that build on local enterprise and solve
unmet needs. In this context, learning to use the basic
tools of communication in cyberspace — computers,
Internet web sites and e-mail facilities — is essential,
they said.

Grassroots views

Above all, cyber enthusiasts need to understand the
troubled history of Brixton. It lies in Lambeth, south
London, one of the earliest settlements of Jamaican
migrants in the 1940s. Shunned in many places, they
poured into the back streets of urban decline, filling the
low paid jobs in transport, laundries and hospitals that
whites loathed to do. Conditions were cramped,
workdays seemingly endless, wages poor.

Considered the “soul of Black Britain” and a reflection



of Caribbean pride, Brixton became home to most of the
24 per cent Black population of the borough in the mid-
1990s. C L R James, political theorist and cricket
master, lived there for years. So did Claudia Jones, the
journalist and fiery advocate for race equality and
human rights. It has famously attracted Britain’s largest
gathering of reggae artists and creative Black cultural
industries.

But residents have suffered decades of deprivation,
insensitive urban planning and political neglect. They
are desperately in need of access to the new technology
and jobs that will give them a foothold in London’s fast
changing job market.

Frustration has fuelled interest in the Internet, said
workshop participants. Well-known activist Paul
(Pablo) Reid of the New Initiatives Youth and
Community Association was concerned that IT training
should benefit the new “warriors of the millennium”.
These are the young Black men, aged 13 to 18 years,
who need guidance through their transition to adulthood.

Women’s rights campaigner Juneary Raymond



envisioned a web site celebrating the achievements of
women. They are constant strivers for their families and
many are making headway in education and the
workplace.

Promoters of Black heritage and arts see the need to
broadcast to a wider audience on the Internet. George
Kelly “Fowokan”, the sculptor, favoured creating a
cyberspace to show the works of culturally diverse
artists. Home-grown artists can use digital technology to
enhance and distribute their Africa-inspired work on the
Internet, he said. Shango Baku, a Rastafarian and
cultural artist, recognised the potential of the Internet for
cultural exchange and spreading the influence of his
creed.

Many heritage groups applaud the use of the Internet to
bring unsung past exploits to life and to link families and
loved ones. James Fairweather of the War Veterans
Association drew attention to the need to wire up
thousands of still living Black service men and women
who served in Britain’s wars.

G Lanre Bombata, a small business entrepreneur, said



that creating a family web site is a useful way of sharing
memories and supporting achievements. Using his
genealogy software programme, he described his own
family tree that links generations of Bombatas in Nigeria
and around the world.

Brixton Online

So, how to equip local people in Brixton to participate
in the new information based economy and society?
Visits to two local centres provided some important
clues.

First stop was Brixton Online Ltd (BOL) not far from
major local landmarks: the Town Hall and the Tate
Library. Windrush Square, close by, commemorates the
anniversary of the arrival in 1948 of the modern British
Afro-Caribbean settlers on the ship SS Empire
Windrush.

Converted from an old synagogue, the BOL building is a
business and information training centre in a multi-ethnic
area. Training manager Janice Beckles spoke of the
centre’s mission to meet community needs. Teenagers as



well as the elderly can participate in IT training,
consultancy, web site design, programming and content
management courses. Her colleague Debbie Walton
used a laptop to show how the centre’s web sites help
fledgling entrepreneurs and broadcasts community
information.

Angell Town estate

Issues of IT innovation were also explored at Angell
Town, a local public housing estate.

INFO POINT Angell Town is located down Brixton
road past Electric Avenue, Britain’s first electric-lit
street, and Bon Marche, probably the first department
store in Britain. The resi-dent population of 2000 is
forty per cent Black, with a signifi-cant number of
Asian, Hispanic, Turkish, Portuguese, and more recently
Kosovans and Bosnians.

Thomas Esterine, manager of the Angell Town
Community Project Ltd (ATCP), spoke of the ongoing
£67 million estate regeneration program that includes
networking many of its facilities. The project is a



charitable company founded by the noted community
activist Dora Boatemah OBE. It supports an enterprise
centre, business start-up workshops, and musical and
video studio facilities, all housed in disused garage
spaces.

Esterine agreed that IT could assist in training and
placing young people in the job market. One example is
the newly-established Recruitment and Profile Training
Centre on the housing estate.

“Our courses prepare students for mainstream careers,”
said centre director and IT specialist Samuel Ankrah.
His colleague, Cgagi Gladyng, training manager, said:
“With a start up class of 25, we expect our students to
qualify for jobs in web design, banks, retail sales, estate
agencies, and the caring services”.

“We would welcome the opportunity to assist in wiring
up the Angell Town community,” said Ankrah. There are
five training rooms, each accommodating about 20
people. The computer lab has thirty modern computers
fully installed with leading computer operating systems
and software programs.



The potential impact

These initiatives could trigger further innovation.
Imagine what could be achieved if the ideas and actions
at Brixton Online and Angell Town estate were fully
funded and implemented?

Brixton’s community institutions like the Street Pastors
against Crime, led by Rev Lee Isaacs, could carry their
message to youth and parents on an inter-network of
positive social action. “The Black Cultural Archives
could bring the history and heritage of African
Caribbean people in Britain to a wider audience,” said
Sam Walker, director.

A fresh injection of cash and the will to experiment
could make a big difference. Brixton’s community-based
web sites could be the first of many links between the
thousands of Black voluntary groups in London and
other UK regions.

On a broader front, it is possible to link groups that can
support each others activities. Centres for job
recruitment, business leadership and women’s rights and



community health education often work in isolation.
They could benefit from linkages with groups struggling
to alleviate anti-racial harassment and the negative
effects of urban regeneration.

And, what if Internet-based schools of cyberpower were
introduced? People in public housing estates and
neighbourhoods with significant Black populations
could train themselves in social planning and
management. “Social entrepreneurs” could contribute
needed business management skills, and boost morale
and the efficient deliver of services. The isolation of the
elderly could be reduced; and the creative energies of
youth could be released.

As these forces of practical example and visionary
speculation combine, one theme rings true. Community-
led projects work; top-down ones don’t. Only the naïve
believe that the UK Online initiative will close the gap
between the “have-nets” and the “have-nots”, and boost
Internet access and computer literacy, say critics.
According to an authoritative BBC News Online report,
the government initiative has not worked in many inner
city areas. The results of the more than £100m public



investment are far from satisfactory.

Leaders of community computer projects that are
already helping to revitalise and re-skill inner city areas
are critical of official projects. “They don’t work if they
are controlled by the council and the government,” said
the head of the Community Logistics Company, which
supplies refurbished computers to charities.

Many voluntary groups participating in government
projects have been disillusioned. There are cases where
“not one computer has been delivered to a single needy
child,” the company head told BBC News Online.

On the contrary, the most successful computer projects
are model examples of community-led initiatives. Dave
Carter, director of Manchester’s Digital Development
Agency, said the city’s EastServe interactive web site
links 4000 households with their own computers. Carter
told Simon Willis, author of Connected Cities, the
facilities are mainly supplied by loan from the East
Manchester Credit Union. Costs are kept to a minimum
and residents are encouraged to take Internet training
and management courses.



Benefits of collective cyberorganisation

Participants in the Brixton Digital Diaspora Workshop
broadly agreed on several points. Cyberorganisation can
work when it is created and led by communities to
achieve community goals. Collective use of the Internet
overcomes the “can’t afford it” and “fear of the new”
attitudes that keep many people from accessing and
using the Internet.

Studies show that Black communities using the Internet
gain tremendous benefit from conveniently sharing ideas
on key aspects of community life. These include:

Reaffirming Black Britain’s African Caribbean
heritage and history
Strengthening school curricula and career
development
Harnessing faith communities to solving social
problems
Creating outlets for cultural and political
expression



Opening up info-tech related job and business
markets
Linking up with the African Digital Diaspora
through the new global medium

Basic rules for ICTs

Accessing info-technology is crucial to the future of
beleaguered districts like Brixton all over London.
Cyberorganisers say that promoters and partners in
community-based ICT programmes and policies must
observe two basic rules, however. One, the partnership
roles of the Mayor, London’s local authorities and
central government should be supportive, but silent.
Two, the leaders of computer companies and Internet
providers should be innovative and socially responsible
when aiding local people.

The body of evidence shows that community-led IT
projects and centres can be successful. They offer
effective antidotes to the poverty of digitalised learning
that bars Black people from participation in the
information society. Brixton’s workshop initiatives, if
pursued, can point the way forward. Out of a heavily



burdened, incendiary past – of riotous street protests in
1981 and 1985 – a new millennial strategy can be
forged. The slogan is: “Point and Click, and Learn!
Baby! Learn!”



Going Digital for Equality

With style and enthusiasm, Black communities in Britain
are moving forward with their claims to race equality
and justice. They are harnessing their cause to the power
of the Internet, the dominant communications technology
of the 21st century.

By “Going Digital” people are creating novel
community-led media, websites, chat rooms and e-mail
newsletters for power, profit and leisure. Many are
using the Internet to achieve collective advancement.
Others use policy research findings to pressure
Government to improve the delivery of local services
and e-democracy. All are concerned about linking up
with their homelands and far-flung outposts of the
African Digital Diaspora.

Innovative trends

In Britain, one can discern the trends. First, there is the
relentless spread of innovative actions to share
information and meaning. Fledgling web sites headline
Black-related issues in politics and voting. Students in



Afro-Caribbean clubs speak to each other from more
than thirty university campuses. Servicemen,
entrepreneurs and civil servants talk to friends, relatives
and colleagues in the Americas.

What people say brings vitality to their words or an
authoritative voice. Congo London speaks to Africa, to
Black Britain and the Black World. Academics, media
journalists and race relations experts explore the
potential of eBlack Studies education.

Women are online innovators

Second, increasingly, women are showing their energy
and daring online. “IT [Information Technology] is not
the sole preserve of the male and the nerdy,” said
Foluke Akinlose, when she created her “interactive
lifestyle magazine for women of colour”. See Precious
online www.preciousonline.co.uk. Dr Elizabeth
Rasekoala, founder of the African Caribbean Network
for Science and Technology, has pioneered the Ishango
Science Clubs of Britain, www.ishangohouse.com. Ros
Griffiths founded the Employment Café, a web based
job vacancies directory. Her achievements have been



recognised by the Carlton TV 2002 award for
outstanding contributions to community life and the Most
Innovative Start-up award from the European Federation
of Black Business Owners.

Women are also revolutionising the provision of online
housing and employment services. Sheron Carter, head
of community development, catapulted the Ujima
Housing Association into the limelight in 2003 when she
opened the first centre of excellence for aspiring Black
and minority ethnic enterprises. The centre, called First
Base, would train students to manage businesses with a
social conscience. “Social housing landlords and
charities, like Ujima, have a big role to play in
popularising a new approach to using Information
Technology,” adds Emmanuel Ohaja, editor of
Admission: Your Ticket to the Digital World.

And this is just the beginning. One wonders who will be
the first Black woman to receive a doctorate in
computer science and information technology from a
British university — and when? Who will be the
mentors and role models to encourage a new generation
of young women to continue in their footsteps?



A new generation of innovators

There is a third noticeable trend. Community groups,
business leaders, political activists, and academics and
students are set to form a frontline of uncensored net-
linked Black voices. And they are taking tips from a
range of innovations.

With Vox Politics and Bloggers websites they can
broadcast alternative views about the laws and social
practices that affect black people.

From their frontline Netville websites cyberorganisers
can wire up whole communities. Internet-based
Speakers Corners can give people a chance to have their
say without passing through official or mass media
channels.

And, there is a range of related initiatives waiting to
take centre stage. A new generation of Cybergriots can
create Storytelling neighbourhoods to aid community
cohesion. Computer literacy and eBlack Studies labs
can encourage students to think in new ways about
careers in science, technology and languages.



Uniquely, online websites by or for the homeless can
keep people without a regular abode connected.
Computers make this possible as they become more
available in community centres, public libraries and
low-cost cyber cafés.

Furthermore, the homeless can register to get mail
electronically, meet friends and share their points of
view about social policies. Cyber centres can offer them
advice on housing, job seeking and skills development.

Unsurprisingly, motivational web sites provide the “soul
food” of net-linked Black communities, helping them to
get serious about changing their life conditions. God-
online web sites can help churches tap into the Internet
to reach congregants, not just to watch Sunday services
live online and pay their tithes but to lay a foundation for
wealth building.

In addition, cyberorganisers are keen to promote Blacks
in Government web sites that help people make
decisions about things that are important to them: jobs,
health care, music and cultural expression, the
environment, and security.



Cyberspace analysts say advocacy websites can help
Black entrepreneurs cut costs, reach new markets and
improve their contributions to beneficial social and
political change. London-Africa-Caribbean networks
can inform the training of regional instructors in
technology, media and telecommunications.

Freelance investigative journalists and intrepid “citizen
reporters” are emerging all over the Black World – in
the US, Britain and Africa, as well as Latin America and
the Caribbean. They are creating popular websites that
serve as alternatives to official and business dominated
websites.

What “Going Digital” means

These innovative trends herald a new social
phenomenon -the emergence of Internet connected Black
communities in Britain. These are groups of people
sharing a common geographical location (for example, a
district, like Brixton, or region, like inner city London)
and having a shared interest (for example, in promoting
race equality and best practices in urban development).



Characteristically, Internet connected communities are
bound by moral and political values as well as technical
means. People use the Internet to capture, amplify and
connect local voices.

In the cut and thrust of urban politics and the fierce
competition for social esteem and scarce resources,
many people have already come to a profound
conviction. If Black communities want a better future for
themselves and their children, they will have to raise
their public status using the new information and
communications technologies.

“Going Digital” can reap tangible benefits. For example,
Internet communities can garner a share of the
Government’s e-Innovations fund worth hundreds of
millions. Observers say that what fund managers want
are proposals to “Bridge the Digital Divide”. They must
demonstrate how e-Government can improve service
delivery to socially excluded populations. Applicants
can find the information they need on Government
information sites. One is the www.govtech.net, an
official site dealing with “solutions for State and Local
Government in the Information Age”. Another is



www.odpm.gov.uk, the website of the Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister.

Paul Hope, Local e-Government Minister in the Labour
Party administration, talked openly about the issues of
bridging the digital divide in March 2004 when he
announced the first-round winners in a wider £675m
programme. “E-Government is not just about computers
or websites. It is about improving the way people use
their local services and improving their experience of
dealing with Government,” he said.

At the same time, commercial sponsorship of community
projects is beginning to appear. The AOL Innovation in
the Community award has made grants of £2000 to thirty
forward thinking local charities. One grantee is the
Association of Black and Ethnic Minority Business
Advisors. They have launched a Get Connected web site
to educate marginalised sections of society on the
possibilities of eBusiness. Another winner was the
African Caribbean Voices Association for a web cam
diary to record African and Caribbean senior citizens’
experiences of technology.



The day will come when corporations will join the
funding queue, say cyberadvocates. They should be
urged to commit one or two per cent of their annual
profits for socially responsible community Internet
projects.

e-Power to the people

Going Digital gives Black people a chance to reach new
stages in the equality struggle. It helps them build co-
operative cyber institutions for empowerment.
Strategically, going digital is an effective means of
expressing dissatisfaction with a society that claims to
play by “race-blind” rules but tolerates de facto
discrimination against people of colour. It can also be a
key instrument to mobilise Blacks to register and turnout
to vote.

But there are pitfalls. Cyberspace observers agree that it
may be too early to talk of ending harsh living
conditions in Black communities by means of the
Internet. High unemployment, lone parenthood and low
wages are barriers to widespread Internet ownership
and usage among African Caribbeans. We know that



access to and usage of the Internet depends to a large
extent on social class and household income. The danger
is that this pattern of information poverty and unyielding,
insensitive corporate and bureaucratic influence may
take hold in Britain. Hence, disadvantaged Blacks will
be unable to compete in London’s information driven
economy.

Researching the future

Threat from this dire prospect requires systematic
investigation. The digital divide, its sources and
solutions, is one candidate for study. The ICT needs of
London’s Black communities should be identified,
researched and funded, said 200 cyberactivists at the
Digital Diaspora Workshop in October 2003 Black
History Month. This view is a response to a persistent
pattern of discrimination. Despite the fact that Blacks
are major contributors to the capital’s prosperity,
evidence shows they are the least to benefit from ICT
policies and equipment projects.

Why this is so, must be looked into. One rich source is
data on disparities in home Internet connections in



Londoners on-line: an analysis of levels of home
internet access from the 2002 London Household
Survey. Another source is the research study Connecting
Communities, Tackling Exclusion? Published by the
Office of the Mayor of London. It reports on the use of
information and communications technology by socially
excluded Londoners. The findings establish a baseline
from which to measure future changes and determine the
best routes out of exclusion See
http://www.london.gov.uk/gla/publications/elondon.jsp.

Additionally, the inclusive e-government programmes
promising “Technology for all” need to be monitored.
How do you activate socially excluded people to
participate in urban economic change, as the Bristol city
council proposes? What digital and social research is
necessary to support claims to reduce isolation and
increase access to public services and information?

Opinion researchers may have to look to the European
Union for some useful insights. Age, income, education,
personality and ethnicity are among the factors that
determine whether the continent’s citizens use the
Internet, according to professionals in the World



Association for Public Opinion Research (See
“Reshaping the Digital Inequality in the European
Union: How Psychological Barriers Affect Internet
Adoption Rates”)
http://www.unl.edu/wapor/Upcoming%20Conferences/Phoenix/Papers/zuniga.pdf

Policy research

Scholarly investigations will be a critical addition to
these efforts. Research on the role of key political,
development and communications organisations will
provide valuable insights. Prime candidates for
examination are London’s governing body, the Greater
London Authority, and business and quasi-governmental
institutions: such as British Telecom BT,
LondonConnects and the London Development Agency.

Social scientists are beginning to pay more attention to
communications policy analysis as well. The
complexities of this topic need special study.
Researchers and theoreticians will have to use an
eclectic mix of methods and disciplines to identify the
“early adopters” of ICT in local communities.



Expert consultants must unravel the differences between
two types of Internet users. On the one hand, there are
active producers and “uploaders” of information created
by grassroots organisations. On the other hand are users
who are solely passive “downloaders” of other
people’s information and messages. A relevant question
for investigation is: how to encourage new users in
Black communities to be information activists rather
than submissive information consumers.

The role of ICT professionals and resource agencies in
this creative transformation must also be studied. Among
them are the Worshipful Company of Information
Technologists www.wcit.org.uk and the Support Group
for London community groups
www.it4communities.org.uk.

Unravelling these issues will take money. Hence, ICT
project directors must enter the uncertain battle for
resources. Experts highlight the trend towards studies of
the investment benefits of collaboration between
communities, industry and the public sector.

Equally promising is policy research on how ITC



projects affect popular participation in political affairs.
Current topics of interest include e-learning, e-
democracy, e-participation and citizens online projects
funded by national and urban government.

The cluster and the chip

Crucially, the Internet has a special value for Britons of
African Caribbean heritage. For many persons, keeping
the flows of information open between “us here and
them there in the homelands” is essential; perhaps as
important as emailing one’s opinions about city
government to London’s mayor. It is illuminating
therefore to look at these flows of information in order
to understand what using the Internet means to people of
African Caribbean heritage.

First of all, there are the demographic facts.
Communities of diverse national and cultural origins
exist and survive in the hostile environments of big
cities in Britain and Europe. Neighbourhoods like
Brixton, called “the soul of Black Britain”, are sorely
deprived. Yet, with enthusiasm, African Caribbean
residents mark their presence with their lifestyles, food,



politics, hair products, fashion, culture, and music, with
an international twist. Second, the facts are that Black
families, and their born in Britain youth, have family,
ancestors and political and cultural influences in their
homelands. The advent of the Internet helps unite far-
flung kith and kin, in interactive electronic loops,
quickly and efficiently.

Characteristically, these flows of information form into
transnational clusters. In them, ideas, Internet savvy and
cultural products are shared digitally far outside the
boundaries of one’s own local residence. For example,
transnational clusters of Internet communication bind
West Africans all over Europe. Cybernauts spread news
of families and friends, business and politics to kin
among the half million West Africans in Europe’s major
economic regions. The links strengthen every year as
“Black Europe” – the Europe of African Caribbean
heritage -- grows in size and influence, and more
strident in response to racism and xenophobia.

Furthermore, British born Jamaicans share news and
information in cyberspace with close relatives in
Brooklyn, Toronto, and Johannesburg. Ghanaians in



London communicate easily with relatives as far apart
as Brussels, Oslo and Atlanta.

Notably, these transnational clusters emerge and survive
because they have value to people. There are mutually
shared advantages. Looking ahead, the chances are that
within this century networks of clusters will form part of
an African Digital Diaspora. They will link in
cyberspace the global producers and consumers of
Black culture and enterprise.

Building bridges

This trend will increase in intensity as new generations
grow up informed, self confident and computer-literate.
They will be better positioned to contribute not only to
the western countries in which they reside, but also to
their distant homelands. And there is an important added
value to this trend in electronic diffusion. Transnational
and Diasporic network users will be able to engage with
like-minded people outside their own domain on matters
of concern. Hence, it gives Black communities the
Internet capability to make pragmatic alliances with
potential allies.



Broadly, Black cyber organisers can contribute to the
Digital Divide Network www.digitaldividenetwork.org
and place the problems of race and cyberspace firmly on
the agenda of IT policymakers and business leaders.
They can also add to the debate on minorities, the media
and the Internet taking place on the European Media
Technology and Everyday Life (EMTEL) network
www.lse.
ac.uk/depts/media/emtel/minorities/minorities.html

Confidence in Internet alliances

But why stop there? Black-led web sites in Britain can
seek Internet alliances with other groups promoting
respect for cultural freedom against the rising tide of
race hate. “Discrimination knows no boundaries,” says
Bashy Quraishy, a veteran campaigner, president of the
European Network against Racism and thorn in the side
of the Danish media and government. See www.enar-
eu.org.

Recent events have emphasised the trends in cross-
national cyberspace actions. The Council of Europe, the
main decision making body of the European Union, has



declared cyberspace to be a racism-free zone. This
follows the advice of a committee of experts on criminal
acts of racism and xenophobia. In addition, Mira-Media,
a Dutch campaigning organisation, has launched a
European manifesto for “more colour in the media”,
supported by networks of minority community media
throughout the continent.

Abundant hopes for equality and justice

The strength of these trends and initiatives flows from
the fact that vanguard cyberorganisers in Black
communities are determined to hand over a legacy of e-
Knowledge and Anti-racist Action to the next
generation. The big challenge is steering Afro-British
communities through the transition from information
poverty to cyberempowerment.

Given these thematic trends, no one can doubt the
possibility of a flourishing Black people’s network for
equality and justice emerging this century. This will be
buttressed by a firm belief in the combined strength of
ordinary citizens, organised into groups and networks,
sharing historic ties and a common desire for social



change.



3. Africa Closing the Digital Divide

“Make information poverty history — Support our
grassroots innovations with your vast resources”. That’s
the clarion call of Senegalese President Abdoulaye
Wade to western governments and business leaders.

This theme was echoed at the Bridging the Digital
Divide meeting in Nairobi hosted by The New
Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) May
2006. Closing economic gaps and promoting equal
access to ICTs was the keynote message to policy
makers, financiers, industry leaders, scientists,
engineers and educators.

The articles in this section identify Africa’s Internet
innovators who are tackling information poverty and
paving the way for popular participation in development
and democracy. They foresee the creation of an African
OpenNet to give voice to excluded linguistic
communities. Successful cases of Africa’s digital
information and communications renaissance are
explored.



At a glance:

Africa Harnessing Cyberspace
Making Information Poverty History
Digitising Language Diversity
Targeting Languages for Development



Africa Harnessing Cyberspace

It’s Sunday and another computer fun day in the Milky
Way Internet café in Yeoville, Johannesburg. The eager
youngsters are peering, round-eyed and sharply focused
on the screens. Occasionally, one reaches for a pencil to
take notes or clicks to download a picture.

The kids are taking part in a weekly computer lab at a
Microsoft Centre for Community Investment — one of
25 “digital villages” set up in disadvantaged areas
around the country.

“Enriching our children’s education is our goal,” says
manager Gina Wessie. Curiosity brings them in. Then
they follow up their initial interest with in-depth study.
“Without the Internet I wouldn’t get such good marks for
my school subjects,” Abendigo Tay, 13, told a BBC
journalist.

Dreams about harnessing the power of technology are no
different in Africa than anywhere else. The new media
are incorporated into styles of life and aspirations.
Perhaps the dominant driving force in the cities, villages



and Yeovilles of Africa is that people want to see some
practical results.

FACT FILE On Africa and Internet Use: Geo-
demography: Africa is the world’s second-largest
continent. Its 30 million km2 and 800 million population
in 54 countries, account for 20 per cent of the world’s
land area and population. Sub-Saharan Africa is
considered Black Africa. Internet use: Africa has the
fewest Internet users per capita in the world, Fair
Access to Internet Report (FAIR), LINK Centre, Mike
Jensen Consulting and the International Development
Research Centre (IDRC). February 2004
http://link.wits.ac.za http://www.researchICTafrica.net

Overcoming barriers

Staking a claim in cyberspace is easier said than done.
Computers and Internet links to the World Wide Web
are scarce in a continent of some 800 million people.
But this masks a period of relatively rapid growth. In
2000 only a handful of African nations had local Internet
access; five years later it was available in every capital
city, and Africa had two per cent of the world’s Internet



users, according to Internet World Statistics (see
www.internetworldstats.com/stats1.htm).

Africans have begun to find their Internet voices. South
Africa, the most prominent national example on the
continent, had an estimated 2.4 million Internet
connections in a population of 48 million circa 2006.
Nigeria followed with almost 8 per cent users in an
estimated population of 165m. Accra, capital of Ghana,
is estimated to have more than 100 cyber cafés.
Enthusiastic innovators are convinced that better
connections, mostly via satellite, are good for the
country. Ghana – considered the most peaceful country
in a West African region besieged by civil wars and
ethnic strife – may become the regional hub for an
information technology industry,” says journalist, G
Pascal Zachary. With a dizzying 500 per cent growth
rate between 2000 and 2005, Africa now has 24 million
Internet users across the continent, growing daily,
according to Internet World Statistics. There’s been a
growth in trend setting projects and web sites as well.
Civil servants, journalists, political activists, academics
and students are avid users and producers of information
and ideas. The numbers climb when you add people



who use the web sites of international development
agencies and voluntary groups.

Innovative roots

But what of the vast numbers who are information poor?
Can they comprehend and take part in the information
revolution? Why not?

In all this talk of modernity – of digital information and
communications technology (ICT) — it is easy to forget
that humans have been sharing messages and issuing
commands, whether in grunts or cries, by smoke or
drums, for thousands of years. Indeed, historically,
Africans are no strangers to long distance mass
communication. West African master drummers, the
Nigerian Babatunde Olatunji and Ghanaian Nana
Appiah, brought this awareness to western audiences in
the mid 20th century.

When Olatunji beat out the message in Yoruba: “The
chief says come ...and hurry up about it!” he was
introducing his audiences to a long misunderstood
element of West African mass communication.



Drummers can send messages that carry to the fields and
villages miles away, using a vocabulary of more than
500 words. When taken up again by a succession of
skilled drummers stationed along the way, the chief’s
message can be heard over great distances, say
specialists in the authoritative International
Encyclopaedia of Communication, Oxford University
Press 1989.

By the mid-20th century, Africans were proven adaptors
of western communications technology. They used the
telephone and telegraph --the precursors to the modern
Internet – to rapidly communicate over long distances.
The heroes of panAfricanism and independence
movements quickly learned the value of mass
communication media. Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana and
Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya were masters of using the mass
media to spread their anti-colonial message. African
journalists, editors and politicians transmitted the
rallying cries. They launched political slogans, songs,
posters of liberation movements and fired the
imagination of the masses determined to be free.

New times, new communication tools



Today, independent Africa is caught in a profound
transformation set in motion by a tantalising array of
information and communication technologies (ICT).
More and more people feel a driving need to bridge the
digital divide and create better futures. “Really, using
the new technologies opens up the whole wide world,”
says L. A. Ogunsola, of the Hezekiah Oluwasanmi
Library, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile–Ife, Nigeria.

“Just as technologies create them, so new innovations
offer ways of bridging technological divides,” Ogunsola
says in the article, “Information and Communication
Technologies and the Effects of Globalization in the
Electronic Journal of Academic and Special
Librarianship, v.6 no.1-2, Summer 2005.

These comments come as no surprise following the
ground breaking announcement that Nigeria’s National
Library is to “go digital”. Acting head librarian, Dr
Linus Ikpaahindi, has successfully automated and
computerised his headquarters and 19 branches and
trained the staff in ICT. Using the Greenstone Software
programme, supported by UNESCO, “we will create a
platform to serve as a contributor to the world of



knowledge”, says Ikpaahindi.

The new power players of the Internet

Scientists and intellectuals now feel confident enough to
claim a stake in cyberspace. Indeed, Black (or sub-
Saharan) Africa has produced one of the brightest
Internet innovators. Mathematician and engineer Philip
Emeagwali is called “a father of the Internet”. His
advanced formulas in 1988 enabled more than 65,000
networked processors to perform 3.1 billion
calculations per second. This was a record-breaking
achievement that rejuvenated the world of
supercomputing. Emeagwali succeeded against the odds.
Raised in a poor Nigerian family, and largely self-
taught, he earned his first diploma from the University of
London in 1973. His web site www.emeagwali.com
provides a window on his accomplishments. Emeagwali
used his formulas for networked processors to solve the
most difficult computing problems. Winner of numerous
awards, he is hailed as “one of the greatest scientists” in
the world, by New African magazine. Thus, he is placed
on par with the best Western equivalent, the legendary
World Wide Web innovator, Tim Berners-Lee.



Another pioneering personality is Nigerian Ollie
Omotosho, marketing vice president for CommonTime, a
leading producer of world class mobile and wireless
software for enterprises. His clients include
Fortune1000/FT500 businesses such as Daimler
Chrysler, Vodafone, Rolex, and BAT.

Innovative Africans have made remarkable headway in
telecommunications, too. Ever heard of Cheikh Modibo
Diarra? Well you will have if you’re an astronaut, an
Internet educator, or Bill Gates. If not, read on. Diarra is
head of the newly launched enterprise, Microsoft Africa.
The astro-scientist from Mali is best known for
constructing NASAs robots to explore the planet Mars.
He created SASNET, a consortium for technology
education for Africa. He is also noted for his dedication
to ending Africa’s digital impoverishment. Chosen by
Microsoft head Bill Gates, Diarra, president of
Microsoft Afrique, leads the assault in three crucial
areas. He oversees provision of low-cost equipment and
software, the digitisation of national languages, Zulu and
Afrikaans, and the expansion of e-government facilities
for South Africa. Based in Johannesburg, Diarra has
plans to expand the company’s interests in Nigeria,



Gabon, Uganda and Angola.

And Diarra is not alone. There are a number of bright
digital stars on the African continent. Steve Masiyiwa,
an entrepreneur from Zimbabwe, heads Econet, a
telecoms firm. He says: “Doing business in Africa is no
harder than anywhere else — it simply requires a
different set of skills and patience.”

These sentiments foreshadow the rise of a new class of
Internet power players. Budding entrepreneurs show
varying degrees of philanthropy. They may install
communal telephonic lines, but charge steep tariffs and
make hefty profits. Some new power players are
middleman; they offer the products and services of
international ICT suppliers, manufacturers and
developers keen to invest in the continent. Others head
Internet voluntary and charitable organisations. Still
others make money from call centres and cyber cafés;
some promote new schemes to create “knowledge
networks” and business technology and ICT strategy
magazines. Many dream of wiring up the continent:
bypassing existing communications networks and
reaching out to information hungry citizens.



Here’s an example of a visionary businessman.
Ethiopian-born Noah Samara is an acclaimed “media
mogul who wants to serve the information have-nots in
Africa and developing countries”. The chief executive
of Washington-based WorldSpace Inc. is credited with
launching a hugely ambitious, $850 million digital radio
venture that’s the talk of the telecommunications
industry. His novel mission is to deliver radio
programming via satellite to the peoples and burgeoning
markets of Africa and Asia. ‘’The dream is ultimately to
create a platform...so that these regions can hear
themselves speak and sing,’’ Samara says.

Kenyan-born and MIT-trained Ayisi Makatiani is
another of Africa’s new class of Internet power players.
From his offices in Nairobi, the 34-year-old visionary
launched a major Internet company, Africa Online. It’s
rated as one of Africa’s biggest Internet service
providers, with 33,000 subscribers and operations
spread across the continent. Furthermore, his stylishly
decorated and well-equipped cyber cafés attract
thousands with the promise of cheap Internet access.
Tailoring the Internet to Africa is a great challenge, he
says. But Makatiani doesn’t plan to mimic the world’s



biggest Internet company, America Online. ‘’We’ve had
to make a model that fits Africa,’’ he said.

The entrepreneur Mohamed Ibrahim, of Sudan, is of a
similar mind. The chairman of CELTEL, is noted for
creating the leading mobile network in sub-Saharan
Africa. His enterprise has attracted the attention of
companies that shunned Africa before. Vodafone, for
example, has just committed hundreds of millions into
Sudan, South Africa and Egypt, with Ivory Coast and
Malawi in sight. Profoundly aware of his roots, Ibrahim
says: “I am an African; I was successful”. With his
millions, the mobile chief is setting up a fund to invest in
African businesses. He is also starting a trust to promote
charity. “Africa has changed, it’s the West that is living
in the past,” Ibrahim told business reporters.

Innovative action

Africa’s claim to a place in cyberspace is based as well
on a range of novel Internet projects. Many aim to get
people ready to improve their quality of life, education,
health care, economic opportunity and gender equality.



One novel example is the “Getting ready” joint Internet
education initiative in Kampala and London. The Cisco
Systems Networking Academy Program aims to
encourage learning and entrepreneurial skills. At the
same time, the project seeks to create a forum for
cultural exchange between Black British Internet
professionals and their African counterparts. The 700-
student body at the Uganda Christian University will use
an Internet-based curriculum to search and share
information. Students will get started with lectures,
practical computer lessons and assessments designed to
build their confidence to tackle real life problems.

Uniquely, the Kampala project managers have
introduced a computer programme called Free Open
Source Software (FOSS). “Users can read and modify
the source code for a piece of software, and then pass it
on to others to freely use,” says Mark Johnson
www.clickonyx.com. London based, Johnson is an
expert in wireless technologies and long distance
learning, and is Community Learning Manager at the
Hampstead School in London.

Major collaborative training projects



Private companies providing Internet instruction is
another area of innovation. Probably many thousands of
people in most major cities take business training
courses with a commercial slant. Thousands more are on
courses run by international agencies and businesses.
UNDP and Cisco Systems recently created a joint
venture in non-profit network training academies.
USAID’s Leland initiative is training significant
numbers of network technicians.

They are not alone. Other collaborative initiatives are
training professional and technical personnel
(www3.sn.apc.org/africa/afstat.htm).

UNITAR, the French development institute,
ORSTOM, and the World Bank InfoDev fund are
focusing on technical capacity building in Sub-
Saharan francophone Africa.
French- and Spanish-speaking Africans are
benefiting from Internet training programmes for
institutes and schools called Internet pour les
Ecoles Inter-Etat d’Afrique de l’Ouest et du
Centre.
COMNET-IT, established by the Commonwealth



Secretariat (ComSec) in Malta, offers
scholarships for Commonwealth country students
to obtain post graduate degrees in computer
science.
The African Virtual University (AVU) provides
training in computer and Internet applications and
programming languages to its 29 university
campuses in 18 countries.
Children are increasingly targeted for “technology
enhanced” teaching. This takes place in national
school-based networking projects, such as
SchoolNet Africa. See www.schoolnetafrica.net

Up from the grassroots

African peoples have also proven adept at marshalling
the new ICTs for their own ideological aims. Ground-
breaking African-led projects emerged from the World
Conference against Racism (WCAR) in Durban 2001
addressed by President Thabo Mbeki of South Africa.
Activists built web sites for “Unity in cyberspace to
combat racism and gain equality, justice and dignity”.
Web site managers rallied a diverse unity alliance with
cyberorganisers from the South African NGO Coalition



(SANGOCO) www.sangoco.org.za/wcar They
supported a thriving network of advocacy groups:
nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) including
workers, farmers, students, fraternal and women’s
societies. All of them are linked in a common cause with
civic leaders, professionals and intellectuals.

The popularity of alliances for Internet access and use is
evident in others parts of the continent. In English-
speaking West Africa, the Nigeria Internet Group, an
NGO, organises conferences, exhibitions, workshops,
and seminars on Internet development issues. Leaders
aim to bring computer skills and Internet facilities to
rural and urban communities. Members include
academics, leaders of NGOs, government agencies,
Internet Service Providers, private organizations and
individuals.

A plethora of benefits

Staking a claim in cyberspace requires creative
investment strategies, say cyberactivists. Thabo Mbeki,
then South Africa’s Deputy President, proposed this
view at the Africa Telecom 1998 forum in Cape Town.



In response, foreign donors have backed large-scale
projects aimed at wiring up Africa. Fitting new
telecommunication systems is a top priority. Some
governments are installing digital switches with fibre
optic inter-city networks and the latest cellular and
mobile technology.

Vitally, there is evidence that the benefits of new
installations are beginning to trickle down to local
people. Satellite systems have proved useful for some
well-resourced NGOs. Amnesty International reports it
bypassed the local Internet Service Provider (ISP) in
Angola by using mobile satellite technology to connect
to the Internet; thus avoiding punitive costs and
frustrating delays.

The benefits of the new ICTs are seen clearly in urban
places. In the cities, commercial ventures such as
Telecentres and cyber cafés are successfully meeting the
needs of youth, business people, traders and urban
elites. They offer a range of relatively low-cost
telecommunications services. These include phone, fax
and e-mail and Web access, on a timed charge basis.
Telecentres are also a powerful boost to rural



development, according to World Bank administrators.
They are part of a cache of instruments used to aid local
people.

Farmers and traders can access information about
prices and markets for their produce.
Pregnant women at antenatal clinics can contact
doctors and health workers for life-saving medical
advice.
School children can go online to find the learning
materials they require to advance their studies.

Women gain

Crucially, women, often bypassed by innovation, gain
from inclusion in the Internet technology loop. New
Internet and gender policies are promoting “growth-
oriented women’s enterprises in the fight against
poverty”. The best are providing Internet training,
strengthening women’s associations, and encouraging
jobs for women.

Ore Somolu started Blogs for African Women (BAWO)
to foster “women to women dialogues and counter the



negative influences of mainstream media”. Somolu says:
“While this project cannot remove many of the barriers
to ICT use, it aims to introduce African women to
blogging as a tool for self-expression within a nurturing
environment, and in the long-run encourage them to
actively engage with technology”. (See Blogs for
African Women
http://www.pambazuka.org/blogs/bawo/index.php/bawo/about/;
and Blogs by African Women
www.ringsurf.com/netring?
ring=outofafrica&action=member&id=&sort_order=-
12k).

INFO POINT The Objectives of the Blogs for
African Women project include:

To encourage women to start and continue
blogging
To help balance gender disparities in blogging
To assist women to tell their own stories
To increase the amount of locally-relevant content
on the Internet
To encourage a love for writing and reading
To promote weblogs as a method of democratic



expression, and
To help African women incorporate technology
tools into their lives See
www.pambazuka.org/blogs/bawo/index.php/bawo/about/

Modern women are now the bulk of the salaried
computer-using work force. They are concentrated in
clerical work. But many work in the new media and
technology industries, science and technology centres
and in management and business activities.

Charity Binka, assistant chief editor at Ghana
Broadcasting Corporation, says: “We women journalists
need to build up our capacity and position in the
industry. It is essential to learn about ICTs and how to
use them in shaping the information society”, she told the
WSIS Africa Agenda newsletter.

Growing numbers of women’s social and trading groups
are going online. Once wired up, women are improving
their skills at generating income – from farming and
selling vegetables to promoting hair dressing and beauty



products. They are pursuing a range of their interests —
from personal health and sexuality to issues of
governance, politics and education.

Hope continues

Might the battle for a place in cyberspace be won on the
basis of these varied examples? That is the hope of
Africa’s Internet campaigners. Despite the obstacles, the
rush to use the new technologies to create a better future
will undoubtedly continue.

A thirst for education, gainful work and access to the
outside world is the spur. In the words of young
Abendigo at the Yeoville cyber café “What I like the
most about the Internet is that you can find out about
interesting things. And I can also email my auntie who
lives in London”.



Making Information Poverty History

“Going Digital” is the new buzz word in the campaign to
make information poverty history in Africa.
Cyberorganisers are reaching out to village headmen in
Nigeria, school teachers in Tanzania, and media
journalists in Mozambique. But much needs to be done
to make the promise of Internet access and use bear fruit.

Obstacles

To be effective, cyber organisers must contend with a
range of technological, economic and cultural barriers.
Most common are poor quality lines, insufficient
bandwidths, and high charges for local and international
dial-up facilities.

Making the technology work is another problem.
Cumbersome logistics, poor infrastructure, abundant red
tape and a shortage of skilled workers and managers
remain real challenges. Absurdly, it is easier, and
probably cheaper, to make a call to Europe or America
than to your home village or a neighbouring African
country. See the African Internet Report, Updated: July



2002, www3.sn.apc.org/africa/afstat.htm Economic
factors play their part. There is evidence that
government and commercial monopolies have vested
interests in maintaining obsolete, high cost
communications systems.

The reasons for the high costs stem from two sources,
critics say. Foreign companies safeguard their existing
investments and high prices by only tinkering with older
system technologies. Furthermore, firms say high import
tariffs and installation costs make the introduction of
new technologies unprofitable. As a result, the
instruments of Internet access and use — computers,
software and modems and telecommunications — are
placed well out of reach of most Africans.

Western cultural dominance of the Internet covering
Africa is another obstacle. English, the most widespread
online western language, is followed by French,
Portuguese and Afrikaans.
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm. Hence,
unfamiliarity with these languages makes Internet
information inaccessible to the hundreds of millions of
people who speak only their own indigenous languages.



In fact, Local people face a double deficit. In Zambia
where there at least 73 local languages, the media uses
only seven main local languages to broadcast and
disseminate information. Confirming this, Zambian
journalist, Mrs. Brenda Zulu, goes on to say, “if you
look at the use of Internet we only have foreign
languages”. (See “Language barrier in info society” in
OneWorld.net 01 August 2006
http://africa.oneworld.net/article/view/91423/1/4195)

Above all, money, or the lack of it, is the key to Internet
access and usage, say Mike Jensen and researchers for
the consultancy group Fair Access to the Internet at
link.wits.ac.za. To prove the point, the researchers ask
us to imagine an African country with 20,000 dialup
users, 200,000 cyber café users and 2000 leased lines.
This helps us picture the formidable cost barriers at
work.

$1.5/hr peak rate dialup charge, $20/month
business line rental
$30/month subscription fee for 20/hrs per month



$1/hr usage fee to cyber café owner
$750/month to combined Internet/telecom
providers, $4000/yr to line

regulators, plus other variable costs or annual charges.
This works out at an estimated US$88.5 million annual
Internet spend by end-users with all profit to suppliers
and intermediaries. No wonder cyber activists and
organisers say these costs are punitive and cannot be
justified. They are detrimental to people’s
communications development. Few can afford these
costs in a continent where 51 per cent of sub-Saharan
Africans live below the poverty line estimated as a
dollar a day.

Impacts on information freedom

These formidable pressures cause severe repercussions.
In effect, African’s are subject to a potent form of
deprivation and censorship. Mother tongues such as
Bambara, Yoruba, Lingala, Wolof, and Malagasy are
left out of cyberspace. Prof Salam Diakite, director, of
the Research Documentation Centre of the African
Academy of Languages, Accra, makes this point in his



article “African languages and content development in
the cyberspace” See
http://www.wsisaccra2005.gov.gh/conf_updates.htm
Therefore, they are unable to exercise their rights “to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas through
any media, regardless of frontiers,” as established by
Article 19 of the United Nations Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.

No wonder, then, that it is the tiny educated, western-
oriented and affluent elites in cities who are the main
Internet users and beneficiaries. The voices of
indigenous people are rarely heard or catered for.
Moreover, they are often marginalised and suppressed
as dangerous to the interests of corruptible governments,
politicians and the status quo.

New national policies

In response, cyber activists are calling upon African
leaders and their financial partners to take urgent action
to make information poverty history. They should install
national Internet systems that are both financially
sustainable and available to all at no costs to end-users.



The critical observer, L A Ogunsola of Nigeria, adds:
“African countries should draw up a National ICT
Policy that defines the road map of what Africa wants
out of this information revolution and how it intends to
achieve its objectives”.

Furthermore, the new policies and strategies must
include major ICT investment in African centres of
science and technology, say scholars. The Kenyan,
Calestous Juma, professor of international development
at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of
Government, points to pioneering efforts across the sub-
continent.

In Zambia, staff at the country’s national university
gave birth to ZAMNET, the Internet provider.
In South Africa, Stellenbosch University created
new curricula to meet the needs of research and
development.
In Uganda, new courses at Makerere University
give students a chance to solve public health
problems in their communities as part of their



training.
Ghana’s University of Education at Winneba is
training social entrepreneurs. Students use radio
and podcasting to extend their mission to the wider
community.

African educators have quickly learned to use existing
technical institutes and polytechnics to focus on Internet
and development education. Finding the solutions to
complex issues such as bio-diversity and sustainable
development are at the top of the list. The goal is to
ensure a steady flow of ICT managers, engineers,
technicians and socially responsible entrepreneurs.

To further advance these pioneering activities, there is
also a need to educate the managers and workers to run
Internet systems. National and international foundations
and voluntary organisations can play a part here.
Educators are urged to nurture a new generation of
scientists working to meet Africa’s needs and demands.
They must also train cyber organisers who can reach out
from the ivory towers of academe to organise self-



managed, net-linked communities.

Investing in innovative projects

Trumpeting these “could-be’s” is not enough, however.
Investment and collaboration in education and training is
crucial to produce practical effects. “Africa wants more
than ICT promises to implement strategies for making
information poverty history,” says Senegalese President
Abdoulaye Wade. He has called upon the wealthier
industrial nations to create a special fund in support of
partnership projects to close the digital divide. Here’s
one example that merits consideration and duplication in
other regions. Ghanaian academics are mastering the art
of finding good collegiate partners. Dr Amos Anyimadu,
coordinator of the Technology Assessment Project,
University of Ghana has embarked on a series of
workshops with the support of the Technical University
of Denmark. The workshops focus is on the Internet and
rural development. Andy Carvin, a recent guest lecturer
from America, led discussions on the topic “Making
ICTs Real for People”. Tutors introduce participants to
the new technologies including online journalism and
podcasting. Workshops for bloggers, the new “kids on



the block”, who create their frequently updated Internet
diaries for general public consumption They also
demonstrate bandwidth technology that allows for
mobcasting and videoblogging (see
www.andycarvin.com.htm).

Investment in grassroots and charitable initiatives is
also needed, say the directors of the Association of
Progressive Communications (APC)
www.apc.org/actionapps. The APC offers charities free
computer software that rivals products sold by the
computer giants. When installed, the software enables
NGOs to regularly update their websites “cheaply,
simply, and speedily”. Some campaigners for
partnerships point to the example of the micro-enterprise
programme of the Hewlett Packard corporation. The
programme, which originated in America, would serve
small businesses in low income communities.
Equipment, cash and services would be offered to
participants, along with travel grants to attend
conferences.

Freedom in the online public sphere



Agreement on these strategies for making information
poverty history will take time. However, mobilising
Africa’s own wealth for Internet development must head
the list. Cyberactivists say that African leaders must
stem the haemorrhage of the continent’s resources from
two deep, fiscal wounds. They must tackle the heavy
charges on Internet use and telecommunications and
staunch the massive outward flight of billions of dollars
of African capital resources, according to Africa
Recovery website
un.org/ecosocdev/geninfo/afrec/vol13no2/22_25eca.
htm.

Eradicating the twin financial legacies of heavy info-
charges and capital flight – which some reparations
campaigners say amount to hundreds of $billions – is
essential. Not only would this release monies to combat
the poverty of people, but also, if wisely directed, it
would release resources for Internet development.
“Giving back something to the continent so desperately
in need of investment capital” has got to be the way of
the future for expatriate Africans. This is the mission of
an interesting venture by John Sarpong of Digital
Partners for Africa (DAPA). Called AfriShare, it is a



“Brain Trust” of African and US academics, business
leaders, government and international agencies,
foundations, and NGOs. See ddn-
africa.org//afrishare.html.

INFO POINT Bernard Dadie, the poet, captured the
mood of African expatriates “giving back” in his poem
“Dry your tears, Africa…your children come back to
you…to clothe you in their dreams and their hopes”.

Source: “Dry your tears, Africa!” (English translation)
pp. 143-144 In: Lomax, Alan and Raoul Abdul (eds.).
1970. 3000 years of Black poetry; An Anthology. New
York, NY: Dodd, Mead & Co.

Team-building

A closer look at the AfriShare team revealed the skills
and resources of African expatriates that will fulfil their
dreams of making info-poverty history in their
homelands.

Philip D Udo-Inyang, PhD, lectured on the
environmental engineering faculty of Temple University.



Developing academic curricula for undergraduate and
postgraduate students is his major skill. He has worked
as a consultant on computer applications and authored
many technical papers in journals, proceedings and
conferences.

The honourable Chief Charles Ugo Eke, MIEEE, KSC,
added his skills as a computer scientist and engineer
with companies in Nigeria and America. An outstanding
community and business personality, he received a
national leadership award from the National Republican
Committee and the US Congressional Order of Merit
award.

Fellow Nigerian, Njideka Ugwuegbu Harry once
worked for Microsoft and holds a degree from Amherst,
University of Massachusetts and a fellowship at
Stanford University. She founded and led the Youth for
Technology Foundation (YTF), an international non-
profit organisation. Her African digital village in
Owerri is the first community technology and learning
centre in West Africa.

With the AfriShare idea and team skills, John Sarpong



says: “We now have a major opportunity to transform
the historical brain drain problem in Africa into a new
African “Brain Trust” that will uplift the continent
socio-economically”. The focus is on two crucial tasks:

Identifying innovative projects on the ground in
Africa and the ways that information technology
can trigger market-based solutions to poverty, and
Developing a web platform that is accessible
worldwide where social investors and
entrepreneurs can share and exchange ideas
supporting Africa-focused projects

Business-led projects

Putting together the right combination of policies and
programmes is crucial to making information poverty
history. The ad hoc Commission for Africa, brain-child
of British Prime Minister Tony Blair, sought to develop
a flourishing private sector that will pursue this goal.



This combination of ICT and capitalist enterprise set the
first business-led Internet projects in motion.

Big multi-nationals including De Beers, Nestlé and
Standard Chartered Bank formed Business Action for
Africa (BAA). The New Partnership for Development
(NEPAD) launched e-schools in South Africa and
Uganda. The partnership, whose web site is nepad.org,
was backed by the African Union of member nations.

The Hewlett Packard business consortium’s e-Schools
project aimed to equip classrooms with PCs, software
and Internet access. It will also provide learning
materials and school health stations to support NEPAD
programmes. The scheme, led by the world’s largest
information technology corporation, was launched at the
2003 African Economic Summit in Durban.

On the global stage, major international agencies, multi-
nationals and world leaders have a role to play in ICT
investment. These are, primarily, the UN Development
Program, the World Bank, the World Trade
Organisation and the powerful G7 and G8 nations.



But, say observers, the threats of exploitation and
dominance by westerners and their African surrogates
will loom large over the transfer of technology and
know-how for some time to come. What’s at issue is not
technology or investment as such. It is the ability of
people to communicate and be part of the “human
conversation” that is at stake. Hence, African nations
and the African Union must take care to work out the
most favourable benefits of cooperation with their
western political and commercial partners.

Dare Africans ask for corporate social responsibility?
Of course, they are not witless. As the Internet opens up
windows of information sharing, Africans are more
aware of the perils of exploitation. The warning
message of US cyberactivists now resonates in Africa as
well: “Be careful. The mega-media corporations,
Verizon, AT&T and Comcast, are scheming to control
what content you can view and which services you can
use online… Tell big media politicians, hands off our
Internet”.

Pressure from the grassroots



These criticisms and partisan slogans reveal a deep
unrest about Internet policy decision making by
government and business. Cybercampaigners hope that
rising pressure from the grassroots will introduce some
basic principles of info-democracy:

Governments and their partners should
demonstrate their commitment to full popular
participation in the information and knowledge
society.
The introduction of the new technologies should
support citizens’ interaction in the online public
sphere.
The new technologies must enhance the people’s
rights of access to the information they choose and
to disseminate the opinions they hold without fear
or consequence.

And, cybercampaigners are not alone. Two of Africa’s
most prominent world statesmen have added their names



to the banner of “Making Information Poverty History”.
“In the 21st century, the capacity to communicate will
almost certainly be a key human right,” said Nelson
Mandela, first president of post-apartheid South Africa.
Fellow African, Kofi Annan, when UN Secretary
General, said: “The Internet offers the best chance yet
for developing countries to take their rightful place in
the global economy”.



Digitising Language Diversity

Africa stands to gain the most from Internet initiatives
for language diversity. The tense reality is that the
majority of the continent’s people and their indigenous
languages are voiceless in the information age. Hence
the challenge of this century is to measure and expand
the Internet’s reach and promote people’s freedom of
expression, says a UNESCO publication Measuring
linguistic diversity on the Internet, by John Paolillo et al
(2006), CI.2005/ws/06.

Merit and meaning

Perhaps the best way to understand this challenge is to
look at the three pillars of African languages -- their
validity, creativity and legitimacy – and uncover their
relevance in the information age.

African languages have historical validity. For centuries
they have served as vehicles of communication and
information exchange of technical as well as social and
cultural ideas. Hundreds of writers and scholars from
all regions of Africa endorsed this view at the first-ever



conference at Asmara, Eritrea, in 2000 titled “Against
All Odds: African Languages and Literatures into the
21st Century”. (See Bellagio Publishing Network,
Newsletter 26-27, November 2000
www.bellagiopublishingnetwork.org/newsletter26-
27/asmara.htm.

Furthermore, sub-Saharan African languages are
capable of creative endeavour in their own right.
Evidence shows that African scientists and linguists
have skilfully adapted western cognitive science and
technology.

Signs of inventiveness

African languages have proven to be excellent media for
imparting and improving mathematical and conceptual
technological skills. In his masterful work, Nations
Nègres et Cultures (Paris, Présence Africaine 1954), the
eminent Senegalese philosopher-historian Cheik Anta
Diop translated Einstein’s Theory of Relativity into
Wolof. Diop’s work demonstrates the ability of African
languages to express scientific thought in mathematics
and physics. In his tribute to Diop, the Martinican poet-



playwright Aimé Césaire called the book “le livre le
plus audacieux qu’un nègre ait jamais écrit”.

This breakthrough encouraged experiments in languages
and computing. Ethno-mathematician Sakir Thiam
extended the application African languages to cognitive
sciences. He has worked in Wolof to improve students’
arithmetical skills. Though ethnomathematics is a
relatively new discipline, it has proved vital for
uncovering mathematical knowledge in small-scale,
indigenous cultures. Work in computational linguistics is
another sign of African inventiveness. Experts aim to
ensure that indigenous languages are represented in the
universe of the web.

These developments have opened up related fields of
endeavour. Dr Gbédjinu G Hunkpony convened a ground
breaking conference in May 2006 on the topic
“Comment utiliser les langues africaines pour élaborer
un lexique scientifique propre à l’Afrique?” He says
“we must create our own lexicon of knowledge; why
depend always on the dictionaries of others” and
proposes his ARTE method “to promote the scientific
and technical development of African peoples in their



own languages”
www.africamaat.com/imprimersans.php3?
id_article=678%20http://www.manaibuc.combr...20/05/2006.

Adama Sammassekou, president of the African Academy
of Languages (ACALAN), and academics and experts
from Ethiopia, Morocco, Cameroon and Mali, are
investigating the link between culture and information
technology. ACALAN’s research director, Prof Salam
Digkite, is exploring issues of African languages and
content development in cyberspace (see
www.uneca.org/.../accra/africanlanguages. They are
asking the key question: “What can the new technologies
contribute to the value of African languages and culture
in the information age”?

Some answers to this question are brewing in West
Africa. Experts at the African Languages Technology
Initiative (ALT-1) in Nigeria are running pilot
programmes in Yoruba, the language of millions in the
western region. The research and development agency
has tackled the task of integrating Africa into the “global
village” of indigenous languages. The importance of this
task has led to the creation of innovative tools. The



ALT-1 team has produced a 20,000 word Yoruba
lexicon which works with Microsoft Word. Its functions
include spelling correction and computer readable texts.
They have also worked on a Yoruba language keyboard
and word processor with speech synthesis and
recognition facilities. See alt-1.org/projects.htm.

European support for these activities have proved a
welcome spur. The YDC (Yoruba Digital Consortium),
based in Scandinavia, runs the African Information
Service Center. Its mission is to “develop, extend and
promote Yoruba text and translation in modern software
products and standards”. See africaservice.com/
yorubadigital/index.html.

» FACTFILE Africa’s 800 to 1000 maternal
languages fall into the Nilo-Saharan, Niger-Congo and
Khoi-San groups. Half a dozen, including Swahili,
Yoruba and Hausa, are spoken by millions. Many, such
as Laal in Chad, Dahalo in Kenya and Shabo in
Ethiopia, are spoken by a few hundred people.
Communication by sign languages, click sounds and
whistles, for special purposes, also exist. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ African_languages



Together, these two characteristics of African languages
and cultures — their historical validity and cognitive
creativity — call to mind the prophetic words of Pliny
the Elder. The Roman scholar, geographer and scientist
(23- 79 AD) observed: “There is always something new
out of Africa”.

Language legitimacy

There is a third characteristic of African languages that
stands out. The value of African languages lies in their
legitimacy. Scholars and writers say that language is an
expression of a people’s consciousness of themselves as
valued historic entities.

The shattering importance of this insight is evident in the
literature of modern Africa.

Language is not simply a communication device but the
embodiment of a people’s civilisation, the Igbo Nigerian
novelist and literary icon Chinua Achebe avows.
Language is an integral part of the “entire culture of a
people”, says the Ghanaian philosopher Kwame
Gyekye, in his book African Cultural Values: An



Introduction. Sankofa Publishing Company,
Philadelphia/Ghana 1996. It cannot be separated from
“their morals, religious beliefs, social structures,
political and educational systems, forms of music and
dance, and all other products of their creative spirit,” he
says.

The legitimacy of African languages is also evident in
the literature of resistance against the “imperialised
world” of western domination. Ngugi wa Thiong’o, the
Kenyan author, gave up English, the “coloniser’s
tongue”, to write in Kiswahili. He believes that one’s
own language, be it Arabic, Zulu, Yoruba or other, is the
best way of conceiving history in opposition to the
coloniser’s world view.

Duty of maternal languages

The validity, creativity and legitimacy of African
languages, when linked to the new technologies, give
them a central role in African community development.
This view was confirmed at the conference on African
languages and the Internet in Bamako, Mali 2002. The
best medium for popular development is in people’s



own languages said eminent scholars Adama
Sammassekou, President of ACALAN, Aida Opoku-
mensah (Economic Commission on Africa), Ethiopia,
and Maxime Z Somé (Director of RECLA Review
(Research on Africam languages, literatures and
civilizations), France. Ordinary people in poor
communities are then able to talk to one another in their
own language and self-created space, at their own
speed, for purposes they see fit. (See Bisharat – a
language, technology and development initiative
www.bisharat.net, and then Google for Bamako
Conference 26 May 2002.

So, promoting “mother languages and technology” is on
the development agenda of African nations. The
textbooks for learning technology skills in multiple
languages are there. This emerging view was confirmed
in the 10 principles of the Eritrea 2000 meeting on
African languages and literatures. The assembly of
writers, artists and cultural activists declared that:

1. “African languages must take on the duty, the
responsibility, and the challenge of speaking for the
continent.



2. The vitality and equality of African languages must be
recognized as a basis for the future empowerment of
African peoples.

3. The diversity of African languages reflects the rich
cultural heritage of Africa and must be used as an
instrument of African unity.

4. Dialogue among African languages is essential:
African languages must use the instrument of translation
to advance communication among all people, including
the disabled.

5. All African children have the unalienable right to
attend school and learn in their mother tongues. Every
effort should be made to develop African languages at
all levels of education.

6. Promoting research on African languages is vital for
their development, while the advancement of African
research and documentation will be best served by the
use of African languages.

7. The effective and rapid development of science and



technology in Africa depends on the use of African
languages and modern technology must be used for the
development of African languages.

8. Democracy is essential for the equal development of
African languages and African languages are vital for
the development of democracy based on equality and
social justice.

9. The role of African languages in development must
overcome gender bias and achieve equality for women.

10. African languages are essential for the
decolonization of African minds and for the African
Renaissance.”

Come back, Africa

The Asmara Declaration has had widespread influence
in debates about the Internet, language diversity and
freedom of expression. Today’s writers and intellectuals
are challenging the Europeans who have served as
custodians or gatekeepers of African linguistic
expression since slavery and colonisation. They are



celebrating the irreplaceable originality of African
languages and their contribution to the cultural heritage
of humankind.

Uniquely, the revered freedom fighter and humanitarian
Nelson Mandela has endorsed the essential liberatory
principles. As president of the Republic of South Africa,
he succeeded in elevating eight African languages to
equal official status with English and Afrikaans. With
this act Mandela resurrected the freedom slogan
“Mayibuye i Afrika” (Come back, Africa).

Broader dimensions

What counts most, though, is what happens next. The
essential elements of linguistic liberation are clear. A
new cadre of cyberorganisers need to organise, design
and guide their application. In reaching out to aspiring
communities they must actively promote people’s
freedom of expression.

As one community cyberorganiser has said:
“Information that is worth the most is that which
contributes to fulfilling our daily needs. None is better



than that given by us, about us, for us — and in our own
language.”



Targeting Languages for African Development

Freedom in cyberspace is a new concept sweeping the
developing world. But can the Internet work for Africa’s
language communities? Of course. Why not? The proof,
purpose and potential are there. Political will,
international support and socially responsible
capitalism could turn diversity into virtual reality.

What’s the Internet potential for African languages?

We know the urbanites of Africa are enthusiastic users
of the Internet and World Wide Web. They have money
in their pockets and are comfortable with western
languages. Cybercafés are as popular as jitney buses on
the busy streets. Big city schools and universities have
been teaching information, communications and
computer sciences for decades.

But imagine the Internet potential for men, women and
children in an African agricultural community. Look at
them as a food-producing team, a kind of cooperative
economic institution. What if they could enhance their
livelihood by using computers and the Internet



programmed in their own language?

The potential is there if the purpose and benefits are
clear, say Internet activists. International aid agencies
are slowly acknowledging that African languages are
basic infrastructure, as necessary to economic and
social development as postal services, banks, medical
centres and schools. Scholars back this view and
professor of law Vincent O Nmehielle has coined the
term “indigeneity” to defend the rights of traditional
language groups to freedom of expression.

Internet and new gains

Little wonder, then, that pastoralists and farmers as well
as low-income city dwellers who did not even know
what an electronic “mouse” was a few months ago can
say: “We need the new technologies to build up not only
our lost selves but to better our life chances and ability
for self-governance.”

Not all communities will be part of this bonanza, of
course. However, the good news is that even the
smallest and most marginalised linguistic groups can



benefit from the new technologies.

Advocates point to some positive economic
consequences.

Internet-linked language communities in rural
areas could search for new opportunities. They
could capture online everything from crop prices
to advice on free primary education and health
care.
Fishermen could use satellite imaging to locate the
best fishing sites.
The poor Chewa farmers of the Kughera, Dowa
district of Malawi, where fertiliser prices have
doubled, could learn to assess the best sources of
supply using the Internet.
Networked Swahili-speaking coffee farmers in
Tanzania could scan and download the price lists
of commodity markets regionally, and in central
cities and abroad.



Women and their families could benefit also from a
range of new economic opportunities. With the new
technologies they can be become effective content users
and creators of information in their own right.

Family cooperatives could adopt the new
technologies to assess the availability of the staple
products and consumer goods they like, and check
the bargains and options available to them.
Yoruba women traders, the lifeline of their
families, could use local PC kiosks for
conferencing with neighbouring villages and
towns. They could find out the cost of textiles, the
price of babies’ milk, the best esusu savings
partners or bank loans, and how their
grandchildren are getting on in England, France or
America.
Young women workers in Mozambique’s cashew
industry could surf the Internet for information on
raising their output, wages and living standards.
Modernising women in Kenya can spread safe
motherhood messages and promote savings and



low-cost credit schemes, in support of World
Rural Women’s Day.

Perils of post-colonialism

So the potential and purpose are there. But there is one
important stumbling block facing cyberpolicy planners
and community workers --an insufficient understanding
of post-colonial history.

Independent Africa got off to a bad start, says the
renowned scholar, Prof Ali Mazrui, in “Nigeria between
Lord Lugard and the Digital Divide: Political Culture
and the Skill Revolution”
http://www.nigerdeltacongress.com/narticles/nigeria_between_lord_lugard_and_.htm.
Colonial rulers transferred political power to Blacks but
whites and their corporate associates gained the bulk of
economic control — the best businesses, the best mines
and farmlands, the best jobs, the best properties and
shops in major cities. You could say, without fear of
contradiction: “Blacks came into freedom broke” – or
“L’Afrique noire est mal parti”, as René Dumont, the
environmental politician, warned in his eponymous
1962 critique.



However, a new day is dawning, say cyberorganisers.
The onset of the new technologies offers us a chance for
empowerment. Today, “who knows what” is gaining in
importance, and they seek control over the electronic
information and communication technologies of the
digital age. Without this self-developed and controlled
digitised knowledge, Africans are [in the words of Prof
Ali Mazrui] “prisoners of Euro-linguistic paradigms”.
Hence, if a manifesto for Internet freedom was written
today it would proclaim: “The struggle is to overcome
global apartheid on the Internet and World Wide Web,
and bridge the gap between the info-haves and have
nots”.

Mobilising the political will and resources

How would this radical manifesto be put into action,
and by whom? Let’s look at a range of innovative
actions that would be required. The political will and
economic resources must be mobilised to expand
Internet access and use. National and local government
officials have a key role to play in creating appropriate
Internet policies, says Adiel Akplogan, executive officer
of the African Network Information Centre (AfriNIC),



the new Internet registry for Africa.

Furthermore, what is needed is a moral climate in which
“citizens can access and create information and
knowledge in their own languages and within their own
cultural frameworks,” says Mogens Schmidt of
UNESCO’s communication and information division, in
his article in The Media Freedom Internet Cookbook.

True enough. But the new linguistic policies and
morality must overcome serious challenges, or prove to
be nothing more than pious platitudes. So, precisely,
what should be done to give Africa’s language
communities the Internet tools for development?

Promote tactics for social change

Cyber organisers must promote an ethic of positive
social change. One prominent example is the award-
winning Ungana-Afrika project that trains eRiders or
roving technology consultants with a social conscience.
Their task is to create electronic networks for
communities and non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) in South Africa. Significantly, the eRiders’



strategies are backed up with learning materials that are
freely available under Creative Commons agreements.
See dirkaward.org.

In another innovation, Schoolnetafrica.org launched the
Mtandao Afrika (MAf) Internet Challenge. This website
competition calls on African youth aged 12-19 to create
“African web sites with African content using African
local languages”. See www.mtandao-afrika.org.

Introduce localisation

Making “transformation with a social conscience” the
driving force of change has some important added
benefits. It sharpens your critical faculties. African
professionals say cyberorganisers must be trained to
counter the dominance of English and computer jargon
on the Internet. This idea fits well with a new concept
called “localisation”. Delegates to the Pan African
Localisation Project meeting in Casablanca set down the
guidelines quite clearly. People working in the field of
computers have a special responsibility for linguistic
advocacy. Delegates called on technicians, computer
programmers, web designers and technical writers to



adapt their terminology to the everyday language of
local people, as they are and where they are. See
www.bisharat.net/panafricloc

The delegates’ analysis and conclusions suggest that
localisation can succeed and have its maximum impact
in society. And, here are some points worth noting. They
declared that:

Limiting people to the use of information and
communications technology in a foreign language
tends to exacerbate the digital divide. It makes
ICT adoption long, difficult and expensive, and
impoverishes local culture.
Introducing localisation, however, makes ICT
more accessible to everybody, including rural
users and young students. It thereby reinforces “the
importance of our cultures and helps us to
preserve our identity”.
Localisation of ICT into indigenous African
languages is therefore a spur to rapid and fair
development in Africa.



Faith groups can aid Internet use

Delegates to African conferences have revealed another
important ingredient for innovative Internet action. A
winning ICT and localisation strategy must include an
understanding of the role and influence of faith groups
and respected leaders.

Faith leaders are in many ways the local hub of
information sharing. Churches and mosques are regular
meeting places. Preachers and imams are a link between
the communities and the written word. They are actively
involved in community decision making and hold many
positions of authority, as teacher, postmaster, magistrate,
health practitioner, and sage.

When BBC World Service reporters asked respondents
in nine African countries “Who runs your world?” most
people said “our religious leaders”. They are
considered the fount of knowledge and the most trusted
source of information and good behaviour, particularly
in West Africa (See “Africans’ perceptions of power –



BBC World Service/Gallup International Poll”, E-mail
Press Release 15 September 2005.

This trust in faith leaders when harnessed to the Internet
is a powerful innovation. For insights, let’s look at the
multi-million congregations of West African Muslims.
The Internet-using pioneer, Imam Almamy Korobara
heads the ancient mosque of Djenne, Mali. He uses the
Internet to prepare his sermons and promote Africa’s
historical heritage

The religious and spiritual leader said: “I used to think
the Internet was just for people working in offices, but I
realize it is also very useful for religious leaders and
their communities”

Now, the wired up Imam Korobara has said: “With the
Internet, I can find information for the preaching I do on
Friday’s, and I can help other Moslems understand
what’s going on in the world. I’m connected.”

And, Imam Korobara hasn’t stopped there. He promotes
a Community Learning and Information Centre and a
web site on Djenne’s rich historical, cultural and



religious heritage. See
www.usaid.gov/stories/mali/fp_mali_internetiman.html

Create cybergriots

Bridging the digital gap must include a further set of
actions. Training a new cadre of community
cyberorganisers is required. They are indigenous
volunteers who actively promote Internet-based
language diversity in urban and rural areas. They also
encourage popular civic participation at key events,
rallies and meetings with speeches, manuals, wall
posters, songs and dances.

Cyber organisers and their web sites can also broadcast
the social message of the griots or folk philosophers of
the information age. Musicians such as Ali Farka Toure,
the kora-playing Malian, and Fela Kuti, the Nigerian
Afro-jazz artist and political activist, are prime
examples. Amplified with pounding polyrhythms, they
serve as community news bearers and tellers of moral
stories in song and music.

Furthermore, cyberorganisers draw on the potency of



traditional riddles to mobilise their communities.
Riddles are an oral genre used to impart knowledge and
wisdom, particularly among the Akan people, says
Kwasi Yankah, professor of linguistics at the University
of Ghana. Praise songs are equally potent rewards for
Internet community action. When offered to women,
praise songs recognise their rights to enjoy the benefits
of their labour and contributions to the economy. Again,
imagine how digitising Africa’s vast oral cultures and
histories could give future generations a continued sense
of worth.

Put brilliant minds to work

The rapid rise and penetration of Internet use in Africa
brings with it all the perils and prospects of culture
contact and change. Online academics must put their
minds to work testing the effects of modern contact. One
focal point is the impinging culture of Internet
technology with its associated institutions and culture —
its vocabulary, modes of thought, intentions and
interests. The other, is the receiving reservoir of
indigenous languages, customs, beliefs and living
traditions.



We need to know more about what ethnographers call
“transculturation”. What happens when the two cultures
meet, cooperate, conflict or compromise? Who gains
and who loses? Who, indeed, has successfully managed
to incorporate both African and Western values and
traditions into their lives? How capable are the new
techno-hip African elites to serve both western and
African interests? Ethnographers will have to release
their fund of knowledge about the dynamics of
communication between urban and rural areas. And this
means knowing how to communicate beyond the cyber
cafés of Lagos, Ibadan or Jos to people in rural
locations like Ago-Are, Okeho and Bayan Loco, say
Nigerian linguists.

To add brilliance to the quest for answers, African
cyberorganisers must lift the veil of ignorance
surrounding the work of hundreds of distinguished
scholars and experts in the sciences and arts in Africa
and the Diaspora. Spreading the news about Africa’s
intellectual treasures and innovators is a formidable
task. But it is rewarding and turns cyber-organisers into
extraordinary Internet content creators. Their function is
to digitize and disseminate this wealth of knowledge



both locally and on a global digital network to
communities of African heritage around the world.

» INFO-POINT Africa’s many information and
communications thought leaders include: Adigun Ade
Abiodun Chair of the United Nations Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, Grace Bansa of
Encyclopaedia Africana, Professor Atukwei Okai
Secretary General of Pan African Writers Association,
Thandika Mkandawire Director UN Research Institute
for Social Development, Dialo Bagayoko Professor of
Physics at the Timbuktu Academy, Dr Obadiah
Mailafiah Economist with the African Development
Bank and African Development Fund and Adebayo
Olukoshi of CODESRIA (Council for Development of
Social Science Research in Africa). See also
http://www.wsisaccra2005.gov.gh/conf_updates.htm

Cyberactivists can remind their online audiences of the
knowledge capital produced by African scholars, poets
and writers in African languages. For example, Cheikh
Anta Diop in Wolof, Usman dan Fodio in Hausa, Efua T
Sutherland in Akan, Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Rocha
Chimirah and Kumani Njogu in Kiswahili, and J L



Dube, BWV Vilakazi, Joyce J Gwayi and Masisi
Kunene in Zulu.

They can also collect, translate and digitise the freedom
literature of political activists and panAfricanists whose
works originate or are best known in western languages.
These include Léopold Sédar Senghor, Ahmed Sékou
Touré, Wole Soyinka, Ali Mazrui, Amilcar Cabral,
Nelson Mandela, Kwame Nkrumah, Tom Mboya and
Jomo Kenyatta.

Mentoring youth; boosting charities

It is now increasingly clear that forums for education
and debate on digital diversity issues must be organised.
Here is an interesting possibility --a new online ICT
university. Well-staffed and funded, it would have a
range of tasks:

To gather case studies and translate materials for
seminars and conferences on innovative practises.
To create a library of cross-lingual Internet links



and directories
To create multi-lingual teams of mentors in
university campuses, schools and youth clubs to
channel young people into socially responsible
Internet activities, and
To encourage networking and sharing information
trans-culturally across the continent and the world.

Voluntary groups and charities must be involved as
well, say leaders of the Association of Progressive
Communications (APC), a global partnership of
cyberactivists. Meeting in Addis Ababa, they launched a
novel project to boost the potential of charities by
providing free computer and Internet software.

Citizen reporters are needed

Training locals as online journalists to report on
community issues and Internet development is essential,
say concerned professional journalists. Louis Magliore
Keumayou, chief officer of APPA, the association of
French-speaking journalists, holds this view. So does



Chris Kwabato and his colleagues at the WSIS Africa
Agenda, a newsletter published to coincide with the
2005 World Summit on the Information Society.

Kwabato’s group collaborates with the Rhodes
University school of journalism and media studies in the
“Highway Africa” meetings in South Africa. Top class
journalists, media academics and educators come
together at the meetings with ICT companies and
community organisations to share skills and ideas.

Get “Internet Africa” on agendas

Progressive African’s have made clear their concerns
about language diversity and the Internet at international
conferences. African presentations to the World Summit
on the Information Society (WSIS), Tunis 2005,
proclaimed: “Internet access, language diversity, along
with economic growth and human development are
essential to our full participation.” See
wsisaccra2005.gov.gh/updates/pdf/
Accra_commitments.pdf

Not surprisingly, UNESCO officials are expected to



introduce new projects promoting wider more equitable
access to information networks. Elizabeth Longworth,
director of UNESCO’s Information Society Division
confirmed that “Language and cultural diversity in
cyberspace is a must” during the UNESCO Paris 2005
meeting on freedom of expression and cyberspace. This
commitment will be reflected in annual budgets under
preparation, according to Kwame Boafo, chief of the
division’s executive office of Communication and
Information.

Get the politics right

Ultimately, the success of language diversity action
plans and Internet strategies will depend on political
decisions taken at the highest level within countries and
multi-national organisations. Hence, cyber organisers
should be wary, say some critics. Conference promises
by diplomats and officials mean little in and of
themselves. Language diversity agendas are driven by
political leaders. No deal can be made or implemented,
without real and sustained political impetus.

Nevertheless, policies that threaten wiring up



communities must be debated and challenged. We know
that many governments base their political responses to
diversity action plans on a set of misguided premises.
Leaders have deep fears about the growth, cost and
spread of Internet access and use. They denounce
Internet users for “spreading rumours” and damaging the
country’s “security and harmony”. They argue that
partnerships with ICT companies may be disrupted; and
that people’s aspirations and demands may overwhelm
information systems and scarce resources; and so on.

Fear then becomes obsession about loss of power and
control in a clash of differing or opposing voices. Then,
government leaders prepare arsenals of electronic
defence.

They censor technology companies and Internet
access providers that don’t comply with their
increasingly draconian measures.
They require all websites, bloggers and bulletin
board operators to register with the government.
They recruit special Internet police forces to shut
down “unacceptable” sites, block foreign news
sites and impose hefty jail sentences.



Restricting access to the Internet can easily become an
instrument of autocracy and oppression. Relying solely
on foreign and ex-colonial languages only exacerbates
the digital divide and impoverishes millions of
indigenous people, their languages and cultures. It is
better, say cyberorganisers, to create a flourishing
online public sphere, in which every voice is heard and
all Internet communities may blossom. This has the
advantage of “reinforcing the importance of our own
culture and helping us preserve our dignity,” they say.
As a keen participant from Kenya at the UNESCO 2005
Paris meeting put it: “Involvement in the information
society is a must for Africa. When people are more
informed in all aspects of life they are better citizens,
and better users of the laws of democracy.”



4. Taming the New Technologies

The movement of Black communities on to the stage of
Internet innovation was part of another revolutionary
transition in the early 21st century. The debate about
overcoming the Digital Divide went beyond meek
acceptance of computer giveaways to the “information
have-nots”. The issue now is how to tame the new
technologies and use them to promote life-enhancing
results. This concluding section explores this new trend
and its attraction for Black communities in the US,
Britain and sub-Sahara Africa. How did it come about,
what are its dynamic forces, and what is the way
forward?

At a glance:

Making the Net work
Nine Experts on Planning Digital Dividends
The Digital Opportunity



Making the Net Work

Welcome to the new world of Black cyberorganisers,
the community cyberinformation workers. Rejecting the
“access solves all” mantra, they are organising a fresh
alignment of people-oriented ICT forces – one that pays
off in social dividends. They want a piece of the global
wealth of knowledge and information economies. No
wonder the cyberorganisers’ call to action appeals to
information poor and Black communities.

Why has focusing on outcomes become so important?

You might think that access to computers in the age of
new digital technologies and the Internet has rescued
disadvantaged communities and developing countries.
The major companies and their allies press their claim
to make computers universally accessible. Headline
grabbing slogans shout: “Computer Access For All”.
Profit-hungry computing corporations promise: “We’re
Working To Bridge The Digital Divide”. AT&T, one of
the world’s largest telecoms is a good example. Already
heavy investors of $83 million in “technology for the
underserved”, AT&T added a $100 million initiative,



“Access for All”, in 2006. They pledged computer
equipment, Internet access and training to 50,000 low
income US families in cooperation with the non-profit
Habitat for Humanity and One Economy Corp. (AT&T
2006). Attractively packaged deals for computers and
Internet access are reported almost daily. The French
Government has offered 1.2 million of the country’s
poorest citizens a computer with broadband internet
access for a daily fee of €1 to ensure they have access to
the increasing number of government services available
online. http://www.worldegovforum.com/article.php3?
id_article=794

The clamour grows with every announcement of cost-
cutting inventions, cheaper ICT products, and subsidised
tariffs. Intel Corporation is developing “a sub-$400
notebook for kindergartners to high school students in
emerging nations,” reports Michael Kanellos (2006).
The notebook is part of the new wave of PCs by the
leading manufacturer of chips and microprocessors.
Chiefs of the ailing business speak of bridging the
digital divide in Africa, rural Asia and Latin America,
with an eye to creating profitable future markets.



» WATCH POINT Corporate giants shape the ICT
supply chain, these include:

Major information producers, manufacturers, and
distributors such as the American-based billion
dollar companies: Apple, Dell, Compaq, IBM,
Gateway, Intel Group, Cisco Systems, AOL;
and PC software and applications producers
Microsoft, Lotus, Claris, Digital, Oracle, IBM and
Novell.

Nevertheless, huge question marks surround the
scenario. The billions invested in computer aid and
ICTs failed to improve standards in education, health
and jobs, warns the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU 2006). The “all-you-need-is-access”
promotion ignores what commonsense suggests. New
opportunities open up only to those who can make
effective use of information technologies, say
cyberorganisers. “Whatever technology has done for
some of us, it has not changed the lives of most of us,”
says reporter Brenda Gourley in The Times Higher



Supplement newspaper (2002). “Institutions and other
agencies responsible for education need to give careful
attention to this awful fact,” she says.

What has been the response of civil society?

This “awful fact” has triggered the rise of Internet
dissidents calling for a fresh alignment of ICT forces.
“Let’s open the doors of digital opportunity”. That’s the
rallying cry of a new cadre of cyberadvocates They
promote digital actions that deliver positive results that
can be measured. At the forefront is a surprising mix of
dedicated people. Educators, community workers, trade
unionists, and civic leaders are involved; so are
organisers of single issue civil rights, environment, and
anti-globalisation movements. Many are seasoned
campaigners for social welfare, minority and workers
rights. Others work for freedom of expression, peace
and social justice. Some are nongovernmental
organizations aided by cities, nations and the United
Nations.

Collectively, voluntary groups are key elements of what
experts call civil society – the civic and social



organizations and institutions that add meaning to life.
The new technologies are their instruments of choice to
link together in a global network of networks. As a
result, millions of words and graphics are uploaded to
the Net to inform and press for action. They use
hypertext links on web pages, online databases, e-mail,
podcasts, sound and video clips, chat rooms, and virtual
reality modelling. Successful techniques are quickly
copied, modified and shared electronically. They can
speedily move their campaign messages around the
globe. This fits the communal style of most advocacy
groups trying to foster changes to the status quo.

When cyberactive voluntary groups join together in
partnerships they help rally friends and supporters with
shared perspectives. One prime example is “Information
and technology for Development -ICT4D”, a prominent
association of development partners. Its major strength
lies in its huge networks ranging from the grass roots to
top-level officials (ICT4D publication). Associations of
cyberactivists and scholars are also popular. The
10,000 strong Digital Divide Network has member
websites, bloggers, studies and reports that call for new
ICT strategies to improve and enhance human capacity.



Uniquely, the DDN began with support from the non-
profit Benton Foundation and the National Urban
League, an historic Black organization.

In addition, Thousands of partnerships of scholar-
activists and professionals provide intellectual rigour
and support to voluntary causes. One example is the
Toledo Murchison Center and Prof Abdul Alkalimat of
the University of Toledo Africana Studies department;
they offer web pages and techno-social advice to
disadvantaged groups. Another partnership is led by
Mike Jensen, compiler of the Fair Access to Internet
Report (FAIR), at the University of Witwatersrand,
South Africa. Finally, at the grassroots level, untold
thousands of cyber organisers work jointly to better
local living and working conditions. These innovative
actions arise from one increasingly accepted fact.
Merely giving people access to the Internet does not
close the digital divide; cyberadvocacy is badly needed.

» INFO POINT E-partnerships such as ICT4D
www.itc-4d.org offer a wealth of innovative actions and
ideas. They include:



The Global Knowledge Partnership (GKP)
www.globalknowledge.org;
Building Communication Opportunities (BCO)
www.iconnect-online.org;
World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS)
www.itu.int/wsis;
International Institute for Communications and
Development (IICD) www.iicd.org;
Global e-Schools and Communities Initiative
(GeSCI) www.gesci.org;
Association for Progressive Communications
(APC) www.apc.org, the world’s largest umbrella
organization of computer networks for social
change activists.

Wealthy entrepreneurs have clocked this crucial shift in
thought and action. Mario Morino, businessman and
philanthropist, is an outstanding example. Morino has
praised promoters of the new technologies to low-
income communities. But he challenges them to raise



their aspirations and refocus their goals (Morino 2000).

“For the most part, today’s movement remains focused
on closing the gap in access to technology as an end in
itself,” However, Morino says” the real promise is more
profound. “Isn’t the real challenge about what people
and institutions do with the technology once they have
access to it? Isn’t the ultimate possibility to apply the
technology’s potential to address the underlying
challenges that are the true source of fundamental social
divides in America?”

With this observation Morino identified the flaw in the
Internet policies and marketing strategies of bureaucrats
and technophiles. Computers for all, yes!

But you must show, convince, persuade, or prove the
benefits of technology to individuals and groups who are
preoccupied by other needs and issues, he says.
Hundreds of experts, academics and activists confirmed
this expression of corporate Internet responsibility in the
survey report “From Access to Outcomes” (Morino
2002). Robert McClintock, of the Institute for Learning
Technologies, Columbia University said: “The case for



technology in low-income areas needs to be based on
real, practical solutions to the human needs that people
struggle with.” He cited economic opportunity,
governance, health, and education for urgent attention.

Many philanthropic organisations have been quick to
join the forces calling for digital dividends.
Experienced teams at the Benton Foundation support
info-technology for non-profit groups and underserved
communities on its website. They update popular web
pages with the best examples of people using the new
media. The Benton’s toolkit of best practices is widely
sought after by cyberorganisers for planning, funding and
publicising their activities; see their web site
www.benton.org. Organisers of another respected
voluntary group, The Children’s Partnership
www.tcp.org, have added their clout. Volunteers help
children, parents, teachers and educators understand
information technology and promote meaningful
solutions. Their robust and independent “how-to-do-it”
advice, with appropriate modifications, makes a
positive contribution to our understanding of Internet,
race and society issues (Techpolicy, Issue Brief).



What are the interests of Black communities?

Two factors account for the rising interest in ICT. One is
people’s awareness of the failed digital divide
syndrome and the other is the popular urge for Internet
connection. Advocates say the policies of governments
and top companies are too prescriptive; and in many
parts of the world they are too colonial and patronising
in tone and practice. Others are persuaded that
computer-giveaway projects have negative effects on
recipients. They assure continued dependency on
branded ICT products --hardware and software --
without providing effective programmes to eradicate the
conditions underlying information poverty. Therefore,
cyberorganisers say, if politicians and marketers are
really intent on combating the digital divide they would
have to start from another more fundamental premise,
namely engaging in a dialogue with information poor
and Black communities.

The new priority must be to encourage the view that
overcoming the digital divide is one of the most
important civil and human rights issues in modernising
information economies. For this to happen, we must



acknowledge the reasons why Black leaders have
expressed their criticism. The Rev. Jesse Jackson,
veteran civil rights leader and outstanding critic, has
called the digital divide “a classic example of
apartheid” (Jackson, On the Issues). Kweisi Mfume
(2002) dubbed it “technological segregation” when he
led the civil rights group, the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

Both men share a similar conviction --Black progress
must be linked to the future of societies based on
information development, processing, production and
distribution. “We want to be shareholders, not
sharecroppers,’’ is the continuing theme of Jackson, the
former US presidential candidate. In all discussions, we
must recognise that “the digital gap” is part of the many
interlocking gaps in society, he says. “There is a
computer literacy gap. There is a financial gap. A
market gap. A vertical employment gap. An access to
capital gap. These are structural gaps that demand
structural solutions,” says Jackson (On the Issues)

Crucially, it is necessary to expose and confront the
barriers that limit African American participation in the



global technology economy, says Tyrone D Taborn, a
contributor to The Covenant with Black America by
Tavis Smiley (Third World Press 2006:215) “Young
blacks entering an information-based, technology-driven
marketplace without the necessary technological skill
sets will not only be unemployable, they will be
irrelevant”.

On a broader front, others have spoken out about the
divide and human rights concerns. President Nelson
Mandela warned policymakers at the Geneva Telecom
conference that “Given the fundamental impact of
telecommunications on society and the immense
historical imbalances, telecommunications issues must
become part of the general public debate on
development policies” (Mandela 1995). His vision to
enhance the potential of communities reigns today.

The evidence is not conclusive, but cyberorganisers say
there is a remarkable opportunity to mobilise info-tech
resources for real social improvements. In America,
campaigners are already at work on these issues in
Toledo, Baltimore and San Francisco. Innovative
Internet thinking is gaining ground in Black London, UK.



African activists, political leaders and entrepreneurs are
creating new networks of communication and social
change with city dwellers, villagers and linguistic
groups.

The change is evident. People who are normally
apathetic about most politicians and ICT companies and
their flawed plans swell with pride as they create their
own Internet-based social change agendas. Their
confidence grows when they unite around a set of
interconnected actions for “outcomes” that will:

Advance equality and free expression,
Connect the public interest and the non-profit
sectors,
Influence public policy and legislation,
Promote the availability of funding sources, and
Advance citizen access to government information.

What can be learned from the experience of
cyberorganising?

The new voluntarism of civil society has tremendous
implications for Black communities in the diaspora and



Africa. Cyberorganisers and their allies have declared
the Internet is a prime medium for “social awakening”; it
should be part of all computer-aid programmes.
Equipping communities to use the new technologies for
social good should be the central aim. Participants at the
Digital Divide Workshops in Brixton 2004 – community
workers, housing managers, cyberactivists and
unemployed youth – called for programmes to develop
the info-tech skills that build collective enterprise.
Furthermore, there is an understanding that long-term
progress in relieving social gaps requires sound e-
policies. The most progressive multi-agency teams --
including the computing giants, governments,
philanthropists and big charities --must be involved.
These principles should sit alongside all efforts to
create a just and equal society in which people are
empowered to solve the problems facing their
communities.



Nine Experts on Planning Digital Dividends

Getting “plugged-in” to the Internet revolution is not the
sexiest of issues. Yet, its siren’s song of promise has
attracted every major politician. Bill Clinton and Al
Gore extolled its virtues in 1996. George W Bush spoke
of widening Internet access in 2001; so, too, did Thabo
Mbeki. Tony Blair got on the access-for-all bandwagon
and promised citizens to bridge the United Kingdom’s
digital divide in 2005. French Prime Minister Dominic
de Villepin joined the computer-aid club in 2006.

But, cyberorganisers and community leaders are not
convinced. Blair’s visionary programme failed to
deliver, and the French government’s “giveaway plan”
adds up to a hefty and prohibitive €1095 ($1396) bill
for low income recipients over three years. The
information revolution has got to go beyond merely
touting computers, digital infrastructure and the Internet,
say cyberorganisers. The key is fitting digital access into
millennial plans for socio-economic development.
That’s the conclusion of the World Summit on the
Information Society documents researched by Doreen
Bogdan and Vanessa Gray (2006). Furthermore, notable



experts and prominent personalities have joined the call
for digital dividends and favourable outcomes. They
support the view that the race for cyberspace must be
based on achieving social benefits for communities.

Campaigning engineer

“Bridging the digital divide is the key to closing
economic gaps between ethnic communities, especially
in Africa,” says Tyrone D Taborn, chairman of the
Career Communications Group, and one of the leading
voices in the United States on using the Internet for
development. Future jobs will require computing and
Internet skills to earn a decent standard of living. The
danger is that Blacks will be left out of the info-job
markets, says Taborn.

Countering this trend is imperative Taborn told the
NEPAD Council Conference in Nairobi, in May 2006.
“We’ve generated awareness and I’m tremendously
proud of that. However, our task is nowhere complete.
We’ve got to inspire a movement”. We need to work
together to find solutions he advised the assembled
policy makers, financiers, industry leaders, scientists,



engineers and educators. See www.ccgmedia.com; and
www.nepadcouncil.org

London city leader

Mayor Ken Livingstone, leader of the Greater London
Authority, launched a range of policy objectives to
improve ICT use in Britain’s capital city. The goal is
better information sharing and cooperation between the
major social services, health, education and welfare.
This can be achieved by building leadership capability
and vision to address the digital divide and ensure
delivery of desirable outcomes. To this end, private and
public funding is required in large measure based on
sound policies and research initiatives. Partnerships
must enhance social ownership and commitment to
projects. The staff to get things done must be equipped
with the skills to implement the new policy objectives.
(See Mayor of London)

Importantly, there must be benefits for all, said Ken
Livingstone. Achieving this objective has special
meaning for the estimated third of the capital’s 7 million
population who are Black, Asian and ethnic minorities



and struggling to gain a foothold in the information
based urban economy. (London 2002)

World economic leaders

The captains of capitalism are also learning to speak the
language of beneficial outcomes. Policy debates centre
on planning for positive social results from economic
investments, say associates of the World Economic
Forum, an independent international organisation for
leaders to address global issues (www.weforum.org).

“To track our investment, our companies ask for
measurable achievements: What is our return? What is
the diffusion and take up of the ICTs we offer? Has there
been growth in economic development and poverty
alleviation? Is this matched by desirable social
outcomes?” These are the indicators of our success, said
Jean Philippe Courtois, President, Microsoft EMEA,
France, and Maureen O’Neil, President, International
Research and Development Centre. See WEF report on
“Bridging the Digital Divide” (2002).

The Field training director



Moving from the digital divide to digital opportunity is
the goal of a massive campaign by the Department of
Education in South Africa. Officials aim to upgrade the
info-tech skills of teachers and educators. The results
will “promote inclusion, opportunities and wealth, and
counteract isolation and exclusion,” said Wilhelm
Greyling, a training partner with Technikon Northern
Gauteng Institute, Tshwane University of Technology,
Pretoria.

But “that’s only the first step”. The greater objective is
for students to transfer these skills to colleagues,
communities and the society at large, he says. Hence,
close relationships are encouraged with educators,
community leaders, and governmental institutions and
private companies.

The social development researcher

Paula Uimonen of Stockholm University and the United
Nations Research Institute for Social Development-
UNRISD, Geneva, argues that computers and the Internet
work best when one over-riding condition is met. There
must be measurable results that improve the lives of the



least-privileged and most-needy millions around the
world, she told a meeting of experts in Kuala Lumpur,
Indonesia (Uimonen 1997).

Cooperative Internet-linked policies to alleviate poverty
and improve access to health care and education are one
set of targets, Uimonen said. Getting results in
conserving and fairly distributing resources is also
important. Strengthening participation in decision-
making is necessary. The success of the new
technologies should be measured less by sheer numbers
of connected individuals and more by their contribution
to social progress. The keywords should be community,
connectivity, cultural issues, development, digital
revolution, education, political processes, health,
information society, and social issues, Uimonen
concluded.

Community cyber organizers

Measuring outcomes is crucial to the peoples of Latin
America and the Caribbean, say organisers for
FUNREDES, the online virtual community. “Our
ultimate goal is the transformation of societies”.



FUNREDES leaders aim “to implant Newer Information
and Communication Technologies (NICT) in developing
countries”. In a continent with significantly large Black
populations, they work with “all committed groups:
international organizations, NGO’s, governments, public
and private interested institutions”.

Leaders say: “We want to discover and promote ways to
contribute to building novel societies led by common
values, such as fairer relations, resulting in less
discrimination and more equal opportunities.”
Townspeople and villagers, alike, are attracted to this
message from FUNREDES, an ICT4D pioneer and
research-action group. Its web site www.funredes.org
receives over one million hits per month and has 7000
links from 900 different sites, say current organisers.

International ICT expert and administrator

Gaining digital dividends is one of the main
contributions of Elizabeth Longworth, formerly Director
of UNESCO’s Information Society Division and
Secretary of the Organization’s Information for All
Programme. Longworth made her name in UNESCO



circles by championing ICT policies, capacities and
tools for universal access to information and knowledge.

Longworth’s skills as negotiator and facilitator helped
launch the UNESCO meeting on Freedom of Expression
in Cyberspace in Paris 2005. Elevated a year later to a
new position as Executive Director of the Office of the
UNESCO Director-General, Longworth will use her
talents assisting governments, people and NGOs. In
“today’s knowledge-intensive world the forces of
change are exponential,” she says. Furthermore,
“Building the capacities to generate, apply and optimize
knowledge for development will increasingly be of
critical importance and relevance”. (UNESCO, Press
Releases, 15 June 2006, www.unesco.org)

Champion of civil society and the environment

Nobel Peace Prize winner Wangari Maathai of Kenya is
a fitting champion of some of the most favoured
outcomes of our times. Her Green Belt Movement
strives for biodiversity, soil conservation, and equal
rights for women and girls. It has long been seen as a
model of grassroots education and mobilization. Often



harassed and persecuted, the professor of biology is the
first African woman to receive the coveted prize [in
2004] since it was created more than 100 years ago. Her
colleagues acclaim Maathai as a model of grassroots
and Internet activism, especially for the women and
children of Africa.

Microsoft’s chief

The roll-on effects of planning for digital dividends are
unstoppable across the world, concludes Bill Gates,
famed for his leadership of Microsoft, the international
multi-billion dollar computer software and technology
corporation. He goes on to explain: “(Some) countries
are, actually, starting to think about competing on this
basis. If they see that one country has done some good in
their schools, they’ll ask about that...(about) who has
done this the best, who is doing e-government the best,
who is doing social services the best? So using these
digital tools, the diversity around the world is causing
people to look at the most innovative approaches, and
benefit from those” (Bill Gates 2000)

Now retired and head of the well-endowed Bill and



Melinda Gates charitable foundation, Gates is the most
visible exponent of “venture philanthropy”. He
represents a new breed of super-wealthy business
persons who are not content to simply bankroll projects.
They offer their skills to help social enterprises
(organisations creating social good) with mentoring,
financial and operational support. They show by
example that leaders in the computing industry can offer
their support through the transfer of skills to
disadvantaged communities, Blacks and the information
poor.



The Digital Opportunity

The words — race for cyberspace — conjure up images
of Black people crossing a digital chasm.

A cyberorganiser in Toledo, Ohio, sends a church
newsletter to parishioners from his laptop
The chairlady of a housing committee sorts through
her e-mails in a cramped, bustling office in
Brixton, London
A school boy in a computer club on the dusty edge
of Yeoville, South Africa, downloads information
for his essay
Thousands online in digital diaspora networks
trace their transatlantic heritages: from Africa to
Britain and Europe, and to the Americas and the
Caribbean.

Sharing and shaping technologies

Self-organising communities with access to the Internet
and electronic devices are putting more power where it



belongs – into their own hands. With the click of a
mouse, voters can launch e-mails of protest to elected
officials, they can campaign against high prices, and sign
anti-racist manifestos online to forward to national
public and corporate leaders. Consumer and rights
groups can “get the facts” from a thousand Internet
sources on health care, xenophobia, workers’ rights, or
the depiction of minorities in the mass media. They can
evaluate the latest inventions and concepts such as
Google, satellite navigation, global warming and equity
trade. They can “speak out” on environmental
degradation, corruption and urban crime as well as on
issues such as cattle tax and dowries, and partnering
rural development.

Crossing the digital chasm pays off in new knowledge
about creating digital dividends, and is shared online.
Three exemplary web sites demonstrate this potential.

OneWorld, based in the UK, has a wealth of ICT
information on best practices
http://www.oneworld.net/
Bridges, based in South Africa, examines the ICT-
based development field and considered what



works, and what does not work -- and why.
http://bridges.org/
Community cyberorganisers in Namibia use a
handbook by Dr. Kingo Mchombu, university head
of ICT studies, to transform their communities
through information sharing. See
http://www.oxfam.ca/publications/SharingKnowledge.htm

Networks and alliances like these prove some essential
points. Online voluntary groups --charities, NGOs, and
low-income, self-organised groups --have a special
character. Individually, their membership may be small
in number, but linked together collectively they are
influential. They mix and match the technologies to
ensure they are relevant to community needs. In the
process, they create a virtual public civic space where
people in communities challenge state and commerce in
the quest for beneficial development. These concrete
achievements tell us a lot about freeing and enabling the
vox populi. They point to some key values that are
useful in thinking about and acting upon now.

Empowering Internet community projects



Gaining the power to make up your own mind and
express your own opinions is crucial. When we talk of
empowerment, we mean the increased right and ability
of people in communities to directly own and use the
Internet’s instruments and facilities -- and to do so
without fear or hindrance. Empowerment means
enabling people to connect with each other and organise
themselves. When self-organised online citizens and
consumers create projects that enhance their lives and
gives them an active voice in corporate and public
policy – that’s EMPOWERMENT, they shout. What then
should Black communities do to gain these attributes?
The message from seasoned online veterans to complete
novices is: “You’ve got to get wired up! To mark your
place and raise your voice in cyberspace, all you need
are the basic connection facilities for a website and an
e-mail address – and a commitment to positive social
change”.

Wiring up communities is the dedicated task of
cyberactivists, variously called techno-activists, net-
roots campaigners or cyberorganisers. Events show they
emerge as a natural part of the growth and effects of
information technology policies. Their goals are not to



sell consumer products: trainers, ipods, fast food and
pop music bestsellers. No. They are social justice
advocates.

Imagine for a moment some essential ingredients for
empowering people in Internet-community projects.
Inclusion is one. The best designed projects bring all the
key networks and resources together. Local communities
and leaders are in beneficial partnership with the key
players. Among them are the Internet providers, social
service agencies, businesses, nongovernmental
organisations (NGOs), government and voluntary and
donor agencies. Capacity building is another ingredient.
Successful project leaders identify untapped talents and
train cyberorganisers. They are masters of promoting
community ownership and equity in Internet enterprises.
But, that’s not all, say net-roots campaigners. Freedom
to communicate is an essential component of these ideas
and actions. People must have the right to hold and
transmit opinions and demands for change without
interference. They must be able to seek and receive
information and ideas across all national boundaries.

Investing in innovative projects can pay huge social



dividends. Cyberkiosks can help deprived, poorly
connected urban dwellers to access information
services. Wiring up the remotest villages can pay
handsome dividends, Kofi Annan urged technology
business leaders, academic and civil society
organisations. Furthermore, the United Nations
Secretary-General, called on leaders to promote ICT-
enabled knowledge among traders shop owners and
small businesses. “Affordable technologies in the hands
of local communities can be effective engines of change,
both social and material,” he said.

Youth in the lead

Empowerment projects are an opportunity to involve
young people. Youth’s successes in Internet-community
projects are evident almost everywhere and merit full
support. From graphic design to digital music mixing
and video animation, they are sharing and shaping the
latest technologies.

In Afro-America, “The limits of our digital creativity
are expandable,” says Prof Abdul Alkalimat, director of
Africana Studies, University of Toledo. His study group



has produced the first example of “academic hip-hop”.
The group’s CD titled Re-boot melds Internet-savvy
with the angst of the ghetto. Alkalimat calls it an
“improvisational metaphor” of Black spirits soaring.
“This is a way of empowering them with the valuable
skills they will need as adults in the community and in
the workforce,” says Alkalimat. This view is echoed in
Britain. Cyberorganisers in Bristol and London agree
that youth must have a chance to show their potential as
they use multimedia software, CDs and the Internet to
combat racial stereotypes.

This notion of youth’s digital creativity is emerging in
Africa, and growing rapidly. Cyberorganisers are
planning “the first ICT camp for adolescents in
Nigeria”. They aim to educate and empower youth in
schools on how ICT can benefit their lives and thereby
“reduce youth restiveness”. Graduate students in
western Nigeria are experimenting with information
systems and regional languages. They can now converse
with their wired up communities using a Yoruba
keyboard and grammar.

Youth in the most deprived circumstances have tested



the limits of computers – all by themselves. Researchers
have found that untutored, but inquisitive, youth can sit
down with a PC and a keyboard and, unaided, learn to
create, drag, and drop files and folders and navigate the
Internet. What a boon. They are able to dream, achieve,
explore, enjoy and make discoveries for themselves --
without classrooms, user manuals, tests, adults and
teachers (Toffler 2006:196-197).

Measuring success

Will better, more sensitive projects – in the hands of
communities --be worthwhile? Broadly, across three
continents the answers are the same. To be worthwhile,
Internet-community projects must produce rewards that
can be measured, not just pious hopes. The bottom line
of empowerment is how many Internet social networks
have been organised, communities served, schools
equipped with telecentres, infant lives saved, and how
many more jobs and gainful economic activities are
created.

Indeed, there is some evidence that the impacts of ICT
can produce measurable results in five areas that matter



most to children, families and communities. First, is
improved health. Second, educational achievement and
cultural development. Third, gainful employment and
economic opportunity. Fourth, is community and civic
participation. Fifth, is that women are fully engaged in
and benefit from all these impacts.

Will there be spin-offs from these results? Experts say
we have glimpsed only the beginnings of the benefits of
Internet connection even in the poorest communities and
most remote regions. Local cyberorganisers praise the
potential of Internet facilities to provide:

Outlets for creative expression
Neonatal advice and lifesaving medical
information
Early warnings to disaster-prone communities
Support for people threatened by repressive
regimes
Access to uncensored information, and
A much needed opportunity for Computer-aided
Instruction.



What, then, is the best course of action? Surely, the next
generation of Internet research must include fresh
insights on the theory and application of digital
advantage to Black communities. Are the results genuine
so far? Can we test them with a rational formula of
social engineering: access + awareness + goal formation
and popular involvement? We need to know the score.
Cyberactivists, researchers and professionals must
honestly appraise their successes and failures. They
must learn to create new methods and test them with
popular involvement, not by foisting their prior
decisions on unsuspecting communities.

Black Internet professionals must join the search for
answers. The AfroGeeks, an African American
association of Internet educators and professionals, is in
a premier position to make a scholarly contribution. See
www.afrogeeks.org. Members from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, the University of Southern
California and other universities have targeted the need
for studies in three crucial areas. One is “Global
Blackness and the digital public sphere”; another is



“theorising race and information technology”; and a
third is “creating effective models of innovative ICT use
and adoption in Black communities”. We need to know
more about the role of community networks (see
Jonathan Lillie http://www.unc.edu/˜jlillie/310.html).
Add to these efforts the works of Black Britons and it is
clear that Internet and community research merits further
investigation. London-based Mark Johnson is working
on the use of wireless technologies in long distance
learning with African colleagues. The best news from
Africa comes from researchers in Ghana, Nigeria,
Uganda and South Africa. Hand-picked, tightly focused
teams of experts, aggressively thrashing out research
agendas, will produce significant results. The next
generation of Black-led research will undoubtedly
include such key topics as:

Building communities of active and skilled
technology users
Creating innovative forms and practices in Internet
use
Devising multi-lingual computing and localisation



projects
Teaching Internet community journalism
Programming software development for language
technology and translation
Supporting community production and distribution
of information through global networks
Amplifying the voices of workers, traders and
farmers, youth and women

The future struggle

So far we have concentrated on what we can and,
indeed, must do to seize the opportunities for digital
inclusion and advantage. But, while the immediate
present is important we bear a responsibility to look
into possible futures.

Together, the Internet actions of local communities, the
dedicated work of cyberactivists, the progressive
response of corporate and public leaders, and the
rigorous support of committed researchers, all herald
the birth of a more social Internet. Nevertheless, existing
threats remain. Future events cannot be predicted, but
trends can be glimpsed in broad outline. On the down



side, virtual communities cannot supplant but only
support the efforts of real communities. Computers and
Internet access, with all their techno-paraphernalia, may
bring little change in the poorest, isolated communities.
Getting ready to create and harvest digital dividends
may still require subsidies and the largesse of powerful
social groups. The progress of communities toward
achieving digital dividends may be blocked by
“limitations and fearsome abuses of the technology,”
warn James E Katz and Ronald E Rice (2002).

What’s more there are concerns about the inequities of
Internet justice and economy. Government and corporate
leaders hold the reins of ICT power and may strengthen
their grip on the Internet and World Wide Web.
Profiteers, misinformers, hucksters and negrophobic
race haters may pollute the information system. There is
a need to further analyse the virtual community of
cyberspace and its relationship to real communities as
previewed in Peter Kollock et al (1998), Communities
in Cyberspace (London, Routledge) and J Barber and A
Tait (2001) The Information Society and the Black
Community (Westport, CT, Praeger).



There are fears that US-based global communications
giants – such as Cisco Systems, Verizon, Comcast and
Bell South – will impose their pay-to-play strategy on
Internet users. Internet service providers such as the
Googles, Yahoos and Amazons of the world would be
able to charge users to surf the Internet, download
information, stream videos and e-mail. As a
consequence, the tariffs would limit the work of
voluntary groups and cyberorganisers on behalf of the
poorest and most disadvantaged communities; and of
course affect Black people. Thus, unchallenged, the oft-
claimed “democracy of the Web” would soon become a
relic of the past.

The political threats are also mounting, according to
reports and anecdotal information. Internet surveillance
and restrictions have increased in America, Britain and
some African regimes. There is even news of broadband
“red-lining”, a term for the way telecom companies
purposefully fail to deploy high-speed Internet services
in low-income, marginalised communities and language
groups.

It is evident that the digital divide sustains information



poverty when buttressed by discrimination and unequal
status, opportunities and esteem. Therefore, no one
should expect or propose that the Internet is the panacea
for deep societal prejudices, divisions and political
abuse. It is not a road to utopia; or a substitute for real
life off the computer screen.

But let’s stand back a moment from this doom-laden
scenario. It is possible to envisage alternative paths
forward. Cyberactivists will unleash a cache of mobile
telephony, says pioneer blogger and digital network
organiser, Andy Carvin. They will use SMS text
messaging, video blogging, podcasting and smart phones
to publish to the Internet, and thereby awaken the
consciousness of cybercommunity cultures. “We’re
talking about building a blogosphere, an inter-network
of socially conscious citizens creating alternatives and
demanding change,” says Carvin. “We’re talking about a
social revolution.”
<http://www.andycarvin.com/000712.html>

The explosion of interactivity sparked by the cybernet
generation will have wider effects. Cyberorganisers
will learn the essential counter movements to perceived



threats. For example:

Seek specialist legal advice on information policy
issues, global networks and e-commerce,
Develop their awareness of the ethical and social
implications of new technologies and information
systems.

Moments of inspirational leadership will occur. “What
if we learn to embrace info-technology – learn to love it,
use it, and appropriate it for our own liberation,
wouldn’t that be something,” says cyberscholar and
activist, Prof Abdul Alkalimat. In these new
circumstances, students will create new learning
environments for future success. One can foresee a day
when empowering people with digital dividends from
applied info-technology will be referred to naturally in
all discussions about computing access. This will be a
time when:



Social entrepreneurs join with NGOs and non-
profit groups to build a community’s social
capital.
Computer prices tumble toward $100, and
research cracks the barriers to cheap, simple
speech recognition that will liberate thousands of
unheard linguistic communities,
New Internet initiatives will incorporate the key
words sustainability and equality as a matter of
course, and when
Debates about likely Internet and community
futures will become the fabric of everyday
political life.

An extraordinary convergence

Digital opportunity arises when Black communities
create social capital with the new technologies. This
goal has revolutionised their patterns of thinking,
working, and presence on the Internet. People living in
close proximity and sharing bonds of experience and
aspirations are creating virtual communities on the



Internet to aid their causes. The potential in politics is
enormous. In election times, the web is the place where
a lot of the fierce political action is; and now anyone
can join in. Wired up local groups and net-roots
campaigners can register supporters, mobilise voters
and solicit small donations. This trend was already
evident in the 2000 and 2004 US presidential contests
and followed closely by the British Labour Party in
2006.

Black communities are learning to harness the potential
of Free and Open-source Software-FOSS, see
www.opensourcecms.com. This is a powerful tool to
aid freedom of expression and share information.
Experts say that FOSS is software whose source code,
or its set of instructions, is open to the public. It is freely
available and can be used, altered, adapted, and passed
on to others. With FOSS, cybergroups can make info-
technology work productively, and avoid expensive
commercial software brands. See
http://rO.umctad.org/ecommerce/ecommerce_
en/foss06.htm

The convergence of these two streams – need and digital



opportunity -- provides exactly the platform that Black
communities need.

The Internet and the web belong to every one
They support people’s interaction and freedom of
expression in the online public sphere
Their links are global and immediate
They thrive on alternative and irreverent views
And, access to the Internet and the web cannot be
prevented or stilled, without gross violation of
human rights and a spirited world wide counter
protest.

Ideas, evidence and idealism

The digital future of Black communities in America,
Britain, and in Africa south of the Sahara is at a pivotal
moment. The problem of the 21st century is the problem
of creating cyberpower for progress and equality in the
information age. Understanding this proposition is
essential. The rule is to look at the dynamic forces that
give us clues about the past and the way forward.



Research scholars and urban planners have reported
people’s fears about the effects of information
technology on jobs and schooling in low-income
communities. The best known work is Donald A Schon
et al (1998) High Technology and Low-Income
Communities: Prospects for the Positive Use of
Advanced Information Technology, Cambridge: MIT
University Press. In his later studies, Jan AGM van
Dijk, advisor to the European Commission on the
Information Society, presents a rich resource of
thoughtful research in The Deepening Divide: Inequality
in the Information Society (Sage 2005), in The Network
Society: Social Aspects of the New Media (Sage 1999),
and in Digital Democracy: Issues of Theory and Practice
(Sage 2000).

But, though these are laudable works there is a need to
further explore the troubled tale of technology, race and
politics. “Blacks were shut out at the birth of digital
technologies, when the most wealth was created… they
participated mainly as consumers,” says Tyrone D
Taborn in his chapter, “Closing the Digital Divide,” in
The Covenant with Black America by Tavis Smiley
(2006)). Then they became aware that moving from



digital poverty to digital opportunity and producing
digital dividends is crucial for participation in the new
age of globalisation. One of the thousands to take up the
challenge was Shirley Ann Jackson, an African
American and first woman to earn a doctoral degree in
theoretical physics from MIT and work for AT&T Bell
Laboratories. She rose from a segregated school in
Washington, D.C. to achieve a number of honoured
positions: president of the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, America’s oldest technical college, chair of the
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and head of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science -
- a saga of success recounted by Thomas Friedman
(2006) in The World is Flat: A Brief History of the
Globalized World in the 21st Century London, Allen
Lane, p.52-54.

In a momentous convergence, Black communities linked
their equality causes to the technological idealism of the
nascent computer age. This was inevitable and fits their
aspirations. After all, the mission of web innovator Tim
Berners-Lee was to distribute the power of the Internet
as widely as possible – a goal he outlines in Weaving
the Web: The Past, Present and Future of the World



Wide Web (2000). Now, Black leaders and cyber
organisers aim to extract the maximum value from the
knowledge-based wealth systems of information
societies, described by Alvin and Heidi Toffler in
Revolutionary Wealth (2006 p.319).

One lesson info-historians will surely draw is that the
new thrust of Black cyberorganising has gained a
special place in the unfolding of the information age. By
their endeavours, Black communities and the
information poor will have joined the biggest lobby in
modern history for Internet diversity, democracy,
pluralism and free expression. This techno-social
idealism is not some strange, aberrant phenomenon. It
was born with and is integral to the computer and
information age. African Americans, Black Britons and
sub-Saharan Africans feel proud their professionals and
leaders were among the earliest proponents of the social
benefits of the new technologies. Tim Berners-Lee
acknowledges this fact in Weaving the Web when he
recalls that Thabo Mbeki hailed the global information
juggernaut when speaking to the world’s seven
wealthiest nations at the G7 annual meeting in Brussels
in 1995. Mbeki envisioned a future when debates will



be about “how people should seize the new technology
to empower themselves; to keep themselves informed
about the truth of their own economic, political and
cultural circumstances; and to give themselves a voice
that all the world could hear”. In tribute to Mbeki’s
visionary speech, Berners-Lee was moved to say: “I
could not have written a better mission statement for the
World Wide Web” (Berners-Lee 2000:109-110).

Eminent African humanitarians have added their voices.
“Our mission must be to ensure access as widely as
possible. If we do not, the gulf between the haves and
the have-nots will be the gulf between the technology-
rich and the technology-poor,” said Kofi Annan,
Secretary General of the United Nations. In a stroke of
genius, Annan used the original computer on which the
Internet was created to send an electronic message to
young people around the world. In it he urged them to
build upon emerging trends and social actions and use
the ICTs to bridge the digital divide.

These visions of an inspired social Internet fit well with
a fundamental principle emphasized here by reference to
Black communities, but universal in spirit and



application. Liberation from info-poverty is not a matter
of technology but of social relations. The Internet and its
benefits are not the property of any one race to be used
to gain artificial superiority. Cyberliberators must gain
control of the new technologies and employ them for the
advancement of humanity.



Resource Guides

Note: The following publications and web sites were of
great use to me in preparing this work.
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Century Books ———. (1996) ‘Technological
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Challenge,’ Mots Pluriel, vol.
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in Cyberspace, Pluto Press, London. ———. (2006)
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